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I
Fast Standard Export 30

I
Fast Advanced Export/
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After schematic capture, components can be
re-arranged prior to manual or automatic
routing.

*PRO+ can import Gerber files

All versions include an auto-router.

Telephone or FAX POWERware on 061 449 7101
POWERware,14 Ley Lane,
Marple Bridge, Stockport,
SK6 sDD, UK.
Payment by Cheque, Visa &
Mastercard Accepted.

Quickroute 3.0 for Windows 3.1
DESIGNER t99.00 DESIGNER + t1a9.00 K
PRO 8199.00 PRO+ 8299.00
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A mobile
robot gs

44

PC
Glinic

LGD based mini
terminal

5p
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Robots are fun to build and fun to
play with. ln this issue, Dr PeiAn
shows how to build a mobile PC

controlled robot that could become
the basis of bigger things

ln part 2 of ETI's laser tag system,
Neil Birtles looks at construction of
the light gun base. This project has

been designed by Robin Abbott and
Neil Birtles and is a comPuter
controlled, very soPhisticated
interactive game for several players

that rivals those used commercially

Analysing light 40
Light is something that we all take for
granted, but we are now develoPing
increasing numbers of technologies
that use light. Douglas Clarkson
looks at some interesting waYs of
analysing and measuring light

NiGad battery
charger
A lot of different NiCad battery
charger cuircuits have been
published over the years but this one
designed by Richard Tanfield is just

that bit better
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Part 10 of the series which shows
readers how to repair, maintain,
upgrade, and build circuits for,
personal computers. ln this issue we
look at using, choosing and
upgrading sound boards

ospaceProductions Light gun base 4 A portable EPROM
pnogrammer 56

Parallax
Stamp reuiew
We take a look at the Parallax
Stamp, an ultra-smalland very low-
cost computer that is easilY
programmable in BASIC and can be
applied to solving a wide range of
control problems that would
previously have required complex
dedicated circuitry

A portable EPROM programmer can
be a useful addition to one's toolkit.
Richard.Grodzik shows how to build
one

Hms @ ffiffi ffio"4

Features
Proiects

Electronics in
the movies

ln this, the first of a regular series of
projects designed around the
Parallax Stamp, we take a look at
how to use this versatile little
computer system to form the heart of

a simple user-inteface terminal
based on a 1 6 character LCD dot
matrix display

64

67Garden Shed
Alarm
Last month, Tim Parker discussed
the sensors and circuit description of
a multi-function securtty alarm. Here,

he looks at its installation and testing

Regulars
S News and event diary 6

& PCB foils 70

s& Open Forum 74

€
Nick Hampshire takes a look at how
computers and electronics are

changing forever the way in which
films and W programmes are made,

with a special emphasis on the
creation of special effects which are

suih a feature of modern films



Pico Releases PC
Potenti al PicoScope

'Virtual
instrument'
software.Pico's Virtual lnstrumentation enable you to use your

computer as a variety of useful test and measufement
instruments or as an advanced data logger.

NEW 5.4/4- ? 6 Losic Anatyser NEW //DO- IOO Virtua! tnstrument
Pocket sized 16 channel Logic Analyser DualChannel 12 bit resolution

a Digital Storage Scope
O Spectrum Analyser
O Frequency Meter
O Chart Recorder
O Data Logger
O Voltmeter

8K Trace Buffer.

The ADC-100 offers both a high
sampling rate (100kHz) and a high
resolution. lt is ideal as a general

purpose test instrument either in the
lab or in the field. Flexible input ranges

(t200mV to t20V) allows the unit to
s-44- t6
with software, power
supply and cables f 219

connect directly to a wide variety of signals.

,4De-lOO with PicoScope f199
with PicoScope & PicoLog f209

/4DO- t o
1 Channel 8 bit

O Lowest cost O
O Up to 22kHz sampling O
a 0 -5V input range O

The ADC-10 gives your
computer a single
channel of analog input.
Simply plug into the
parallel port and your
ready to go.

:4DO-lO with
PicoScope f49
PicoScope &
Picolog f59

The ADC-11 provides
11 channels of analog
input in a case slightly
larger than a matchbox.
It is ideal for portable
data logging using a
"notebook" computer.

Carriage UK free, Overseas f9
Oscilloscope Probes ( x1, x10 ) f 70
Existing ADC 101111121100 users can add Picolog tor f25

ADC-IO Simply plug into
the parallel port and your ready to go.

4DO- I I with
PicoScope f85

/4DO- I I
11 Channel 10 bit
Digital output
Up to 18kHz sampling
0 -2.5V input range

4De- t z
1 Channel 12bat

O High resolution
a Up to 17kHz sampling
O 0 -5V input range

The ADC-12 is similar to
the ADC-10 but offers an
improved 12 bit (1 part
in 4096) resolution
compared to the ADC-
10's 8 bit (1 pan in 256).

PicoScope &
Picolog f95

4De- t o
8 Channe! 16 bit+sign

O Highest resolution
O 2Hz sampling - 16bit
O r 2.5V input range

The ADC-I6 has the
highest resolution of the
range, it is capable of
detecting signal changes
as small as 40 pV. Pairs
of input channels can be
used differentially to
reject noise. Connects to
serial port.

,(DO-16
withPicoLog f 1 15

Pico Technology Ltd. Broadway House, 149-151 St Neots Rd, Hardwick, Cambridge. CB3 7OJ

Tel: 01954 - 211716 Fax: 01954 - 211AaO
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A4 DTP ilOI{IrORS Brand new, 300 DPl. ColflPlote
with diagr.m but no interfaoe det ils.(so you will
haye to work lt outl) Baoain .t ilFt C12.99 eaohllll
OPD tOillfORS 9' mono monitol, tully cased omPlete with

E$erboad, sitched mode P$ etc CGA/TTL inpd ('lsway O), IEC

mains E15 99 ref DEC23 PdeircludinghttocoNerttocmPcite
monitqfor @TV use etc ls e21 99 Ef OEC24

LOW COST LASER I{IGHT SIGHT iust €79lll
Cheaper veEion of light

levdsdincmPlete ase
allil about 1 monlh

FC @I{TROLLEO 4 CHAI{XEL TISER contrd (qtidf
tim6 €ic) up to 4 itoms (8A 24Ov each) with this ht Cmpl€t€ with

Sdt*aE, reia)6, PCB etc €25 99 Ref 9t26
LqU COST RADAR DETECTOR Built and tested pocket

radar deteclor, ideal lor picking up speed traPs etc Why Pay E70 or

more? ou6 isjust e24 S ref9525
COISPLETE PiC 3OO TYATT UPS SYSTEIf, TOP OIthE rcN$
UPS system providing protedi r systfl and

vduablepllwaE againstmains cub.Newand
boxed, UK made Plovid6 uP to 5 mins running tme in the eYst ot

mpletepowertailureto allow !rcu to run yours)<m diln corody
SALE PRICE iust El 19.00.

RACAL IIIODEil BOilAl{ZAl 'l Racd MPS1223 1200n5

modem,telephore lead, mainslead, manud and mmssdt*are, the

ch€pest way onto the ret! all tlis foriust 813 ref DEC'!3

HOW LOWARE YOUR FLOPPIES? 3 5' (1 44) unbranded

We have eld IOO,OOO+ so ok! Pack of 50 €24 S El DEC16

BR]Tl{tH TELEC,oHM If,ULTTETERS SA9O&! ThE* AE
'Eturns' etheymay havefaultsbutl@kok. Cmdelewith nfl leads

and leathercas. Prie for two meteE & 1 €se is 810 Ef DEC89.

6nrw lISER POIIITER SLpplied in kit lom, @mplet€ with
pileradjuster, 'l-smw, and beil divergereadjster Runson2AAA
batteri6. Prcduces thin Ed beam idaltorlevels, gun sights, qped'

ments etc Cheapesl in the UKI iust 839 95 ref DEc49

SHOP WOBBLERSISmaII asmblies designed to take o slze

batteriGandVobble' cardbcd model signsaboutinstppwindils!
E3 99 Ref SEP4P2

RAOIO PAGERgBEnd new, UK made pmket Pagerc dearane
prie isj6tBl S ach 1oox4fr15mm pac*ed wlth blts! Rel SEPs

BULL TEIlS Uil lT Fully built and lested TEt'ls (Ttsnscutaneous

Eleclrical Nerye Stimulalis) unit, mPlete with eleclrcdes and lull

instruclions TENS is used fsthe Elief d Pain etc in up to 7096 of
sullerere Drug free Pain reliet, sale and easy to use, can be used ln

coniunclion with analgesiG etc E49 RefTEl'Ul

STEREO If,ICROSCOPE 155x195MM, up to 60omm hish, e

b ircr, aqulabe
e Ldlm.8,fidd
o R€,95Rm

3D 36lllt CAIf,ERA SYSTEIf, cmpleie htto @nvst a stan+
ard 35anm cilera into a 3D vffiion!, enable you to take 3D cdour

,;j
(otr

photo shops at abdt E3 ea) all )ou need is sta nd3rd slide tllm Prie
for the @mplete kit is E29 99 Ef 9560

COIf, PUTER RS232 TEil II{ALS. ( LIBE RT'l)Excellent
qualitymodem units,(likewys 50,s) aRs232, 20lurclio keys, 50

tircto38,4oobaud, menu driYen port. s€n. cuPr, and k€ybGId
stup menus (18 menu's). €29 REF NOV4.

OmROX TETPERATU RE @f,TROLLERS (EEGI).Brano

Nomal tEde e50+, ouc e15 Ref E5C2

ELECTRIC MoTOR BOXAIIZAI 1'l(ffi0rm.Bend new

prsision, cap starl (
moving oulsc6elh
design we think that
blad6@uld lomthe
E4 99 FORA PAIRI(noteth6ewillhaveto be wired in eri€slor240v
opeEtion Ref NOVI

IOTOR 1{O 2 BARGAII{ 'l loxgofim.similar to the above

motorbutmoresuitableformounling verti€lty(ietumtabledc) Again
yawill havetowire2inerisfor240v u* BargainPrieisiustE4 99

FoR A PAIR!! Ref NoV3

OilROlI ELECTRO]IIC INTERVAL THER3.
Iinatur€.qiustabletirnelB,4 Polo o/o output 3A ZoY,
HY123OS, 12vrc adjustable from G30 secs e999
HY1210l\,1, '12vDC adjustable from 0-10 mins €9 99

HY126OM. 12vDC adiustable from 0€0 mins f999
HY246oM, 24vAC adjustable from 0-60 mins 8599
HY241S, 24vAC adjustable from 0-1 secs E5 99

HY246oS 24vAC adjustable trom 0-60 secs, t5 99
HY243H, 24vAc adjustable from 0-3 hours €8 99

HY24olS, 240v adjustable from 0-1 secs f9 99

HY24O5S, 240v adjustable from 0-5 secs 19 99
HY24o60m, 24ov adjustable from 0-60 mins 812 99

PC PAL VGA TO TV OOl{VERTERconverb a @lourTVinto
a basic VGA sffi Complete with built in Psu, lead and gware

E49 95. ldal lorl4tops or a ch€p upgEde.

EM ERGEilCY LlGHTll{G U l{IT c]hrplete unit with 2 double

bulbfloodlights, builtin chargerand auto switch Fully€sed 6v8AH
lead acid req'd (secondhand) e4 rel MAG4P'l'l

GUIDED MISSILE W|RE.4,200 metre cel ol ultra thin 4 6re
insulated cable, 28lbs breakng strain, les than 1mm lhickl ldeal

alams, lntercms. fshing, dolls hous€'s etc E'14 90 ret MAG15P5

300v PAilELM ETER70x60x50MM.Ac, 90degEescle Good

quality meten e5 99 ref MAG6P'!4 ld€l formonitoring malnsetc

ASTEC SWITCHED MODE PSU 8M4,1012 GiV6 +5 @ 3.75A,

+'12@1 5A,-12@4A 230/110,6ed, BM41012 e5 99 retAUG6P3

TORRODAL TX 3GG30 480vA, Pertecl tor Mosfet amplifiec
etc 120mm dia 55mm thick 818 99 ref APR'i9

AUTO SUI|CHARGER 155r30&nm slarpanelwilh dode and 3
metrc lead llfled with a cjgar plug12v 2xatt E9 99 ea Ef AUG'I 0P3

FLOPPY OISCS DSDD Top quality 5 25' di$s, th6e have been
w ritten to once and aretnued Pack ol 20 is E4 rel AUG4P I

ECI-ATROI{ FI-ASH TU BE As ued ln pdi@ €r llashing lights
etc,lull +s npplied, 5G'100flGhesa min E) 99 EIAPR'10P5

24y AC 96WATTca*d pilersupply New E13 99 rcf APR14

mILITARY SPEC GEIGER COUilTERS Unused
anslraightf rm Her mq6ty's lorG e50 ref MAG 50P3.
gTETHOSCOPE Fullytunclioning dethoscope, ideal for lisiening

{o h€is, pipes, motoE etc E6 ret MAR6P6.

OUTDOORSOLAR PATH LlGHTCaPtures sunlight during the

day and autmaticdlyswitchGonabuiltin lamPatdusk Cmpletewith
seded lead mid battery etc E19 99 ref MAR2oP1

AIJqRI$ VERSIOI{ of abde unitmeswith built in alam and pir

to deter intrudeE G@d value at just E24 99 rcf MAR25P4

CARETAKER VOLUilI ETRIC Aam, will coverthe whole ollhe
ground floor against lorcr€d eniry. lrcludes mains Pder $pply and

int€d bansybackup. Pilerful intsnal sunder.willtakeqternal bell

if Eq'd Rebil e 150+, ours? e49 S rel MAR5OP1

TELEPHOI{E CABLE white 6 @re 100m Eel @mplete with a
pad( ol 100 dips ldeal 'phone extns etc E7 99 ref MAR8P3.

If,ICRODRM STRIPPER small €sed tape ddvs id€l lor
stripping, lots of u*lul goodies ircluding a sart @se, and lots ol
cmponenls E2 each ref JUN2P3
SOLARPOIVER LAB SPECIALYou getTwo6'x6. 6v 13onA
solar cdls,4 LED'S, wire, buzzer, sltch plus 1 relay ormotolSupeb
value kitjustEs 99 REF MAG6P8

SO LID STATE REI-AYS Will sitch 25A mains lnput 3 E26v Oc
57x43x21mmwilh teminal scEwsE3 99 REF MAG4P'10

300OPlAi DTPIf,ONIfORBnnd nw butshoP eil6d $ hene
bargain pde!TTUECL inputs, '15' landwPe, '120O(1681pixel @m
pleta with clrcuil diag to help )ou inteIfee with lDUr prcjects. JUST
E1499. REFJUN1SP2
BUGGII|G TAPE RECORDERSmaII vdc€ aclivated recorder,

uesmicrocGettecmpletewith hsadPhd6 €28 S relMARSPl
ULTRAI 11{l BUGHEanmx3,SmmmadebyAKG, 5-l2vel€clEt
conden*r Code12 ea, OuE? jusilourforE9.99 REF MAGl0P2

RGB/CGATEGA/TTL COLOUR ITOXITORS '12' in sood
condllion Backanodis€d metal ca* eTgeach REFJUNTg

AIISWER PHOXES Retumswith 2laults, wegiveyd the bibfor
1 fadt, )@u havetofindtheoth€ryoucdl BT Respon*200'se18€
REF MAG1SP1 PSU E5 ref MAGSP'i2

SIYITCHED HODE PSU ex equip, 60r, +5v @5A, -5v@ 5A'
+1?ry@2,\-1N@ 5A 1mDtut @*d24tu84x55mm lEOnPUisd(et
E5 99 REF MAG7P1

PLUG 11{ PSU 9V 20onA Dc e2 99 €ch REF MAG3Pg

PLUG lX ACoRll PSU lw Ac l4w , E2 99 REF MAG3P10

POIUER SUPPLY fully es€d with mains and oO leads 17v Dc
goornAoubut Bargain pric€85 99 El MAG6P9

ACORI{ ARCHltl EDES PSU +5v @ 4 4A on/oll s unca*d,
selecl$le mainsinput, 145x'looxzlsmm e7 REF MAG7P2

GEIGER @UI{TER KIT Lw od pofesiondlwin tube, @m-
pleiewith PCBandcomporents Nd dlyE19 REFAUGl9
9y DC POWERSUPPLYS'tendad plug intype 1sqna9v ocwith
lsd and OC power pl ug Prlce fd tYo is €2 99 rel AUC€P4

AA XICAD PACK enepsulated pack ol I AA ni6d batteries
(tagged) ex equip, 55x32€2mm e3 a pack REF MAG3P 1 I
13,8V 1.9A psu casd with leads JUS e9 99 REF MAG10P3

PPCtOOEt CARDS TIE* are high specplug in €rdsmadetor
the Amstrad laptop comPrieE 2tlo0 baud dial LQ unlt omPletewith
leads O€Ene prie isE5 REF: tAG5Pl
IXFRA RED REilOTE @ilTROLLERS origlnally made lor
hi sps stsllite equipmst but Perlect for all sons ol rffioie otd
prcjecls Our clearance price is just E2 REF: IAG2
200 UYATT |!{VERTER Conveils 'lG15v Dc into eith€r 1 '1ov s
24OVAC, Fdlyc*d 1 15x36x1sanm, mpl€tewith h€Wduty Pfl er
lead, cigarplug, ACoutei wket.Autooverload shutdovn, auto short
circuit shut diln, auto lnput overvoll,age shutdown, auto input under
volhge shut dfln (with audible alam), autotffip @ntrd, unit shuts

dwn if overheated and eundsaudlblealam. Fced reverd poladty

plot€ded outputfEquencywitNn 296. vdtagewithin 1096 Aextrmely

well built unit at an excellent pdce J Et E64 99 E AIJG65

U 1{IVERSAL SPEED CO1{TROLLER KIT oesigned bv ustor

the C5 motor but ok ior any 1 2v motor up to 30A Complete with PCB

etc A heat sink may be required el7 0O REF: 1rAG17

illA IIISCABLE pacut blad( 2 ctre 2 mete lengths id€l ior EPaiE,
prciEts etc 50 metEs tor El 99 ref AUG2P7

COIT PUTER @lSM U l{ ICATIO 1{ S PACK Kit contains 100m

ol6 core eble, 1OO €ble dips. 2line driveE with RS232 interlaces
and all connectoE etc ldeal low osl method of mmunicaling bs
twsn PC's ovda long distarce Cmplet€kitEB 99

ill11{ICYCLOPS PlR526A40mm runson PP3batteryomplete
wilh shrill sounder CheaP prolsdion at onlyE5 S ref MAR6P4

ELECTRIC MOTORKIT comprehereiveeduGtmal ktlncludes

all you need to build an eledric motor e9 99 ref MAR'10P4

VIDEO SEl{DER UI{ lT. Tranilib both audio and vids signals

fDm either a vidmcileE, video rmrds, TV orCdnPUteretctoany
sta nda d TV et i n a '1 oO' Engel (tu ne TV lo a sPa re chan nel) 1 2v DC

op Pric6 ls El 5 REF: tAGl5 1A psu ls e5 extra REF: XAGsP2

'FIf @ROLESS ilICROPHOI|E Small hand held unit with a
500' Engel 2tEnsilpilerlevds Reqs PP39vbattery- Tuneableto
anyFM Eceiver Pdeis€15 REF: ilAcl5Pl
LOW COET WALKIE TALKIEA Pair of battery operated units
wilh a Engeof about2G. ld€lforgalden useors an edu€tionalby
PiceisESa pair REF: ilAG 8P1 2xPP3 req'd

'mlilATURE RADIO TRAl{SCEIVERS A pairorwalki€ talkies
witha Engeolupio2knin open@untry UnibmeasuE2a52'l55mm
lnduding @es and earp'es aPP3 req'd €30 00 pr REF: mAG30

COilIPOSITE VIDEO KlT. Converts cmposite video into s€p+
Ete H sync, V sync, and vidso t? DC eB 00 REF: ilAOBP2.

LQ3500 PRII|TER ASSEMBLIES Made by Amstrad they arc
eniire mechanial printer as*mblies induding printhead, sl€pPermc
loE etc etc ln tacl ryeMhing bar the ese and eleclronic, a good

stripped E5 REF: ilAG5P3or2foreS REF: ilAG8P3
LED PACK of 100 slandard red 5m ledses REF ilAGsP4
UI{IVERSAL PC POWER SUPPLY omplete with ltyleads,
switch, fan etc Two typ6 available 150w at E'15 REF:MAG'IsP2
(23r3x23mm) and 20Ox at e20 REF: MAG20P3 (23r3r3mm)
'Fil TRAilSlIllfTERhoused in a stardardworking 13A adapted!
the bug runs directy oftthe mains e lasts foreved why pay 8700? or
prie is E26 REF: MAG26 Tranilitslo any FM radio

'Ft BUG KII Newdesign with PcB mbeddedcciltdextrastability
Woilsto any FM Edio 9v battery req'd E5 REF: MAGsP5

'FM BUG BUlLTAXDTESTEDsupedordesignbkit Supplied

to detective agendes. 9v battery Eq'd. el4 REF: MAG14

TALKIl{G @11{ BOX STRFPER originallymadelo rebil ate79
each, lh6e units are designed to onverl an ordlmry phone into a
payphone The units have the locks mising and sometimG brcken
hinges l-loweverthey cn beadapiedfortheirotiginal useolUsedlor
smething d*?? Price is justE3 REF: lrAG3Pl
TOP QUALfTY SPEAKERS Madeior nl Fl teleYisionsthe* are
10 watt 4R Jap made 4' round with large shielded magnets Good
quality E2 each REF: ilAG2P4 or4for E6 REF: ilAG6P2
TWEETERS 2' diameter g@d quajity tweeter 140R (ok with the
aboye speakeo 2 forE2 REF: ilAG2P5 or 4 lore3 REF: f AG3P4

AT KEYBOARDS Made by Apricotthe* quality keybo8lds n€€d
justasmall modto run on anyAT, theyworkPerlectybut )louwill have
to put up with 1 q 2toEign keycaps! PdceE6 REF: ilAG6P3
H EADPHOl{ES ExMrgin Atlantic SpaiElor€2 REF: ilAG2P8
DOS PACKS Microsoft veEion 3 3 or higher cmplete with all

manuals or pde iust E5 REF: lrAGsPB Worth it just for the very
cmpEhengvemanual! 5 25' only

DOS PACK MicrosoftveEion 5 originalsofrwarebut nomanuals
hene onlyE5 99 3 5'only
PIR DETECTOR Made by lamous UK alam manulacturel the*
are hi sp6, long Enge internal units 1? opeEiion Slight marks on

€e and unboxed (although brand new)e8 REF: ilAGBPS
IIIOBILECARPHOI E95.99 well almGt! completeln €rphore
exduding the box oleleclroni6 nomally hidden underset can be
madetoilluminatewith 1, also hasbuiltin light enersodi+lay only
illuminateswhen dark. Totallyconvincing! REF: MAGGP5

ALART BEACOXS zenon strobe made to mouni on an extomal
bellboxbutcould beusd [or€tsvansetc l2veeEtion Just@nnec{
up and itflashes regularly) 05 REF: MAGsP11

s'XlZ' AIUIORPHOUS SOI-AR PAI{EL 12v 155x310mm

130mA Bargain prie just E5 99 6 REF MAG6P12

FIBRE OPTIC CABLE BUUPER PACK 10 metr6 for 
"l 

99
ref MAGOPl3 ideal forexpsimenteE! 30 m ftre12 99 ref MAGl3Pl
HEATSIItKS (finneo To220, deggnedtomountverti€llyon a pcb

50x/Ox25mm you 6n have a pad( of4 for el rel JUNI Pl 1

INFRARED LASER NIGHT SCOPES
lmage int$sifier @mplete with hand grip attehmerlt with bullt in
adju$ablelaserlamplorzerclight condilions Supplied with Pentu
42nmmeEmontandmmdeyepic. 1 6k9,ffi 1xPP3,3(AA's
Pleaseallow usaboul 1 mnthlddeliveryonthisPDductdEbimport

prcblms 1E245+Vat

NEW HIGH POWER I.ASERS
I $nW. l-ldium nff , 3*itdrdlewave lengtiE 63m, 1 1sum,3 39um
(2ottlHn are infrared) 50O: 1 pdarizerbuittin $good torhologEPhy
Supplied mplete wiih mains pffer supply 79ox63rm Ue with
EXTREME CAUTION ANO AUALIFIED GTJIDANCE E349+VAT

WE BIIY SURPLUS STOCKFOR CASH
1995 1OO PAGE CATALOGI]E NOW
AVAII-ABLE;45P STAMP OR FREE

WITHORDER.
3FT X 1FT 1OWATT SOLAR PANELS

14.5vf/00mA
844.95

TOP OUALITY ATORPHOUS SILICON CELLS HAVEALiNOSTA
TIMELESS LIFESPAN WTH AN INFINITE NUMBER OF POSSI-

BLE APPLICATIONS. SOME OF WHICH MAY BE CAR BATTERY

CHARGING, FOR USE ON BOATS OR CAMVANS, OR AI'IY-

WHERE A PORTABLE 12V SUPPLY IS REOUIRED

WITH NEW COMPUTER I1{TERFACE.

€59.00
Hand held personal Gamma and X Ray det€cior.

unil contains two Geiger Tubes, has a 4 digit
with a Piezo speaker, giving an audio

The unit detec{s high energy
quanta wiih an energy from 30K eV to over 1

and a measudng range of5-9999 UFyh or

Supplied complete with hendbook.Ref . llOV I
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wER, HIGH REL TY

ITTFTSR S
Mitsubishi has just star.ted shipping production quantities of its new
4Mbit thin film transistor FFT) ceil based SRAM. The TFT cell, in
conjunction with the chip's 0.5um full CMOS circuitry, has realised the
high density, low power design which is ideal for high reliability portable
applications and telecommunications equipment, as well as lC and
memory card type applications where battery back-up is used to provide
portable, non-volatile mass data storage.
The 4Mbit device is organised as 51 2K x Sbits and is available in 55, 70,
and 100ns versions. Typical access time of the 70ns version is 45ns.
Exceptionally low power provides the optimum solution for portable
applications. The 3V SRAM typically consumes just 50mA in operation
and 0.4uA at 3V on standby.
For further information contact Mitsubishi in Hatfield on 01g43 866 607.
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Fast 4MBit ffi s
from NE

NEC Electronics is claiming to be the first memory

manufacturer to be making volume shipments of fast 4MBit

CMOS static RAMs. The new devices have an access time of

20ns (max). ln common with NEC's fast l Mbit products,

released in mid 1993, they have centre ground and power pins

to minimise 'ground bounce' and provide an easy upgrade

path.

There are two products in the series: uPD434O04 which is

arranged as 1 M x 4 bits and uPD4340O8 arranged as 512K x 8

bits. Both of the products run from a single +Svolt supply rail

and are available in 20ns and 25ns speed grades'

The uPD434004 is packaged in a 32 pin plastic 400mil SOJ

pack. Power dissipation is O.7Swatts for the 20ns option and

O.7Watts for the 25ns version. The uPD434008 is packaged in

the same manner but dissipates 0.95Watts at 2Ons and

0.85Watts at 25ns.
Ground bounce is becoming a serious high speed logic

problem and occurs at major output changes. For instance,

when all output bits except one change simultaneously from a

logic high to a logic low, with one output remaining low. ln this

case, the single logic low output voltage may rise slightly and

be interpreted as a logic high state. Positioning the GND and

Vcc pins at the centre of the package rather than at opposite

diagonal corners reduces lead inductance and significantly

alleviates this problem.

For furlher details of these chips contact NEC in Milton

Keynes, on 0908 691 133.

A new Windows-based toolchain for Motorola 56K

digital signal processors is now available from
Sourthampton based distributor Pentica Systems. The

Link 56 DSP development and test system has been

developed by Domain Technologies of Plano, Texas,

and offers the user excellent facilities for testing,
emulating, and monitoring DSPs withing their
operating environment.

The system connects between any Windows-
based personal computer and the DSP target system.

Full speed, non-intrusive emulation preserves all the
DSP's internal and external resources. Link 56 also
provides code benchmarking, with the ability to time
execution between breakPoints.

For further information about this and other

Pentica microprocessor development systerns
contact the company on 0734 792101.

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL
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Windows based board
testing tool

FlXpert, an advanced Windows based software package for automatic
creation of drill files and test programs for testing bear boards to
original design data has been launched by Worlhing-based company
Circuitest Ltd. Exceptionally quick and easy to use, FlXpert allows even
small PCB manufacturers to create determ ned fixtures in house
routinely, for cost-effective, high integrity test and fault location.
Determined fixtures - those which have known connections between
the test points of the universal grid tester and the board - speed fault
location by identifying the exact board position of the fault
automatically. Test programs which test to original design data, rather
than relying on a 'known good board' test method, avoid the possibility
of the test process corroboratlng a repeated fault occurring throughout
an entire batch. FlXpeft soflware combines both these significanfly
cost-saving advantages in the familiar Windows environment, offering
fast, reliable production of drill files and test programs for full continuity
testing to design data.
For further information contact Circuitest on Ol 903 2l g086.

, al m is a high-quality digital
; the 'Precision Gold'

:iteviqii+ uOta argairr:o:f 999. The unit is i

, 9&andhasa
; Lpij readout
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8 CAVANS WAY
BINLEY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
COVENTRY CV3 2SF
Tel:01203 650702
Fax:01203 650773
Mobile: 0860 400683

(Premises situated close to Eastern-by-pass in Coventry with easy access
to Ml, M6, M4O,M42, M45 and M69)

Gould OS3000 - 30MHz Dual ch ... ... ....8250
Gould 4035 -2OMHz Digital storage .....E600
Gould 4050 - 35MHz Digital storage.. ... .......t7S0
Gould 5110 - 100MHz lntelligent oscilloscope....... ..........................8950
Gould OS4000, OS4200, OS402O, OS245...............................from tl25
Hewlett Packard 17 40 A, 17 41 A, 172 44 A, 1 00M Hz dual ch ....from gg5o
Hewlett Packard 1707 A, 17 O7B - 7 SMHz 2ch................... ....f rom 8275
Hewlett Packard 54201A - 300MHz Digitizing .......€1950
Hewlett Packard 54504A - 400MHz Digitizing .......e3950
Hitachi V422 - 4OMHZ Dual channel.... ....................8300
Hitachi V212 20MHz Dual Channet ...... ..........t175
Nicolet 3091 - LF D.S O ... .... ....... ........... t1lOO
Philips PM 3315 - 60MHz - D.S.O.. .....:..t7SO
Tektronix2213-6OMHzDualChannel ................. ....8425
Tektronix 2246 1O0MHZ-4 channe|............ (as new) t995
Tektronix 2215 60MHz dual trace ............................C450
Tektronix 2235 Dual trace 100MHz (portabte) .........t800
Tektronix 2335 Dual trace 100MHz (portable) .........t250
Tektronix 2225 - 50MHz dual ch.... ..... .. ........ .......e450
Tektronix 465/4658 - 100MHz dual ch. ....... ....from t350
Tektronix 7313,7603,7613,7629,7630, IOOMHz 4 ch ... ......from E300
Tektronix 77O4 - 2SOMHz 4 ch .. ...... ...from E6S0
Tektronix 7844 - Fitted with 7 A42, 7880, 7885 plug-l ns................t1 5oo
Tektronix 7904 - 500MHz ......................from tBSO
Tektronix 468 - 100MHz Digitat Storage ...... .......... .E8OO
Phillips 3206, 321 1, 3212, 3217, 3226, 3240
3243,3244,3261,3262 (2ch + 4ch) .. ...... .from t125 to E35O
Philips PM 32954 - 400MHz Duat Channet... .. .... .. ....... t2250
Philips PM 3296 - 350MHz Duat Channet ......81950
Philips PM 3208 - 20MHz Dual Channel ...... .. ..........E200
Telequipment D68 - 50MHz Dual Channel ......e200

Hewlett Packard 3580A - -5Hz-50KH2..... ... .8995
Hewlett Packard 8590A - 10KHz - 1.5GHz - (as new)..................t4900
Hewlett Packard 182T with 8559A (1OMHz - 21GHz)...................e0750

Hewlett Packard 8561A - 6.5GH2........ ..............el2,000
Hewlett Packard 35854 20Hz - 40MHz .................80750
Hewlett Packard 3561A Dynamic Signal Anatyser.........................e3500
HP 35824 - 25KHz Analyser, dual channel. ...........82500
HP8754A - Network analyser 4-1300MH2 ....... .. .....t3500
Marconi 2370 - 110MHz . ....... .......... 8995
Marconi 2371 - 3O4Hz - 200MH2.. ........... ....t1250
Rohde & Schwarz - SWOB 5 Potyskop O.'l - 1300MHz ...... ...... .E27SO

Anritsu MG642A Pulse Pattern Generator....... .........tl500
AvoVCM163ValveCharacteristicMeter....... ..................t4OO
Ballantine 323 True BMS Voltmeter. .......... ...e3SO
Datalab DL 1080 Programmable Transient Becorder. . .. .... .. ........ e35O
Farnell RB 1030-35 Electronic load 1Kw.. ...... ........t450
Farnell 2081 R/F Power meter... ...... .........pOA
Farnell TSV 70 Mkll Power Suppty (7OV-5A or 35V-.t0A) . ........ ......t200
Ferrograph RTS-2 Audio Test Set with ATU 1 .. ......... ....... .. ........ tsOO
Fluke 8010A,/8012A,/8050A Digital multimeters - from. .... . ..........tl25
Fluke 5101A AC/DC Calibrator ...... ... ......t3S00
Fluke 51018 AC/DC Catibrator . ...... ......... e65OO
Fluke 5220A Transconductance Amplifier (2OA) . ......... .......... ......83000
General Bad 1658 LCB Digibridge . .............e250
Gould TA 600 - Thermal Array Becorder .. ...... . ....... ...e4OO
Heiden 1107 - 30V-10A Programmable power Supply (IEEE) ..... ..€650
Hewlett Packard 334A - Distortion Analyser... ....... .. E25O
Hewlett Packard 4364 Power meter +8481A sensor ......... ....... .....e950
Hewlett Packard 3437A System voltmeter... ...... .......8350
Hewlett Packard 3456A Digital voltmeter... .. .....t850
Hewlett Packard 3760/3761 Data gen + error detector ..... ....each 8300
Hewlett Packard 376213765 Data gen + error detector ..........each g350
Hewlett Packard 3777AChannel selector. .......t250

Hewlett Packard 4193A Vector impedance meter.... .....e3250
Hewlett Packard 5420A Digital Signal Analyser ........... .egs0
Hewlett Packard 5423A Structural Dynamics Analyser..... .......... ...e350
Hewlett Packard 544708 Digital Filter ....... .....eiOO
HewlettPackard54410AAnalogue/DigitalConverter .......tI00
Hewlett Packard 6632A System power Supply.. ........8450
Hewlett Packard 7402 Becorder with i74OjA x 2 plug-ins ....... ......e300
Hewlett Packard 8011A Pulse gen. O.1Hz-20MH2..... ..... ....... .....e500
Hewlett Packard 8406A Frequency comb. generator... ............... ...esOO
Hewlett Packard 8443A Tracking gen/counter with 1EEE. ......t300/4OO
Hewlett Packard 8444A Tracking Generator ...... .. ....8750
Hewlett Packard 8620C Sweep oscillator mainframe ...... ..E400
Hewlett Packard 8750A Storage normaliser.. .... .. ...... egTS
Hewlett Packard 3438A Digital multimeter ......8200
Hewlett Packard 6181C D.C. current source ...... ........tl50
Hewlett Packard 595018 HP.1 B isotated D/A power
supply programmer .... .. ......... ....glSO
Hewlett Packard 3711 N3712N9791 8/37938 Microwave Link Analyser

....... .......t3s00
Hewlett Packard 8901 B - Modutation analyser AM/FM (150KHz _

1300MHz) ....... ...... .t3750
Hewlett Packard 89038 - Audio Analyser (2OHz - IOOKHz) .... ......€2750
Hewleft Packard 5316A Universal Counter HpjB..... .................. ...e550
Hewlett Packard 53168 Universal Counter Hpl B ....... ....... .......... .8775
Hewlett packard 5385A Frequency Counter - lGHz - (Hp1B)
with OPTS 001/003/004/005....... ...... ........t995
Hewlett Packard 1630G Logic Analyser (65 channel)................ ......t850
Hewlett Packard 86578 2060MHz synthesised signal generator

...... ..........(as new) E8250
Hewlett Packard 3779C Primary Multiplex Analyser....... ....... ......t1000
Hewlett Packard 6623A Triple output system power supply.. ........el950
Hewlett Packard 6624A Quad output system power supply ..........t225O
Hewlett Packard 35677A "S" parameter Test Set . ....e1250
Hewlett Packard 6453A Power suppty 15v-200A .... .. ..et25O
Hewlett Packard 4261A LCR Meter ....... .....f400
Hewlett Packard 4271tJLCR Meter........ .... ......... ...egOO
Hewlett Packard 3764A (Opt 002) Digital Transmission Analyser. e35OO
Hewlett Packard 3586A Selective level meter .... .. ..e1750
Hewlett Packard 86564 990 MHz synthesised sig. gen. . .. ..... ...E.l5OO
Hewlett packard 3488A HP - lB switch controt ......... ......t500
lnternational Light - lL 1700 Research Radiometer with Erythermal
Sensor Head. ......€1250
Krohn-Hite 2200 Lin/Log Sweep Generator........ ......... ...... ...... .. 8995
Krohn-Hite 4024A Oscillator...... .......... ....... .t250
Krohn-Hite 6500 Phase Meter. ......... ....... ..e2SO
Leader LCR 745G LCB Meter. ............. ........ .(as new) ti150
Lyons PG73N/PG75/PG28/PG pulse generator .. .from €225
Marconi 2432A 500MHz digitat freq. meter......... . ....... .E2OO

Marconi 2337A Automatic dist. meter... . ........t150
Marconi 2356 20MHz level oscillator.. .. ...... ...$OO
Marconi 2306 Programmable interface... ........ ............ .t450
Marconi 2830 Multiplex tester.. ... . ..... .. .......etOOO
Marconi 2831 Channel access switch .......e400
Multicore "Vapourette" Bench Top Vapour phase SMD Soldering
Machine (New + Unused) ... ...... ..... .. .......... .t6SO
Philips 5390 lGHz H/F Synthesised signal gen...... ........tI250
Philips PM 5167 l0MHz function gen............ .............. E4OO

Racal Dana 202 Logic analyser + 68000 disassembler....... .. ....... .€2SO
Racal Dana 9242D Programmable pSU 2SV-2A.... ... .......t300

Other scopes available too

)
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THOUSANDS PURCHASED
BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
FOUR MODELS:- I[XF2oo (100W + 100W) MXF4OO (200W + 200W)

MXFGOO (300W + 300W) MXFgOO (4s0W + 4s0W)
aLL POWEn RATtLGS R.t.S. l1{TO a OHtS, EOTH CHAl{NELs DBIVEN

FEAfURES: *lndependent power supplies with two loroidal lranstormers * Twin L E D vu meters *
Level conllolS I lllumin.ted on/ofl swilch * XLR @nneclors t Standard 775mV inputs * Open and short cilcuit
pr@l * Lalest Mos-Fets lor slress lree power delivery inlo virtually any load * High slew rate t Vely low
distortion * Aluminium cases t MXF600 & MXF900 lan @oled wilh D.C. loudsPealer and lhermal prolectlon.

USEDTHE WOnrD OVEB ll{ CLUBS, PUBS, CINEilAS, DISCOS ErC.
SIZESts MXF200 Wl 9"rH3qz" (2U)xOl l'

MXF400 Wr 9"xHsr,." (3U)xDl2',
MXF600 Wr 9"rH5r/." (3UXDr 3"
MXF900 Wr 9"xH5'ia" (3U)xDl41."

PRICESTMXF2oo 8l 75.OO MxF4oo e233.45
MXF600 e329,OO MXF90(, C449.15
SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL C12.50 EACH

SUPPLIED NEADY BUILT AND TESTED.

These modules now enioy a woild'wide r6pul6tion lor quality, reliability and pedormance at a re.li3ilc prlce Four
mod6lB aie available lb suil lhe needs ol lhe prolessional and hobby markel i e lndustry, Leisure, lnelrumenlal and HLFi
eE When @mparing prices, ilOTE th.l all models include loroidal powet supply, lnlegrsl heal 3ink, glass libre P C B and
d.lye circuils to power 6 comp.lible Vu melei All models ate open and shon circuit prool

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIOI{AL USERS
OMP/ltlF IOO ilos-Fet Output power 110 watls
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, lrequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3d8, Damping Faclor >300, Slew Rate 45v/us,
T.H.D. typical 0.002%, lnpul Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm.
PBTCE C40.a5 + e3.50 P&P

OillP/ltlF 2oO ilos-Fet Outpul power 200 watls
R.M.S. inlo 4 ohms, lrequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-gdB, Damping Faclor >300, Slew Rale 50V/uS,
T.H.D. lypical 0.001%, lnpul Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R,
-110 dB. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.
PRTCE €64.35 + €4.OO P&P

OMP/I|!F 3OO Mos-Fet Outpul power 300 walts
R.M.S. inlo 4 ohms, lrequency response lHz - 100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rale 60V/uS
T.H.D. lypical 0.001%, lnpul Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R
-110 dB. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm.
PBICE €Ar.75 + C5.OO P&P

OMP/MF 45O Mos-Fet Output power 450 watlr
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, lrequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3d8, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rale 75V/uS
T.H.D. lypical 0.001%, lnpul Sensitivity 500mv, S.N.R
-110 dB, Fan Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, i
Second Anli-Thump Delay. Size 385 x 210 x 105mm.
PRICE €i 32.a5 + e 5.OO P&P

OMP/MF IOOO Mos-Fet Outpul power 1000 watts
R.M.S. into 2 ohms, 725 watls R.M.S. into 4 ohms
lrequency response 1Hz - lOOKllz -3d8, Damping
Factor >300, Slew Rale 75V/uS, T.H.D. iypica
0.002%, lnput Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. -110 dB, Far
Cooled, O.C. Loudspeakei Protection, 2 Secon(
Anti-Thump Delay. Size 422 x 300 x 125mm.
PRrCE e259.OO + er 2,OO P&P

f,OTE! ilO$FE TODULES AFE AVAIUBLE ll{ ilO VEBSIOXS
STATDARO - ItPUT SEilS 5OOmV, BAXD WIDTH lOOXH2.
PEC (PFOFESSIOTAL EOUIPTEXT COIPATIELE). II{PU' SEX!
775mV, BAXD UDTH 5OKHz. OROER STAf,DARD OR PEC.

Advanced 3.Way Slereo Active Cross-Over, housed in a 19" x lU case Each channel has three level conll
bass, mid & top. The removable lronl lascia allows a@ess to the programmable DIL switches to adjust
qoss.over lrequency: Bass-Mid 250/500/800H2, Mid-Top 1.0/3/5KHz, all al 24dB P€r @tave Bass inverl swit(
on each bass channel. Nominal 775mv inpuuoutput. Fully compatible with OMP racl amPlilier and modules

Price Gi 17.44 + C5.OO P&P

* ECHO&SOUNDEFFECTS*
STEnEO OISCO illXEF wilh 2 r 7 band
L & R graphlc equalise.s with bar graph
LED Vu meiers. llALY OUTSTAiaDII{G
FEATUnESF including Echo with repeat &
rp.od cdtrol, U, l{ic with talk{Yer
lwilch, 6 Chatrneb with indiyidual laders
plu! cro3s tade, Cue Headph@e Lffitor. I
Sdrnd Eft4t3. U*lul combinatim ol the
lollowlng lnputsF 3 trrnlable3 (mag),3
mica, 5 Llnefor CD, Tape, Vid@ etc.

IIEEEEAIIiII LARGE SELECTTON OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKEB
GRTLLES, CBOSS-OVERS AilD HIGH POWER, HIG!{
FBEOUEI{CY BULLETS AND lrOBNS, LARGE (A4) S.A.E.
(6op STAiIPED) FOB COMPLETE LIST.

McKenzie and Fane Loudspeakers are also ayaalable.

aLL EtllaEl{GE Ut{trs a oHits t]f,PEDAl{cE
g" IOO WATT R.I'.S. TEA-tOO GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, EXCELLENT MIO, DISCO.
RES. FREO.72H2, FREO. RESP TO 4KHz, SENS 97dB. PRICE G32.71 + C2.OO P&P
I O" IOO WATT R.]'.S. f,IEI O-IOO GUITAR, VOCAL, KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT MID
RES. FREO. 71H2, FREO. RESP TO 7KHz, SENS97dB. PRICE €33.74 + C2.so P&P
I O,, 2OO WATT N.il.S. iIEIO-2OO GUITAR, KEYB'0, DISCO, VOCAL, EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID.
RES. FREQ. 65H2, FREO BESP TO 3.sKHz, SENS 99d8. PRICE e43.47 + G2'50 P&P
I 2,, I OO WATT B.IS.S. MEI 2.I OOLE GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, DISCO, STAGE MONITOR
RES.FREO. 49H2, FREO. RESP. TO 6KHz, SENS 1 00dB PnICE C35.64 + e3.5o P&P
12" too waTT R.il.s. itEr2-roolT (TwrN coNE) wlDE RESPONSE, P.A., VOCAL, STAGE
MONITOR RES. FREO 42H2, FREO. RESP TO 1oKHz, SENS 98d8. PRICE e36.67 + e3.5o P&P
.t 2" 2q) WATT R.il.S. ilEr 2-2OO GEN. PURPOSE, GUTTAR, DISCO, VOCAL, EXCELLENT MlO.
RES. FREO. s8Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 5KHz, SENS 98dB PnICE C46.71 + e3.5o P&F
1 2" 3OO WATT N.il.S iIEI 2.3OOGP HIGH POWER BASS, LEAD GUITAR, KEYBOARD, OISCO ETC.
RES. FBEO.47Hz, FREO. RESP. TO sKHz, SENS 103d8. PnICE a?O,l9 + e3'5o P&P
I 5" 2OO WATT R.T.S. TE.I 5.2OO GEN. PURPOSE BASS, INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.
RES. FREO. 46H2, FREO. RESP. TO sKHz, SENS 99d8. PnlCE asO.T2 + C4.OO P&D
I 5" 3OO WATT R.ilI.S. TEI 5-3OO HIGH POWER BASS, INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.
RES.FREO.39Hz,FREO.RESPTO3KHz,SENSI03dB PnlCEC73.34+e4.ooP&F

ALL EARBEI{DER Ul{lTS 6 OHIrS (Ercepi EB8-s0 & EBl0-s which .re dual impedance lapp€d @ 4 E a ohn]

Join tho Piezo rcyolutionl The low dynamic mas (no yoie @il) ol a Piezo iweele. produces an imp.o
bansient response wilh a louer dislorti@ level than qdinary dynamic tweelers. As a croEsover is nol requi
these units can be added lo erisling spealer syslems ol up to 100 watls (more lt two are put in series. Fl
EXPI.AI{ATONY LEAFLETS ARE SUPPUED wlT}I EICII TWEETER.

TYPE rI (KSl{l036A) 3" round with protective wire mesh. ldeal
bookshetl and medium sized Hi-Fi apealers. Price C4.9O + 5Op P&P,
TYPE 'B' (KSXIO05A) 3%" super horn lor general purpose speakt
di$o and P.A. systems etc. Price 85.99 + 50p P&P.
TYPE rC'(KSlllOl6A) 2"x5" wide dispersion horn lor quality Hi-Fi s

tems and quality diss etc. Price G6.99 + 5Op P&P,
TYPE rD'.(KSXlO2SAl 2"x6" wide dispersion horn. Upper lieque
response retained edending down lo mid{ange (2KHz). Suitable lor h
quality Hi-Fi syslems and quality discos. Price G9.99 + 5Op P&P,
f YPE'E (KSll I o38A) 3q{" horn tweeier with attractive silver linish tr
Suitable lor Hi+i monitor systems etc. Price G5,99 + 5Op P&P.
TEVEL COiITROL Combines, on a recessed mounting plate, level con
and cabinet inputjac* sod(et. 85r85mm. Piice e4.lO + sop P&P.

IYPE E

A new range of quality loudspeakers, designed to lake advantage ol the latest
speaker lechnology and enclosure designs Both models utilize studio quality
12" cast aluminium loudspeakers with factory fined gnlles, wide dispersion
constant directivity horns, extruded aluminium corner protection and steel
ball corners complimented with heavy duty b ack coverino The enclosures
are litled as standard with top hats lor optional loudspeaker stands

CABIIIET
FBEQUEI{CY RESPONSE FULL RANGE 451tu - 2OKHZ

ibt Fc r 2-roowaTrs (r oodB) PRtcE ct sg.oo PER PAIR
tbtFc r2-2oowaTTs(roodB) PntcE ci7s.q, PEn PAtR

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL. T12.50 PER PAIF

OPTIONAL STAiIDS PRICE PER PAIF C49.OO
Delivery t6,00 per pair

BASS, SILGLE GonE, HIGH COilPLIAnCE ROLLEq 5UEAgU[9
g" sowatt EB8-5o DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, Hl-Fl, lN-CAR
RES. FREO 40H2, FREO. RESP. TO TKHZ SENS 97dB PnICE e8.9O + C2.oo P&P
I O" sOWATT EBIO.5O DUAL IMPEOENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI-FI, IN-CAR.
RES. FREO.40Hz, FREO. RESP. TO sKHz, SENS. 99d8. PnICE ei3.65 + e2,5o PIP
ro" tq)wATr EBro-roo BASS, Hl-Fl, STUDIO.
RES. FREO.35Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 3KHz, SENS 96dB PRICE C3o.39 + C3,50 PIP
I2" IOOWATT EBi2-IOO BASS, STUDIO, HI.FI, EXCELLENT DISCO
RES. FREO. 26H2, FREO. RESP. TO 3 KHz, SENS 93dB PnICE t42,12 + G3.5o P&P
FULL NAilGE TWI}I COI{E, HIGH COiIPLIAI{CE, FOLLED SURROUl{D
51r" 6oWATT EB5-6OTC (TWIN CONE) Hl-Fl, MULTI-ARRAY OISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 63H2, FREO. RESP. TO 20KHz, SENS 92d8. PRICE t9.99 + Cl.5O PEP
61r" 6otYArT EB6-6OTC (TtfllN CONE) Hl-Fl, MULTI-ABRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREO.38Hz, FREO. RESP TO 20KHz, SENS g'tdB. PF|CEClO.99 + l,so P&P
a" 6owatT EBa-6oTc (TwrN CONE) Hr-Fl, MILTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES FREO.40Hz,FREO.RESPTO18KHz,SENS89dB. PR|CEel2.99+el.soP&P
ro" GowaTT EBr o-6orc (TwrN coNE) Hl.Fl, MULTI ABRAY DISCO ETC
RES. FREO. 35H2. FREO. RESP. TO 12KHz. SENS 98d8. PRICE e16.49 + C2.oO PeP

PnlcEs! 15(,wc49.99 250We99.99
aoow cr o9.e5 P&P e2.oo EAeH

THNEESUPEBB HIGH POWEB
CAN STENEO BOOSTEN AilPLIFIEBS
150 WATTS (75 + 75) Slereo, 150W
Bridged Mono
250 WATTS (125 + 125) Stereo, 250W
Bridged Mono
400 WATTS (200 + 200) Stereo, 400W
Bridged Mono
ALL POWERS I1{TO 

' 
OHTS

F€tures!
-S!ereo, bridgable mono * Choice ol
high & low level inputs * L & R level
controls * Remole on-olt * Speaker &

PROVEil TNAilSIIITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH OUALITY COMPONEI.ITS

COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT ANO INSTRUCTIONS

tlY tR ]{SillrTER 00-l08MHz, VABICAP CoNTRoLLED PRoFESSIoNAL

PERFonItANCE, RANGE UP T0 3 MILES, S|ZE3Sr 123mm, SUPPLY 12v @ 0 sAMP

PR|CEtl4'8s + tl.qrPtP
Ft ilICEO TBIilSXITIER 100n00MH2, VARICAP TUNED, CoMPIETE ltlTH
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ike countless millions, I avidly consumed in my
youth an entertainment diet of Star Trek, Dr Who,
Thunderbirds, Space 1999, and an odd
collection of 'B-movies' such as 'lt Came from
Outer Space', 'Quatermass' or 'The lncredible

Shrinking Man'. At the time, the special effects used in these
films, the futuristic technology, the alien life forms, the robots,
and the landscapes of strange planets all seemed quite
wonderful and, in many cases, believable. Today they seem
rather crude and, dare I say it, amateurish.

lndeed, put side by side with the slick presentation of
modern science fiction films, they are. lt is not that the plots are
necessarily any better - sometimes they use the same plot - nor
is the script or indeed the actors. The difference lies in the
smoothness of the production, with the technology which
allows modern films to truly cross the boundary between reality
and fantasy.

ln Jurassic Park we can roam in a world full of what seem to
be real live dinosaurs, not the blend of stop action animated
models and live action of yesteryear, even when the models
were animated by a master of the art like Ray Harryhausen. ln
films like Star Trek and Star Wars we can almost feel the vast
emptiness of space, the enormous power of a spaceship, the
speed and acceteration.

These films, and others like Alien introduce us to strange
creatures from other worlds who are obviously not simply
human actors with a good costume and make-up job. An
introduction which has been carried much further in some of the
fantasy films; just think of the prehistoric creatures in The

Flintstones. And has perhaps, reached its current peak in films
such as Terminator where human actors are visibly transformed
into horrifying aliens.

What all these examples show is that the enormous
dlfference in the quality of special effects used in films that were
shot 20 years ago and those being used in films shot today are
the result of considerable advances in the technology of film
making. Making a film is no longer a matter of putting actors on
a set in front of camera, what goes on behind the camera can
be of even greater impodance than what goes on in front of it.

The making of a
modern science fiction TV series
To get some idea of the technology used by the film industry in
making a modern science fiction film packed with special effects
and strange aliens, I went down to Shepperlon Film Studios to
look at the production of a new W series by Gerry Anderson,
creator of such classic W sci-fi series as Thunderbirds, The
Protectors, UFO, and Space 1g99. His new series (currently
showing ln the US, in the UK on Sky starting March l gth and
the BBC later this year) is called Space precinct and is a blend
of cop movie and sci-fi drama. lt features lots of special effects,
futuristic technology as well as aliens pleasant and unpleasant.

Costing over $36million for the first 24-parl series, the
programmes feature a whole range of state of the art special
effects. The filming is being done in the UK because British film
technicians have an enviable reputation of being able to
produce some of the best special effects work in the business.
It is no coincidence that a great many films which utilise special
effects are either made in the UK or made using British film
technicians. On top of which, as Gerry Anderson was recently
reported as saying, "ln Britain, one gets more bang for the buck,,.

What makes Space Precinct so interesting is that it is made
using every technique in the business. There is live action with
actors, some as humans, some as humanoid aliens. There are
non-humanoid aliens constructed using animatronics (these are
basically very sophisticated robotic puppets). Then there are
conventional special effects using models - a technique which is
very much a hallmark of Gerry Anderson's films - and the use of
moving models filmed with a special computer-based motion
control system.

Finally, and perhaps most impoftant of all, there are the very
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sophisticated and powerful computer systems which are used
to add all the effects together in digital form, The result is a
smooth seamless output that will I am sure have millions of
viewers glued to their TV sets over the coming months.

Space Precinct's Visual Effects Director is Steve Begg,
whose previous work with Gerry include films such as Batman,
Never Ending Story, and Aliens, whilst the Special Effects Model
Supervisor Bill Pearson and his model building team have
worked on series such as Red Dwarf and Dr Who as well as
other Gerry Anderson productions.

During my visit to the studios Steve Begg explained to me
how the various filming techniques are put together to generate
some superb visual special effects. The crew are given just ten
days to shoot each episode; they were up to episode j 7 when I

was there. This tight schedule means that special effects have

to be devised as they go, it is what Steve described as ,seat of
the pants filming; if I can get an effect by throwing a model
across a set then that is the way it will be done, there is no time
to fine tune things'

The process starts with a ,story 
board,. a detailed

description with accompanying drawing of each shot in the film
together with timing information. The story board comes down
to the various film units and special effects departments from
the director and the script writers, and is used as the standard
information on which everyone works from set builders to
computer operators and film editors.

When it receives the story board for the special effects in an
episode, the special effects unit will first of all have to decide
how the effects are to be achieved, and what models are
needed. The models for the sets and the spacecraft are all
made from ABS plastic by vacuum forming in hard wood
moulds and then assembled, painted, and surface treated in
the appropriate manner. The models are made in several
different scales depending upon t

Whilst I was there, they were fi
vehicle against the side of a snow
building was about three foot tall,
long and the snow was finely ground paper dust. The vehicle
was slid along thin wires and a pyrotechnic device fitted at the
point of impact so that when the vehicle was slid down the
wires and hit the buildlng it would explode.

The problem with special effects using models is one of
scale of m relation to particularly
imporlant ln other w ulting film looks
like a mod I scale expl rick which
overcomes this problem is to film the scene and the explosion
at very high speed, when this is replayed in a slowed down
form, the motion of model and explosion look correct for a full
sized unit rather than the six inch long model that it really is.

This side of the special effects unit,s work is fairly
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conventional and would have been familiar to the producers of

sci-fi films of 20 or 30 years ago. What would have been totally

new for any production before about I977 was the

computerised motion control system that is used to create

carefully controlled movement of both models and the camera

which is photographing them.

Motion control
The motion control unit uses much larger models than those

employed by the traditional special effects unit. Here the typical

model of a spacecraft could be 1B inches or two foot long; the

only larger models employed are the full-sized components that

are part of the live action sets.

During my visit, they were getting ready to shoot a sequence

with a flying police vehicle moving down a street and hovering

over a crashed vehicle. The set for the street and crashed

vehicle had been built and the police vehicle was mounted on a

rod connected via a gantry to a number of stepper and servo

motors used to control the position of the model vehicle. The

model is also fitted with lights and moving components
powered by small seryos.

The camera was mounted on a fully motorised crane and

dolly that allowed the camera to be moved in and out of the set,

as well as to either side or over the top, thus permitting

photography at any angle. The entire sequence of movements

of the camera system and the models is controlled by a

computer running special software which is designed for the
purpose. Once the data for a movement sequence has been

entered into the computer it can be precisely repeated time and

time again.
The ability to exactly repeat a sequence of movements is

extremely important in the creation of special effects using this

type of equipment. This is because motion control systems are

used to create several pieces of identical film which are then

combined optically or electronically to create the desired result.

Thus, if a director wants to show a spacecraft moving

across a planet he wiil first of all have a designer create a

background picture of a planet surrounded by stars. He could

of course photograph a model moving across this painted

background, but the focal depth would not look right, there

would be a limit to the way that the spacecraft could move, and

there would also be problems with lighting. The result would be

a scene that did not look real. For a start, the model would be a

constant size in relation to the planet, there would be no motion
perspective of the craft getting bigger as it approached the

viewer, or smaller as it went away.

Motion control systems (first developed in 1977 at lndustrial

Light and Magic by John Dykstra for George Lucas in Star

Wars) can overcome these problems and also add the

capability of creating quite complex movement that would

otherwise be impossible. Perspective movement can be created

by moving the camera towards or away from the model and

this, when combined with model movement and the up/down
side to side movement of the camera, can generate the kind of

motion effect which was such a hallmark of films like Star Wars.

To add the image of the moving spacecraft to the

background image requires a fairly old technique known as a

travelling matte. This can be thought of as a stencil exactly the

same shape and position as the moving spacecraft that can be

used to blank out that area of the background in each shot and

thus allow the image of the spacecraft to be added precisely to

the background image on each frame without any appearance
of a join.

The repetitive capability of the motion control system is used

to create the travelling matte. ln fact, a sequence may require

three or more passes on the motion control system. ln the first
pass, the model is filmed against a green or blue background;
this is known as the green or blue screen pass and is used to
create the matte. The second pass is shot with the model very

carefully lit against a background of black velvet; this is known

as the beauty pass and is the actual shot that will be used in

the final film.

ln some situations, a third pass may be necessary to add
features such as the exhaust flares from a rocket, features
which would not be visible in a highly-lit beauty pass. Again this

will be shot against black velvet with an unlit model and will

provide both image and matte.
ln all three passes, the sequence is shot at a rate of one

frame per second using a form of computer controlled stop

action animation. Models and camera are moved by the

computer the correct amount for one frame, then there is a

short pause of just under one second to allow any vibrations to
be damped prior to the frame being filmed. The models and

camera are then moved, the next frame shot, and so on.

Putting it all together with a computer
The special effects created using traditional techniques and

motion control systems are combined with live action, then
polished and embellished with new and even more powerful

special effects, thanks to the very latest bit of technology to be

put into the hands of movie makers. This is CGI or Computer
Generated lmagery.

Going into the computer graphics department attached to
Space Precinct, I was confronted by a room containing a half

dozen Silicon Graphics workstations. Each of these enormously
powerful computers were fitted with 128MBytes of RAM, ultra-

fast R4400 RISC processor and SGigabyte hard disks, the kind

of computer power which makes even a top range PC or
Macintosh look rather puny.

Each of these computers has enough disk space to store

6,500 frames of broadcast quality video and, in any ten-day
production period, these computers may be used to produce

up to 25,000 frames of computer manipulated and enhanced

film. At 25 frames per second that is about a quarter of an hour

of film per episode. Already in 17 episodes the archive of

computer manipulated film was close to the 400,000
frame mark.

The live action and special effect sequences are all shot on

either Super 16mm or 35mm film stock and this film first of all

goes to the editing department where it is cut and assembled in

accordance with the storyboard. At this stage, no attempt is

made to assemble the special effects. All that is done is to
produce the accurate timing which is necessary in order to put

those special effects together.
All the pieces of film that relates to the special effects

sequences are then transferred to video, each frame being
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scanned in at a PAL resolution of 720 lines (for movie work,
frames are scanned at much higher resolutions of 2,000 or
more lines). Each sequence is, on average, about 8 seconds
long, and consists of about 200 frames and, where effects are
being built up using composites, there may be as many as five
or six digitised images used to create each frame.

The digitised sequence of frames correspondirtg to the timed
sequence provided by the editor is then loaded onto the hard
disk of one of the workstations to be transformed into the slick
special effects imagery which is a hallmark of this series and of
modern sci-fi films in general.

The Silicon Graphics workstations are running a range of
different specialist video image manipulation software packages
(this is a very rapidly expanding area of the software business
and one into which tens of millions of dollars are being poured
by all the big software and video technology companies). Which
software package is used depends upon the type of effect
which the user wants to achieve; some are better at producing
one particular effect than others. The images are kept in a standard
bit-mapped form on disk which allows them to be transferred easily
between networked computers and different software packages.

The main software packages used on Space patrol are
Discrete Logic's FLINT, Parallax Software's Matadore. These
are essentially sophisticated paint packages which have been
especially designed for use in video and film production and, on
Space Patrol, they are used to perform most of the CGI
functions. Other software packages are also used for the
creation of a handful of special effects. Dynamation is used to
create effects such as ion storms, vortices, lightning flashes and
sparks. Elastic Reality is used to create morphing and warping
effects. They even use an Amiga computer running LightWave
3D to generate one particular special effect, a lens flare, the
effect of light bursting directly into the camera.

I was shown how they created some of the special effects.
The first of these was a spacecraft moving through an asteroid
belt and passing between two large asteroids, a single shot of
about 400 frames which took the operator two days to
complete. lt was a very complex piece of film that was built up
from seven pieces of film. The first of these was a starfield
background, then there were two green screen shots of passing
asteroids with the asteroids rotating and moving across the
screen, these were shot using the motion control camera
system. No beauty shots of the asteroids were required since
the asteroids had little intrinsic detail. Next, there were three
shots of the spacecraft generated on the motion control
system, a green screen shot to create the travelling matte, a
beauty shot, and an engine flare shot. Finally, there was a lens
flare effect created on an Amiga wlth LightWave.

The result of combining all these separate pieces of film into
a single sequence was a very realistic shot of the spacecraft
moving across the screen and between the two tumbling
asteroids. Then as the as one of the asteroids moved away, the
sun caught the camera in a simulated lens flare. The whole
sequence was colour corrected and had a grain added to give it
a consistent look to live action shots done on Super l6mm.

I was also shown how they added the effects laser gun shots
to the film. The shot takes just three frames, in the first there is a
bright flash at the gun barrel, in the second a warping of the
entire image area around the gun barrel, and in the third a faint
ring of light around where the flash had been. ln all three of
these frames, reflections of the flash were added to any
appropriate reflecting surface, such as the eyes of the person
firing the gun. The result - a superb laser gunshot effect.

When a gunshot hit a person, building or spacecraft, the laser

beam was added to three or four frames as a pulse of light
tracking across the shot and towards the target. When it hit the
target, the resulting explosion was created using pyrotechnics on
the model set, or as a pyrotechnic effect added to the shot using
the computer.

I was also shown how morphing was used to change a
humanoid into an alien and back again, an effect used with
great impact already in The Mask. Another example of computer
generated special effects was the use of warping to create an
alien vampire that disappeared into the body of its victims. As
well as the fancy effects CGI is also employed for a lot of more
mundane work such as correcting any faults in the film. For
example: correcting colour imbalance, removing visible control
wires, and eliminating any unwanted intrusions into a shot.

A special type of distortion was also used to add facial
expressions to aliens that were played by actors using latex
masks. ln such cases some movements are impossible for an actor,
but can be added by the CGI system where the image of parts
of the face is distorted slighfly to give the impression of movement.

This is a technique which was made famous in the scenes in
Forest Gump; an image of Tom Hanks was incorporated into
scenes using old newsreel film where the faces of the
characters were reanimated so that they fitted the lip-sync of a
new soundtrack. The result was a sequence of shots where the
actor appeared to converse with historical characters.

The special effects used in Space precinct - whether generated
in front of the camera using models and motion control systems
or in a computer - are often very impressive and should ensure
that this latest series from Gerry Anderson is a big success.
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lnto the future
It would seem that the way in which films of all kinds, not just

science fiction and fantasy films, are being made is changing

forever. Purely optical techniques are being replaced by far

more sophisticated and versatile digital techniques. Human

actors no longer have complete dominance of the stage, they

are being joined by a host of other actors in the form of

animatronics and computer animation.

Many people in the film industry are already predicting that by

the end of the decade every frame of every f lm will be reprocessed

by computer. CGI may have started in the special effects

departments of companies producing science fiction films such

as Star Wars or Jurassic Park, but there are now powefful

economic reasons why it will be quickly applied to other areas.

A recent example of this was the use of CGI to create the

crowd scenes in Miracle on 34th Street. ln this film, it was both

impractical and far too costly to hire vast numbers of extras for

the enormous crowds; instead a small number of extras were

multiplied by computer and then used to flll the appropriate

shots of the streets of New York.

Taking the CGI based techniques of pastlng characters into

a scene even further, George Lucas has shown how digital

technology will alter the whole future of motion picture

production. ln the film Radioland Murders. he experimented with

the use of CGI to solve budgetary and scheduling problems.

Thus, in one scene, an interrogation involves 30 people

gathered together in one room. However, none of the actors in

this scene was shot at the same time, Instead, they were shot

separately and digitally composited into the scene

This technique allows the director and producers to more

efficiently and economically schedule actors. Having actors

hang around waiting for other actors to become available can be

very expensive. The use of CGI in Radioland Murders also allowed

them to create many sets digitally and thus dispense with traditional

set builders, again cutting costs. Costly location shots were reduced

in number, and further cost savings made by digitally multiplying

extras. The result was a fllm produced on what was, in comparison

with other films, a very meagre budget of $1 Omillion.

ln fact, George Lucas's company lndustrial Light and Magic

is going even further. Already they have demonstrated the

capability to create digital actors who look as real as real actors.

But the acting profession need not worry just yet since, as

Lucas admits, creating such digital actors is a very expensive
process. A few hundred thousand dollars per second, and even

the most highly paid actor is cheaper than that!

But this development does point to the fact that the creative

process is shifting from being in front of the camera to being

behind the camera. Once again, quoting George Lucas: "Actorq

will never be obsolete, but in time those skills once used by a

performer in front of the camera will instead be used by people

behind the scenes and they will be called animators not actors".

lf this prediction is even remotely true then it looks as if

technology has taken over in yet another area of human

endeavour. For those in the acting profession, this may be bad

news, but for the average viewer it should herald the beginning

of an exciting era where any visual experience is possible - an

era where films as we know them are merging with computer

technology to become interactive multimedia entertainment.
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his month's free ETI cover disk contains two
different collections of software that will run on a
standard PC. The first collection is an assembler
and simulator for the Arizona Microsystem,s plC
microcontroller the subject of a new ETI series

A DOS protected mode (DpMl) version of MpASM is also
included. To use this assembler, you must have the files
RTM.EXE and (distributed with this release)
available in yo current directory. To invoke this
assembler, us

lpasr_do <tjle,l.asml
For further information see the BEAD.i ST file on the disk and
look at the example files. For details on programming the plC,
consult one of the books on the subject.

The simulator
,2O.O4, MPSIM
in debugging
ogy's

This program is very useful for testing plC code ln advance,
as it allows the user to set up expected inputs and to test the

and single stepping
lC series including

The program is provided complete with a 25,000 wordmanua printed out using Word
or any ut remember it is a longdocum ng time and a lot of
paper. The manual includes many examples of how to use this
PIC simulator program.

Updates
Updates for the assembler and simulator are available fordown harge from the Microchip bulletin board. Thisgives ity to try sample programs and to test them.
To us board:
1) Set your communications package and modem to B bit, No
parity and one stop bit; note that this is not the same as
Compuserve.
2) Dial the nearest direct Co ss number (you do
not need a compuserve acc the board). The
London access number ls 0
o/
4) 

pear'

5)

CO

6) You will need to register and check out the special areas
devoted to PIC programming. Registration is free.

System requirements
ylfASM and MPSTM require an tBM pC or ning
DOS version 3.0 or later. The pC needs a disk
drive and at least 64OK majn memory. We hard
disk with at least 5 MB of available space.

lnstallation
ln order to get all the programs onto thjs disk, it has been
necessary to compress some flles into self_extracting archives.

I

starting next month; the second is a collection of programmes
written for the Parallax Stamp which wlll be featured in a series
of ETI projects stafting this month.

The PIG collection
The rocontroller is enjoying
eno electronic system designersand icrocontrollers are based on
a fast BISC processor and offer a very low_cost single chip
solution to a wide range of problems which would otherwise
require either extensive circuitry or a much more expensive
microprocessor.

For amateurs, students, and engineers on tight budgets, the
PIC is ideal. lt is easy to programme, with both OTp and

ap
r\

family of microcontrollers. 
C

ln the February 1995 issue, we published an introduction to
PIC programming, and in the next issue we will start a practical
look at using the PlC. This introduction will also look at some of
the low-cost hardware which is currenfly available and, to make
it easier to use this hardware, we are giving readers of ETI the
basic PIC software development tools, an assembler and a
simulator, on this month,s cover disk.

The assembler
The Microchip PIC assembler is MpASM Version .1.02.05. 

This
program will assemble source code wrjtten for the plC into
object files which may then be used for simulation, or directly in
one of the PIC programmers to program a plC. lt is a Universal
Assembler and supports the plCi 6C5X, plCl6CXX and
PlCl7C)X families; it is also backward compatible with existing
MPALC and ASM1 Z code.

MPASM is very easy to use. Source code should be written
as an ASCII file and then assembled using the following
command line:

mpasm <fi1e>[.asm]

MPASM assembles with INHXSM as the default hex output, and
generates a listing file and error file.
MPASN/ currently runs in DOS real mode and is more sensitive
to available DOS memory. This is because of dynamic memory
allocation from the heap. lf you have problems ietateO to ,,out ofmemory" e DOS memory. 53Ok
seems to
will be sat 

arge Programs. Less
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The programs are:
ASM10205.ZIP - PIC microcontroller assembler
SIM42004.ZIP - PIC microcontroller simulator

To unzip these to a hard drive we suggest the following:

Create two directories on the hard drive to hold the files
e.q. MD PICASM
OT MD PICSIM

Change to the directory created
e.g. CD PICASM
oT CD PICSIM

Place this disk in your floppy drive

Type the name of the self-extractor, including the path to the

floppy drive
e. g. A: \ Prc \ASM1 0 2 05 . ExE
or A:\PIC\SIM42004.EXE

The files will now be extracted to the current directory

Basic Stamp
application Program collection
The files shown below are the source code for the first nine

BASIC Stamp projects. They will be published over the coming

months in ETl. To use the programmes you will need a Parallax

Stamp computer, downloading cable to connect to a PC, and

the Parallax editor software; all of these items are provided in

the Stamp Development kit. For further details contact the UK

distributor - Milford lnstruments on 0977 683665.
TERMINAL.BAS APP. #1, LCD USER INT:F5-l:r
TERMfNAL
AD CONV.BAS APP. #2,
CONVERTER
KEYPAD.BAS APP. #3,
KEYPADS
SERVO.BAS APP. #4,
SERVOS

TNTERFACI],.G -i'; .]- ]

HARD'r^a:;.= :a-,- ll, ::f.

ELECTRONICS TODAY

CAP.BAS APP. #5, PRACTICAL PULSE

MEASUREMENTS
DUTY.BAS APP. #5+
TACH.BAS APP. #5+
VCO.BAS APP. +5+
STEP.BAS APP. #6, SERIAL STEPPER CONTROLLER

THERM.BAS APP. +7, SENSING TEMPERATURE W/ A

THERMISTOR
GAUSFIT.EXE APP. #7+
MORSE.BAS APP. #8 SENDING MESSAGES IN MORSE

CODE

DTCE.BAS APP. #9 CONSTRUCTING A DICE GAME

Terminal.bas is the code for this month's proiect.

Code provided by Parallax lnc Milford lnstruments.

n;rt; ir;"i 
'::s 

3,i,iiti.rlsirl

Schematic caPture linked
tO PCB.

Parts and wiring list entrY.

Outline (footprint) librarY

editor.
Manual board layout.
Full design rule checker.
BIack annotation
(linked to schematic)
Power, memory
and signal
autorouter,
t50.

All the features
of the Ranger 1, Plus,
Gate and pin swaPPing
(linked to the schematic).
Track highlighting.
Auto track necking.
Copper flood fill.
Power planes
(heat relief and anti-Pads),

All the features
of the Ranger 2, Plus,
UNIX or Dos versions.
1 Micron resolutions and

angles to 1/10th degree.
Hierarchical or flat
schematic.
Unlimited design size'
Any-shaPed Pad.
Split Power Planes.
Optional on line DCR.

1OO% tiPuP and retrY,
push and shove
autorouter.

8/9 and 24 pin dot-matrix printers.

HP Desk/Laser Jet, Canon BJet, Postcript (R3 only)

HP-GL, Houston lnstruments plotters.

Gerber photoplotters.
NC Drill Excellon, Sieb and MeYer.

AutoCAD DXF.

Ripup
and retry
utorouter.a

{}

Seetrax CAE / Hinton Daubnay House / Broadway Lane / Lovedean / Hampshire / PO8 OSG.

Call O7O5 591037 or fax O7O5 599036 for further information / demo packs.

All systems upward compatible, Trade deals available. All trademarks acknowledged.
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Robots are fun to build and fun to
play with. ln this r'ssue of ETl, Dr
Pei An sfiows how to build a mobile
PC controlled robot that could
become the basis of bigger things

hen we talk about robots. many people will think

of those machines in the science fiction films.

They have a man-like shape. they behave like a

human being and speak understandable
languages (some of tlrem speak quite well, actually).

They are made of steel. plasiic and other hi-tech materials and

they are controlled by some futunstrc and mysterious'brain'.
The term robot, in a broader sense, refers to a mechanical

device that is capable of performing human tasks. Nowadays,

robots are not only used in the f lm industry, they are used in a

wide range of different areas. ln manufacture industries, robots

are used to perform repeated and tedious jobs. They work with

high accuracy and without complaints. ln exploration, robots

are sent to hazardous areas. to deep sea or even other planets

to perform the jobs which
humans would otherwise have to

do. Robots are also employed in

hospitals to perform complicated
surgeries under the control of
medical expeds who may be

thousands miles away from
the hospital.

In this article, I would like to
take the opportunity to introduce
a robot which does no work, but
'walks' on the floor of your

home. The robot 'walks' on three
wheels and can move forward
and backward and turn right and
'eft, lt flashes lights to tell you

.vhere he is and murmurs some

unknown language, simply meaning 'Please master, let me have

a rest'. The walking robot is controlled by your PC or laptop

computer via the Centronic port (printer poft). Moreover, the

robot is made by youl

The units
The mobile robot consists of two units. The first one is the

interface & control unit and the other one is the robot itself. The

former is plugged directly to the Centronic port of the computer;
it manages the interfacing between the computer and the robot

and controls the movements, the sounds and lights of the

robot. The latter is the robot on wheels which moves about on

the floors. The robot has two drive wheels which are

independently controlled by two motors. Lights and sounder are

TRANSMISSION CABLES

CIRCUIT BOARD
ON THE ROBOT

INTEHFACE
AND

CONTROL BOX

CONNECTED TO THE
CENTFONIC PORT

PC OR LAPTOP COMPUTEBS

'WALKING ROBOT'

Fig.1. Mobile robot under control of PC
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installed on the board to give simple llght and sound effects.
The robot and the intedace & control unit is connected by a
transmission cable. The complete walking robot system is
illustrated in Figure 1.

The works

directions of the motors. A logic I on the lines will make the
motor to turn clockwise and a logic low will make the motor to
turn anti-clockwise. The two lines are therefore used for
controlling the movements of the robot. The fourth line (p4:
SOUNDER) controls the sounder on the robot. Refer to the
circuit diagram (Figure 2); these four lines are connected to pln
2 through Pin 5 of the 25-pin D-type male connector which is
plugged into the Centronic porl of the computer.

Those four data lines are fed into lCl which is a device called

turned off. When the line js in logic high (i.e. a voltage swing
from 2V DC to 5V DC. lt is often referred to as ,1,), the LED will

0
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SK1 EXTERNAL
POWEH SUPPLY (12vdc)

+

Itou
Pr R1-R4 100R

J2
5,PIN

DIN
CONNECTOH

PC CONNECTOH

P9

P10

Foo
E
oz
v
J

=
F

PIN FUNCTIONS:
P,I POWEH
P2 Ml DIRECTION
P3 M2 DIRECTION
P4 SOUNDEF
P5 PC GROUND
P6 +12V
P7 GROUND
P8 IVOTORl. POSITIVE
P9 MOTOH1, NEGATIVE
P1O I\4OTOR2, POSITIVE
Pl1 IV1OTOR2, NEGATIVE
P12 PIEZO SOUNDER
P13 GFIOUND

FROM CONTEOL tsOARP vIA 3in 6€oFIE CABLE

WALKING ROEOT CIflCUIT BOARD
Fig.2 Circuit diagram of mobile robot



25-PIN D-ryPE CONNECTOR
VIEWED FROI\,I THE BACK

Fig.3. PCB component layout

OPTIONAL

]

be lit and turn on the corresponding photo-transistor, An oplo-
isolator provides electic isolation between two sides and tne

maximum isolation voltage is well over 4000V. Using sucn a

device in the present circuit ensures that in case of a.\:. ng

wrong on the robot side, your computer is alvra5's sar;

Motor power on/off
Refer to the circuit diagram; the POWEB ON C-= -e -:':rcls
the on/off switching of the first opto-trars s:3r ',', r^=- :-e I ne is

high, the emitter of the photo-transistcr 93es ^ r^ --: emltter

signal is fed to a transistor swltch Sase: 3- -r- . -'E oontrol

signal is fed to the base of the trans >.1' . a i '.s s-cr 85. The

12V DC power supply is connec:e: :J --3 ll ::::r cf the

transistor and the controlled \/c:age s *l- :-3 err iter of the

transistor. When the base s . - l- ::a:= .-: :'a-sisior is

turned on. lt just behaves '<? ?- :': ^=-.. s,'. -:- .','hich makes

rhe 12V DC power supp )'tc ac.==' -' '.': .- ::er, On the

otherhand,if thebasecont'o s?^a : ^ l.', slate.the
transistor is turned off , The co-:-l :l ll c:,'rer supply from

the emitter of the trans stor = ':: ".: 1 . - .rge regulator lC,

7805, which conveds the i 2V DC -:: a s:able 5V DC power

supply, This 5V power supply s .^:- -seC for driving the two
'notors which are connected i^ se: es, 36 s a small resistor

:onnected in series with the morcrs'c' 1.r t ng the current

.rrough the 7805 in case of shcrl c.ci. i n the transmission

:able or on the circuit board on the 'ccot.

Directions of motors
-re turning directions of the motor are controlled by a double-

,:.minal, double-pole (DTDP) relay. n the circuit, the second

arC third data lines from the Centron c porl control the On/Off

=,',itching of the second and third opto-transistors which, in

:--n. controls whether the relays are energized or not. When the
'= a;, changes its status, the polarity of the power supply to the

-::cr is changed over to reverse the turning direction of the

-r:cr, Dl and D2 are diodes which are connected in parallel to
:-: ao s of the relays to protect the opto-isolators, since when
-.'= 'elay is de-energized a reverse high voltage will be

:=-:rated in the coils. A red LED and a green LED with a

reversed polarity are connected in parallel to the terminals of the

motor, showing the turning directions of the motor. For

example, when the motor turns clockwise, the red LED will be

litt when the motors turns reversely, the green LED will be on.

Sounder
The sounder is controlled by the fourth data line from the

Centronic port. This circuit works in the same manner as the

POWER ON/OFF circuit. The status of the line controls the

On/Off of the second transistor TR2. A voltage oscillation is

therefore produced across resistor R10. The Pizero sounder on

the robot is connected in parallel with R10 and produces

sound. The data line has to change its status fast enough to
produce a continuous sound.

The robot
The assembled walking robot is shown in Figure 9. lt can be

seen that the robot consists of two DC motors, two gear boxes,

two driving wheels and a castor wheel. A small electronic board

containing LEDs and sounder and providing connection of the

transmission cable is also mounted on the robot. When the two
motors turn in the same direction, the two driving wheels turn in

the same direction and the robot moves fonrvards or

backwards. lf the two motors turn in the opposite directions,

one wheel will turn in one direction and the other wheel in the

reversed direction. As a result, the robot turns left or right.

During turning, the castor wheel changes its direction to
accommodate the movement of the robot. The control signal

issued by the interface & control unit is transmitted to the

walking robot via a flexible 6-core cable.

The PCB
The Printed Circuit Board (PCB) copper foil of the circuit is

shown at the back of this magazine and the component layout

of the board is given in Figure 3, Before construction, check the

electronic components used in the project. The electronic

component list includes resistors, capacitors, diodes,
transistors, opto-isolators, voltage regulators and relays etc,
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Value of the resistors should also be checked by either using
the colour code printed on the resistors or by using a
multimeter. Then, the components can be soldered.

The components are mounted on the board ln the following
order: resistors, diodes, the socket for the opto-isolator, the
voltage regulator, the relays, capacitor, transistors etc. When
soldering capacitor, diodes and transistors, care rhust be taken
to solder the legs of the components in the right position. When
soldering the legs of the transistors, diodes and LEDs, soldering
time should be as shori as possible. After soldering, an M3
screw is used to fasten the 7805 voltage regulator onto the
PCB board. The opto-isolator can be inserted into the socket
(please note that the notch of the chip should be in the right
direction as shown in Figure 4). Note also that LED1 is an
optional indicator to show whether the control unit is power on
or off. This is not necessary in most cases, therefore it is not
supplied wrth the kit.

Good soldering needs a bit of skill, Generally, a good
soldering point should have enough solder to solder the
component leg and the copper foil securely, without excess use
of the solder. The soldering point should have a smooth finish.
Care must be taken not to solder adjacent copper tracks
together! A final inspection must be pedormed to check
whether the components are in the right positions and whether
there are any shorts on the copper tracksl Any mistakes may
result in some costly damage to the components. Careful
checking can save a lot of money and time.

The contro! box
Figure 4 shows the hardware detail of the box housing the
circuit board. Several holes are cut on the side wall of the box

for fixing connectors including a 25-pin D-type connector, a 5-
pin DIN socket and a 2.5 power plug. Two small holes are
drilled on the base of the box for mounting the pCB board. A lid
made of plastic is used to cover the box.

The assembly of the control box is shown in Figure 5. The
PCB board is mounted inside the box using two No.6 0.50,,
length self-tapping screws and several spacers as shown in
figure 5. The height of the PCB fixing pillars should be the same
height as the relays. Double-sided adhesive tape is placed on
the top of the relays for mounting the lid. The connectors are
fixed on the wall with screws as stated in Figure 5, After the
PCB board and the connectors are fixed, the connection wire
between the connector pins and the pins on the pCB board are
soldered. Make sure that the soldering point is firm and free of
shorts with other connector pins.

Now the lid can be placed on the top of the box. The lid will
be held in position by the adhesive tape on the relays and two
PCB fixing pillars supporting the lid from underneath.

Assembly of the circuit board
Figure 6 shows the assembly of the circuit board on the robot
and the transmission cable. The circuit is made from strip'
board, 5 mm long and 2.9 mm wide (which correspond to 19
holes in the row and 1O holes in the column). The LEDs are
soldered on the board first. Care should be taken on the polarity
of the LEDs and their positions on the board (Figure 6). The
soldering time should be kept as short as possible. The plzero-
sounder is mounted on the board using a double-sided
adhesive pad. The terminals of the two motors are connected
to the board with the polarities shown in Figure 6.

The six cores of the transmission cable are finally soldered

POTTING BOX AVAILABLE FROM
ELECTRONTC SHOPS (1 OFF)

21mm DIA HOLE 21mm DtA HOLE

ir2o
l-

6mm DIA HOLE
FOR POWER SOCKET

16mm DIA HOLE
FOH 5.PIN DIN SOCKET

TOP LID l\,lADE FROM 1 5mm THTCK
PLASTIC SHEET AVAILABLE FROM PLASTIC DEALERS (1 OFF)

A.A VIEW

3.5mm.+ i-+ 0.125"lrl I0l-tltl+ +
6.5mm DIA

PILLAR FOR 4BA SCBEWS
WITH A HEIGHT OF O 125"

AVAILABLE FROM ELECTRONIC
SHOPS FOR FIXING THE PCB (2OFF)

PCB FIXING PILLAR 17mm HETGHT
FOH SIZE NO 6 SELF-TAPPING SCHEWS
AVAILABLE FROM ELECTHONIC SHOPS
FOR FIXING THE PCB AND SUPPOHTING

THE LID UNDEHNEATH

Fig.4. Box for the control circuit board and pillars for fixing the pCB
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Fig.S. Construction of the control box
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onto the board in the order illustrated in Figure 6 in which the
colours of the core is used as the reference. The cable is

fastened to the underside of the circuit board using a cable tie.
The transmission cable has six cores and is about 3m in

length. Standard BT telephone cable is ideal for the job. One
end of the cable is connected to the circuit board as mentioned
above and the other is connected to a 5-pin DIN plug. The
order of connection is shown in Figure 6.

The power supply to the robot should be 9-14V DC. The
current requirement is about 250 mA. Any 12V DC mains
adaptors of that current rating or a battery pack can be used for
the job. lf you have any problems in finding one, please contact
the author (see end of article).

The robotts gear box
The robot is constructed in two halves (Figure 8) and they are
put together by two beams (see Figure 9). The mechanical
components for the robot is shown in Figure 8. The main frame
is a rectangular plastic plate, 100 mm long, 40 mm high and 3
mm thick. A small plastic plate, 40 mm square and 3 mm thick,
is fastened to the mdn frame by two 0.625" length 68A
spacers and 1" length 684 screws (see Figures 8 and 9). The
space between the main frame and the plate houses a gear box
consisting of two plastic gears: Gear 1 and Gear 2. Gear 1 is a
combination gear which consists of a big gear with 42 teeth and
a small gear with 10 teeth. Gear 2 has 60 teeth. The shaft of the
motor is coupled to the 42-tooth gear via a worm (Figure 8). The

1O-tooth gear of Gear '1 is geared to Gear 2 which is then
transmitted to the 2" drive tyre via the drive shaft. This gear box
gives an reduction ratio of about 240 (i.e. the motor turns 240
revolutions to make the tyre to turn one revolution).

Gonstruction
:First, the plastic gears and their shafts, the worms and the
shaft of the motors are assembled together. The shafts (2 mm
diameter metal rod) are forced into the central hole of the gears
and the positions of the gears on the shafts are shown in Figure
8. Then spacers (1 0 mm length green plastic tubes) for
positioning the gears are installed on the shaft. At this stage, all
the gears can be fitted to the main frame and the small plate is
fastened also to the main frame using the two sets of screws
and pillars (see Figure 8). After assembling the gear box, it must
by checked wether the two gears are geared properly and
could be turned easily. lf it is stiff, fine adjustments have to be
made to change the relative positions of the main frame and the
small plate.

After the gear box is properly constructed, the motor can be
stuck onto the main frame using double-sided sticky pads. The
position of the motor must be finely adjusted so that the worm
is perfectly geared to the 42-tooth gear. A cable tie is then used
to fasten the motor firmly in position. Now the gear box is
assembledl. lf you connect one or two batteries to the motor,
the gears should turn smoothly. Finally, the 2" rubber tyres are
mounted on the drive shafts. As the diameter of the central hole

]TEMI: ]IIAIN FRAilE (IIIADE FROM smm THICK PLASTIC PLATE) IIEf,2: RECTANGULAB BEAM (OBTAINED FROM MODEL SHOPS)

lTEM4a and 4b: WALI IIOLE Pl-tlc (OBTA|NED FROM DtY SHOPS)

neenoxssT F -+ @

ITEU 5: ROUND BEAII (OBTAIIED FROU ruEL SH@S)

mM 2: GEAR BOX PLATE (MADE FROM 3mm THICK PLASnC PLATE)

2mm DlA,5mm LENGTH
HEAT SHRINK SLEEVE

2mm HEAT SHRINK
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2 omm DIA SHAFT GEAR BOX 10mm LENGTH. CABLETIE FOB
& 45mm lN LENGTH)

DBIVER WHEEL SHAFT

DOUBLE.SIDED
ST]CKY PAD FOR

2mm DIA HEAT-SHRINK
SLEEVES smm lN LENGTH

0 5' NO.6
SELF-TAPPING

(BLACK SLEEVES)

0 5' NO.6
SELF-TAPPING

1 " 68A SCREWS CABLE TIE

31rm DIA

of the tyres ls bigger than the dlar3:e' li ine rod, a 2mm
diameter, 1Omm length heat-shr"< c ast;o tube (supplied with

the kit) is used to cover the roo frrsi, :'e^ a 2mm diameter,
'1 Omm length plastic tube (also supp ed rvith the kit) is used to

cover the black plastic tube furlher Tre overal diameter of the
.od is then big enough to fasten the 1,'r's to the rod (Figure 8).

Connection
The two halves are connected together by two beams. One

oeam is a square tube with an externa d mension of 8mm

square and a wall thickness of 1,smm, The other one is a

'cund tube 7mm in external diameter and 3mm in internal

r,ameter (Figure 6). Self-tapping screws (size No.6, 0.5"in

:ngth) are used to fasten the two gear box assemblies to the

.eams. Wall plugs (1 Omm length) are inserted into the two

=.ds of the square tube first and then fastened to the main
._ame using the self-tapping screws. The construction details

-e given in Figures 8 and 9.
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Mounting
The castor wheel is a plastic wheel, 1" in diameter with a
2.1mm hole in the centre of the wheel for the supporl which is
made from 2mm diameter steel rod. The shape of the castor
support and its mounting on the robot is shown in Figure g. The
rod goes through the 2.1mm diameter hole drilled in the middle
of the square beam (see Figure 9). The 2mm diameter, Smm
length heat-shrink plastic tubes are used at two ends of the
suppod and a 5mm length 2mm plastic tube below the square
beam. They are used for positioning the wheel and for
positioning the castor support on the beam.

The circuit board containing the sounder and LEDs is also
mounted on the square beam (see Figure 9). Two hex plastic
spacers (0.5' length spacers for No.4 selftapping screws) are
fastened to the copper side of the board using two 0.25' No.4
self-tapping screws. Then the assembly is fastened to the
rectangular beam of the robot using two 0.S' No. 4 self-tapping
screws. The detail of the assembly is shown in Figure 9.

Programming
The robot is controlled by the computer via the Centronic porl
of the computer. The works of the Centronic port and the way
to program it have been detailed in many books. The pin
functions of the Centronic port is given in Figure 8. ln brief, the
Centronic port consists of three separate pofts, namely, DATA
port, CONTROL port and STATUS port. The DATA and
CONTROL ports are output ports associated with data transfer
and command issuing from the computer to the external
devices. The STATUS porl is an input port, which is used by the
computer to read the information issued by the external
devices. A PC can have up to three Centronic ports and they
are labelled LPT1 , LPT2 and LPT3. For LpTl Centronic port,
the addresses ofthe above ports are 888 890 and gg9 in
decimal. These three ports can be controlled separately. For
example, to output a data from the DATA port, the following
commands can be used:
ln Turbo Pascal:

Port [888] : -data;
ln GW BASIC:

:out 888, data
To read data into the computer via the STATUS port, the
following commands can be used:
ln Turbo Pascal:

data:=port[888];
ln GW BASIC:

: data=rNP ( 888 )

The present circuit only utilizes 4 bits of outputs of the DATA
port (888 in decimal for LPT1 ) as described in the section
'WOBK'. Therefore, to control the robot, we only need to write
different data in the 4 data bits of the DATA port.

The procedure for controlling the robot is fairly simply.
However, to write a complete program of using the keyboard,
for example, is slightly complicated. The control program should
incorporate other procedures associated with keyboard
operation, monitor display etc. A program can also be written to
control the robot solely by the computer itself.

A demonstration control program written in Turbo pascal 6 is
supplied in a 3.5" floppy diskette with the kit. This program allows
the robot to be controlled by the computer keyboard. The arrow
keys control the movement of the robot. The space-bar will
make the robot stop and the backspace key will make the robot
'speak'. This program is rather rudimentary and is intended for
demonstrating the software control. Beaders can use their imagination
to create their own much advanced and fancy control software.

Testing
This circuit involves no adjustments at all. lf all the components
are properly located in position, the robot system will work
staight away.

The procedure of testing is described as follows. First of all,
switch off the computer. Secondly, plug the control box to the
printer port on the back of the computer. Thirdly, connect the
transmission cable and the power supply to the control box.
Finally, switch on the computer. The robot may move at this
stage, so lay the robot upside down for a moment. Meanwhile,
the computer should boot itself in the normal manner. lf the
computer does not do so, disconnect the control box quickly
and find out the reason for that. Under DOS prompt, run the
program entitled 'ROBOT', then the robot is under the control
of the keyboard of your computer. lf the robot refuses to
respond to any of your controls or behaves erratically, check
your circuit board thoroughly. There must be something wrong
on your circuit board.

Fina! words
Now you have constructed your mobile robot and you have
developed your control software. your robot is ,walking, proudly
across the floor, it travels underneath your table and explores
small gaps between your funiture. lt flashes its lights and sings
simple melodies. Even prouder, you are sitting by your
computer watching your new offspring take his first steps. Who
knows? ln the future, your robot could be destined for bigger
and better things.

Programe I
Program robot;
{Control program for the MobiIe Roboti
{Writting by Dr. pei An, I/L0/94}
{Control port, DATA port of LpTl, DBO: power to
the motor
DB1: Motor 1 direction control
DB2: Motor-2 direction controf
DB3: Sound control)
USCS
dos, crt;

var
Soundlength: longint ;
command: byte;
status: string l20l ;
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Pin functions of the Centronic port connectors

25 24 23 2. 21 m 19 18 ',17 16 15 ',l'l

Pln{ut of the Centronic connector on PC

computers - 2Spln lemale D"type connectol

Fig.9. Centronics Port Connections

Connectors
on computer

Direction Name Explanation

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

I
I
'10

11

12

13

14

't5

16

17

1&25

CtoP
CtoP
CtoP
CtoP
GtoP
CloP
CtoP
CtoP
CtoP
PtoC
PtoC
PtoC
PtoC
CtoP

PtoC
CtoP
CtoP

STROBE

DBO

DBl
D82
D83
ou
D85
D86

D87
ACK
BUSY

PE

SLCT

LF/CR

EBROR

INITIALIZE

sf,iN

GND

Slrcba data

IrEte blt 0
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Data btt 2

Dala bit 3

Datr bh 4

IrabSlt 5
Irata blt 6

Data btt 7

lndlcating data @ived
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Fig.10. Construction details of the robot
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);
writeln ( ,presented by Dr. pei An, ) ;writ e 1n;
writefn ( ,Control key layout , ) ;
writeln;
writeln(,Arrow keys Movement of the
robot, ) ;
writeln ( ,Space Bar Stop the robot, ) ;writefn(,Backspace Sound effects,) ;writeln ( ,Return euit the program,) ;textcoior ( Iightred+blink) ;

end;

Procedure output_byte (datax : byte) ;
begrn

Port [8881 :=datax;
end;

Procedure lef t,.
beqin

command: =1+A+4;
status :=,Turninq feft, ;
ou1_put_byte ( command ) ;

end;

Procedure right;
begin

command: =1_+2+a;
status: =, Turing Right. , 

;
output_byte ( command) ;

end,.

Procedure forward;
begin

command:=1+0+0;
status : =,Moving forward, ;
output_byte ( command) ;

end,.

Procedure backward;
beqin

command: =l+2+4;
status : =,Moving backward.,,.
output_byte ( command) ;

end,.

Procedure stop;
begin

command: =0+O+0,.
status : =, I stop here, ;
output_byte ( command ),.

end,'

Procedure Sound_effect ( soundlenqth: longint ) ;var
ii, kk: longint;
delaynumber: inceger;

begin
status;=,f am singing a song,;
gotoxy (29,22 ) ;write (status) ;for kk:=1 to 20 do
begin
delaynumber : -round ( random* 10 / 4 ) ;for ii:=1 to soundlength do

beqin
output_byte (g) ;delay (delaynumber) 

,.

output_byte ( 0 ) ; delay (delaynumber) ;
end;

delay(50);
end;

end,.

Funcrion getkey: sLring;
var

Procedure Control_keys ;
begrin

textcolor ( lightblue) ;
writeln ( ,Efectronics Today International
Mobile Robot, ) ;
writeln ( , Robot
control demonstration

key_char: char;
begin

key_char:=readkey; {get a
character from the keyboard]
if (key_char=#0) then

begin
key_char : =readkey;
if (key_char = #'72) then getkey:-,FORWARD
if (key_char = #g0) then
gettkey: = 

, BACKWARD, ;
if (key_char = #75) Lhen getkey:=,LEFT,;
if (key_char - #7't ) then getkey:=,RIGHT,;

end;
if (key_char= #8) or (key_char=#L2l) then
getkey:=,SOUND,;
if (ke char= #13) then getkey:=,RETURN,;
if (k" char= #32) then getkey:=.STOP,;

end;

Procedure Movement_control ;
var
whatkey: strrng [ 10 ] ;

begin
repea:
whatkey ; -getkey;
if whatkev=,FORWARD, t n forward;
if whatkey=,BACKWARD, en backward;
if whatkey-,-EFT, then eft;
i f 1^,h.tsL^,,-,

^e, _ p-GriT, ;-hen r ighu;
if whatkey=,SOUND, then sound_effect (50) ;if wna:<ey-'STO-D' .l-en s:op;
gotoxy 129 ,22 ) ; wri:e ( status ) ;unLil whatkey=, RETURN, ;
output_byte(0);
end,.

{ ************************Main
Progral********** ****** ********* 

)
begin
clrscr;
control_keys;
movement control;

proqr
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At last, professional schematic and PCB design

software for Mcrosoft Windows is available at prices

that won't break the bank. CADPAK for Windows
offers entry level schematic and PCB drafting whilst
PROPAK for Windows adds netlist integration,

multi - sheet schemati c s, hi ghly effective autorouting,

power plane generation and much more.

IOW ?RICES!

E I e c t r o n i c s
Pric6 exclude postagE (85 for UK) and VAT. All mnufactureE tEdemarks ackmwledged

Call us today on 01756 753440 or else fax
01756 752857 for a demo pack - p/ease sfafe
DOS or Wndows as fhese products are
available for both platforms.

/S/S ///usfratorwas the first schematic dnwing
package forWndows and it's stillthe best.
lllustntols editing features will enable you to
crcate circuit diagrams as attnclive as fhe ones
in the magazines.

O Runs under Windows 3.1.

O Full control of drawing appearance
including line wkflhs, fillstYles,
fonts, colours and rnore.

O Automatic wire routing and dot
placement.

O Fully automatic annotator.

O Comes complete with comPonent
libraries; edit your own Parts
directly on the drawing.

O Fullset of 2D drawing primitives +

symbol library for logos etc.

O Exports diagrams to other
applications via the cliPboard.

ARES for Wndows provides all the functionality
you need to create top quality PCB layouts under
Microsoft's GUl. Combining the besf of our DOS
based PCB layout technology with the besf of
Wndows, this package is our most poweiul and
easy to use PCB design toolto date.

a True 32 bit application under \Mndows 3.1.

O Advanced route editing allows modification or
deletion of any section of a track.

O Unlimited number of named pad/track styles.

O Comprehensive package library for both
through hole and SMT Parts.

a Full imperial & metric support including all
dialogue forms.

O Gerber, Excellon and DXF outputs as well as
output via Windows drivers. Also includes
Gerber viewer.

O Multi-strategy autorouter gives high
completion rates; power plane generator
creates ground Planes with ease.
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ln part 2 of ETl,s Laser Tag syste m Neil Birttes
looks at construction of the light gun base. This
proiect has been designed by Robin Abbott and
Neil Birtles and is a computer controlted laser
tag game system, a very sophrlstrc ated
interactive game for several ptayerc that rivals
those used commercially

n the last issue of ETI we looked at the design
and construction of the gun units and the
individual player control system. ln this, the
second part of the light gun protect, we look at
the team bases. There are two bases, one for

each team - red and green. ln team games each team defends
its own base whilst trying to destroy the other team,s base. ln
individual games any player may attack any base. Each base
has a siren and a xenon fasher to indicate when it has been
"triggered"; the flasher is a drfferent colour for each base, and
the siren is of a different tone for each base.

The bases may be used autonomously when scoring can be
achieved manually, or they may be wired into the light gun
central which keeps scores for the teams as well as for each
player. Player numbers are recognised from the gun
transmission.

Light gun base features
On the front panel of the base there are three large LEDs
(1Omm) arranged in a triangle shape; these indicate the status
of the base. There is also a single 3mm LED in between the two
larger LEDs on the bottom of the triangle. ln the centre of the
triangle is the infra-red detector. The LED colour is chosen to
match the team which owns the base - red or green. Mounted
on top of the base is a xenon warning light and a siren.

. On the back of the base there are a number of sockets to
connect the xenon warning light, the siren, a wire
communication to the central unit and a battery recharging
socket. The siren is socketed to allow silent operation if there
are close (and irritable) neighboursl The xenon light is socketed
to allow other devices to be connected and triggered when the
base is hit, for instance firing a thunderflash makes triggering
the base much more spectacular!

The LED to indicate that rechargeable battery charging is in
progress is located on the left-hand side of the base. Also on
the back of the base unit is a power down switch. Uke the
guns, the base automatically powers down after a period of
inactivity - 30 minutes for the base. A period of inactivity is
defined as a time when the base has not been hit and, to

"wake" the base up once it has entered sleep mode, it must be
powered off and on again.

lnside the base there is all the circuitry controlling the
operation of the base. The base contains its own rechargeable
batteries, so that no external power supply needed.

When the small LED is flashing it indicates that the base is
"active". To hit the base a player must fire at the sensor to

Fig.1. Light gun base circuit diagram
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extinguish the LED. Six seconds later, the larger LEDs in the

triangle will flash in a circular sequence; at this point the player

has a further five seconds in which to fire at the base again and

trigger the base. This sequence is to make it more difficult to hit

the base, and to allow the defending team to repel an attack.

Once the base is triggered, the xenon warning light is

activated and the siren sounds for a 3O-second period during

which the base cannot be hit again. The same player must hit

the base on the first and second time to trigger it. The base

uses the lD fired by the gun to detect who hit it. Several players

attempting to hit the base simultaneously will interfere and

make it impossible to successfully trigger the base. This gives

an incentive for players to support each other and to act in

teams rather than to go for individual glory!

Different colour bases do not differentiate between players of

different teams, so it is possible to hit your own base (losing

your own team points). ln individual games any player can hit

any base.

Transmission to the central renewal unit
Like the guns, the bases can be used in two different modes

depending on whether or not the central renewal station is

being used. When the central is not being used the base stands

alone. The base still operates in the same way except that the

lD of the gun that hit the base is not transmitted to the base,

The organisers will also have to count the number of times the

base as been hit as there is no other record without the centra

ln this mode the base still requires that the same player

should hit it twice to trigger it, Guns which have never hac ."e '
D programmed by the renewal station wil default tc ReJ tr

therefore if the guns have not been programmed :l':- :'z'a^--
players will be able to make the first and seccno s^::-'

Simultaneous shooting will still interfere and make it impossible

to trigger the base.

When a central renewal unit is used the bases are wired to it

with single core cable. The bases transmit the lD of the user

who successfully triggered them to the central which uses the

lDs to keep track of individual and team scores.

Other features
The light gun base units have their own batteries built into the

cases. The batteries we used were C type NiCds' There is also

a recharging circuit built into the base. These batteries can be

recharged from any 10-15v DC power supply capable of

supplying 150 mA, The base is recharged by inserting a 3.Smm

mono jack plug into the recharging socket on the back right

looking at the back, The plug should have the ring as positive

and the tip as negative (so the same charger can be used for

the guns ano the bases),

Gircuit descriPtion
The circuit diagram of the base is shown in figure 1 . To allow

minimum design and software re-use, the circuit is very similar

to the light gun. However the PIC outputs are used to drive the

LEDs and the seria link to the central. As with the light guns'

the base uses a micro-controller - the PlCl6C84. This is lC3 in

the circuit Ciagran-r, The program forthe base is stored in the

cn-ch o EEPROM

Eaon output from the PIC can sink up to 20mA; this enables

LEDs lo be driven directly from the outputs. The three 1Omm

iEDs and the base active LED are driven from outputs RA1 -

BA1, These LEDs turn on when the output pin on the PIC goes

o',,,, Pin 17 drives the siren and the xenon strobe through a

Darllngton pair. TR3 is a medium power transistor to support

R10

47R

{

H14
1k

NOTE:
lC1 TL062 (orTL072, T1082)

lc2 LM567CN
tc3 Plc16c84-04
Q1 BC557
Q2, 04 BC548

Q3 8D135
05 8D136
LED1, 2, 3 1 Omm RED/GBEEN-
LED4 3mm RED/GREEN-

LEDS 3mm RED

D1 I/R PHOTODIODE
D2 1N4001

XL1 4 194304MH2

-CHOOSE THE COBRECT COLOUR

FOR THE BASE YOU AHE BUILDING

R13

1k
JK4

JK3R12
3k3 ,,,,

- LED.I XENON
WARNING LIGHT

+5V
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the large currents drawn by the external devices.
The infra-red pre-amp circuit is similar to the light gun. The

output from the sole lR detector Dl is passed to amplifier lCl.
The output from the amplifier is then passed on to the pLL tone
decoder lC. The pLL circuit is built around the 567 tone
decoder lC set up to detect signals ot Z6KNz.lt is important for
the base that C6 be a high stability polyester or polystyrene
capacitor to ensure that the frequency does not change too
much with temperature. We found that if we used cheap
capacitors, then perfecfly working bases suddenly stopped
detecting hits when taken outside in the cold. Unlike in the light
guns the PLL has to detect signals fairly fast so that the plC can
correctly read the lD of the gun that just hit the base. This
means that there is no capacitor to filter the input to the
PIC (pin 6).

TRl controls power to the receiver circuits, C1 , C2 and 810
provide decoupling for these circuits and any switching noise
generated by the plC is eliminated by these components.
Capacitors C1S and C 14 provide decoupling across the whole
power supply. The NiCd batteries in the base are recharged by
a simple constant current source based on TRS. The charging
current is controlled by R21 . The charging current is about 90
mA set by R21 at 12R. There are five C cells which provide a
voltage of 6.5v; this is actually outside the specification of the
PIC device but worked without problem in the prototype. Five
cells are used to provide the highest possible voltage for the
external devices, which are specified al 12V , but which worked
quite well at 6.5V.

The PIC detects the 5 bit lD transmitted when a gun fires.
The lD is repeated and the base only recognlses a hit when
both transmissions of the lD match.

Transistor TR4 is used to send the data to the central. TR4 is
controlled by RB7 (pin 13) on the prc. The wire from the centrar
plugs into SKT3 which is a phono socket. The link from the
central is single core microphone cable. At the centrar there is a
1K pull-up resistor so that the base can pull the voltage at the
central to 0v.

1 1 1 I 1 C

USER ID

Fig 2. 8-bit message format

BLLED
, 6.2cm ,<\

{rr-rot
IE

t1
>1.* 6 2cm

3.8cm

Y
BALET

4.8cm

Fig.3 Front panel

prototypes drove i 00m wire links to the central without
problem.

central. The user lD
base, C is the colour

een base. The base

Gonstruction
The complete component list for a light gun base is shown at
the end of this article.

Electronic construction
construction is fairly st The pCB overlay

n figure 6. Note that all witch SWl, all
the photodiode and th mounted off the

Mechanical construction
We used a sloping case (Veroboxlype 217) to house the light
gun base. The case has a separate aluminium front panel on
which most of the components are mounted. Figure 3 shows
the position and diameter of the holes in the front panel. These
holes should be drilled and then any sharp pieces of aluminium
removed with a file or knife. The top half of the case and the
aluminium front panel should then be painted in the appropriate
colour for that base (red or green). The front panel graphic is
shown in figure 4, this can be photocopied on to clear film and
then stuck to the panel after the LEDs have been fitted.

The bottom half of the case is to be drilled to accept the
vanous connectors, the power switch, LED 5, and the mounting
holes for the PCB. The position of these components is shown
in figure 5.

A solder tag has to be attached to the aluminium front panel
so that this plate can be eanhed. A thick piece of aluminium foil
is glued to the bottom of the case over the holes that were
drilled to accept the mounting screws for the pCB. The
aluminium foil should be slightly larger than the pCB, and is
earthed with a solder tag; this is to reduce noise to the lB pre_
amp. As in the light guns, the glue that we found best was
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silicone rubber as it is flexible and will not crack when the base

ls shaken around or droPPed.

The siren and xenon strobe are mounted on the top of the

case using M3 nuts and bolts. We made our own bracket to

mount the strobe. The siren has a 3.5mm mono jack plug, the

xenon strobe has the 2 pin DIN plug; make sure the leads are

long enough to reach the sockets.
The 1Omm LEDs (red or green ) can then be mounted on the

aluminium front panel. LED mounting grommets can be used

but we superglued the LEDs to holes that were just under

1Omm in diameter so the tips of the LEDs showed through the

case. We used the same method to mount the 3mm LED. The

hole for the lR detector in the centre needs a piece of red filter

material sticking it, the black photo-diode is then glued flat side

down, directly behind the hole in i.ne front panel.

The connectors in the back of the base and LED 5 can then

be mounted in accordance with figure 5 and wired in

accordance with the circuit diagram.
Finally, the batteries need to be mounted. Tin both terminals

of all the batteries. This may take some time as the ends need

to be quite hot before the solder will flow. Cut four lengths of

wire approximately 3cm long. With one wire, join the positive of

one battery to the negative of the next. Repeat this with the

other three pieces of wire. The batteries need to be glued into

the case. The best position for the batteries is around the

outside of the case, two on the opposite side to the connectors,

two down one side and one down the other side.

Final construction
Bolt the PCB down to the case with M3 fixing screws and

spacers. Cut equal lengths of 6-core cable and screened

microphone cable. Solder the screened cable to the lR detector

diode. The screen should be soldered to the anode of the

detector diode. Figure 7 shows the connections on the oetector

diode and LEDs. Connect the anodes of all the LEDs :rcunteci

on the front panel with a length of tinned wire ard :a3' 3ie core

from the cable should be joined to this. Jo I ano:.er cre of the

cores to the solder tag that was frxed to a;rr n -- +cnt panel,

The remaining four wires shou d be sc cerec :3 :^e 'c';r
cathodes of the LEDs. The colours ','.'e -s-f, ::: :ie connections

and the terminal pins they connect ic ars S-3r',- n table l.
Wire the connectors, LED 5 arc t^e c3,',e'svirtch on the

lower half of the case to the ma. DCB. r ^a-:'

connect the batteries,

The renewal lead (if used) can ce up :3 '00m of screened

microphone cable (cheap caDle s oer'Eciii'adequate), We used

5Om of cable for each base rvh cr s cng enough for most

RED

IENTRflL
Fig.4. Front panel graphic

locations. Wire a phono plug to each end and ensure that the

screen is connected to the outer connector of the plug.

Testing and setting up
lnitially the battery charging circuit should be tested. The

batterjes will only charge if the power switch (SW1) is off.

Connect a 12v power supply to the recharging socket, centre

negative, break the lead to the battery and insert an ammeter.

Check that LED 5 illuminates and that the charging current is

around 90mA. The batteries should be left for around 16 hours

io charge.
Before inserting the lCs, the power supply to the lC sockets

should be checked for polarity with a voltmeter. Turn the power

off and insed the lCs. On powering up the base the small LED

(LED 4) should starl flashing. Use VRl to set the frequency of

the signal at pin 5 of lC2 to 25KHz. Now use a light gun to

trigger the base; you may need to tune VR1 slightly to get the

most reliable detection. Due to inconsistencies in the PLL, we
found that detection of gun lDs was always slightly unreliable

which means that often multiple shots are required to hit the

base. As this makes the bases more difficult to trigger we would

claim this as a positive feature !

Finally, the link to the renewal station can be tested. ln all

game types where base hits are allowed, the renewal station will

show the lD of the user who last triggered a base, and this can

be used to check the link. Note that due to the low bit rate then

the user lD will only be displayed a few seconds after the base

has been triggered.

*
a

I
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LED5
RECHARGING LED

(MOUNTED ON SIDE OF CASE)

SW1 - OT.UOFF
DPDt

JK2. CENTRAL LINK
PHONO SOCKET

JKl - BATTERY RECHARGE
3.5mm JACK SOCKET

Fig.S. Layout in bottom half of case
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As more and more technology uses light in all

its various modes, it is becoming increasingly
relevant to understand more about light in
general and ways of measuring it. There is no
better way of doing this than to split light down

into its various colours and make measurements of relative
intensity at specific wavelengths.

Splitting up Light: Diffraction Gratings
and Films
There are many examples where light is split up into its various
component colours - the best being that of the rainbow.
For this project, what is required is a diffraction grating film. ln
professional scientific equipment used for splitting up light and
measuring, e.g. solar spectra, diffraction gratings are
expensive items and cost typically several thousand pounds
each. This project uses relatively inexpensive diffraction
gratings on transparent flexible film, available from
scientific equipment suppliers such as Edmund Scientific (see
notes at end on availability). A piece approximately only two
inches square is required.

ln a diffraction grating light which is incident as a parallel
beam onto the grating passes through transmission grooves.
The particles of light or photons are 'perturbed' as they pass
through this constriction and can pass through on the other
side at various angles to their 'straight' through position. This
is the process of diffraction.

lf the light is considered as a wave motion, it follows that
photons of a given wavelength which have travelled a whole
number of wavelengths since they were incident on the
grating interfere CONSTRUCTIVELY and should be seen as
light of the appropriate wavelength.

lf, for example, at point Y, the increase in distance K/ is a
whole number of wavelengths, then constructive interference
will take place and light of that specific wavelength will be
replicated along that angle.

With a given geometry of the experiment, it is possible,
from knowledge of the number of lines per mm of the
diffraction grating, to calculate the wavelength band produced
at a given angle.

The angles at which lines are split are given by:-

sin(A)= P 1
d
where A = angle
m = order of spectrum (m = t, 2, 3 etc)
L = wavelength
d = line spacing

As shown in figure 1, the light from a source is split into its
component colours on either side of the central beam of light.
While figure 1 shows the higher order spectra, in these
experiments, it is the first order only which is being measured.
The higher orders are considerably fainter and more difficult
to detect.

The bright colours of the diffraction grating can be readily
demonstrated by taking a battery torch, placing the diffraction
grating over it, and displaying the emergent transmitted light
on a sudace in a dark room. The ideal source of light is a
'chink' of bright sunlight - it is very bright and very parallel.

Experimental Set-up
This project seeks to use relatively inexpensive diffraction
gratlng film to.demonstrate the diffraction of light and also
allow measurements to be made that can relate to relative
spectral measurements (see notes on availability of gratings).
The technology to undertake the measurement is very simple
at the electronics level. What is required, however, is some
inventiveness in constructing the experimental set up to direct
light through the diffraction grating and measure its output.
There is also the opportunity to measure the optical
transmission of light of coloured films at different wavelengths.
The spectra of different light sources can also be compared.
One way is to place an average sized torch in a horizontal
position on a chair. Take a piece of heavy card about I2 x 28cm
in size. Fold it in two and cut an aperture 3cm wide and Scm
high on one side so that the light from the torch beam passes
through the aperture. Take a section of diffraction fllm and attach
it to the inside of the card in contact with the torch so that
light passes from the torch and through the diffraction grating.



I
i

During measurements it is important to keep the position

of the torch and the card unit constant. Coloured films

can be placed over the outside of the aperture in order to

observe and measure the spectra that are transmitted.

A simple op-amp circuit using, for example, the LM358

can be used using the circuit of figure 3 to measure the

light level along the line of the coloured spectrum. Such a

circuit will operate on a single supply of a PP3 9V battery.
The output can be measured using a DVM with 2V full scale.

Current generated in the photodiode is converted to a
voltage by the LM358 - although it is a dual amplifier -

only one amplifier needs to be used. Silicon photodiodes

are ideal for making such measurements. A so-called
'eye response' diode has the spectral response as

shown in figure 4a - it peaks at 550 nm (in the green) and
progressively falls off towards the red and towards the
blue. Such a response is set by use of special filters.
'Standard' silicon photodiodes, however, have standard
wavelength responses as shown in figure 4b. Devices

can also be obtained with 'blue enhanced' sensitivity

(shown in figure 4c) for increased sensitivity in the blue
and especially the ultra-violet area of the spectrum. Such
diodes will give the best sensitivity.

Photodiodes have sensitivity listed in A/W (Amps per

Watt) of incident power. The incident power of a
photodiode is proportional to the sensitive surface area -

the bigger the area the larger the signal. An excellent
range of photodiodes is available via the Radiospares

catalogue.
The coloured spectrum should fall on a piece of thick
card with a horizontal scale marked on it as shown in

figure 4. The photodiode can be moved over the range of
spectra and the value recorded at specific distances
from the central axis. For a grating w th 21 105 lines ce'
inch, and for a distance of 5Ocm between the gra: -g

and the image plane, the beglnning of tne . : e - c -=
should be detected at aboi: - 3c- -_:- '.'= :=".'-- '=x'>

and the end of the red aoo-: -l:- ":- :-: ::-:-a ax s

(see figure 4),

The card onto which tne sc=a.'a : s-:-= -<-:- I a.
marked off in 2cm div s,c-s ":- :-= :a- --= := :-: "x s of
measurement of the bea- ,3 -l a

that the position of the c':::: ..= ..'
all times to its distance i':- -.'= :=".'z
incident beam. The carc 'a- :: : --:l .: a .',aland the
photodiode moved over :'3 "= :'-.-::: :-'ed spectra.
ln the photodiode circuir z .2- -. r' =- :-: gain resistor

of 1 M ohm will provide a'.c:=j= :--:-. :i 1V for an

input current of 1 micro an-c -^ s =-:-; C be sufficiently
high to provide sufficient se.s: . :_.
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Fig 5: Typical experimental data
a) torch beam : relative values of detected signal
b) torch beam + orange filter: transmission percentage values
c) torch beam + red filter: transmission percentage values

Making Measurements
The circuit can now be used. Diffraction film typically has a
ruling spacing of about 1200 nm. This is equivalent to 8333
lines per cm or 21165 lines per inch. Table 1 shows what should
be observed when , for example, a torch beam and grating are
50 cm from a surface onto which the diffracted beam is shone
for the first order spectrum as indicated in figure 4.

There can be problems with the actual number of lnes per inch
provided with diffraction grating films, One gratlng fllm prov ded
with a claimed 13200 lines per inch had in fact 21000 lines per
inch. Where the spectrum is observed by the human eye, the
eye will begin to see violet/blue at 4OO nm and cease seerng

red at around 700 nm.
When measurements are being made, the width of the band

of colour will be several cms. Select the maximum value by
moving the sensor across the band of colour. lt is also
necessary, however, to measure the background light level (not
coloured) just above or below the coloured spectrum. This
represents the contribution from stray light of all sources. This
background value should be subtracted from the values
obtained in the colour spectrum.

Values can be observed when coloured filters are placed
over the light slit. Measurements need to be made compared
against the respective background values. Comparisons can
also be made of the spectra of different light sources.

Young Eyes - Old Eyes
The sensitivity of the eye to colour (photopic) vision peaks at
550 nm and falls away towards the blue (shorter wavelengths)
and the red (longer wavelengths) as indicated in the eye
response detector curve in figure 4a. One interesting exercise is
to take a group of observers and ask them independenfly to
indicate the limits of the blue/violet and the red end of the
spectrum as a distance from the central measuring line. There
will be some natural variation between individuals in the range of
colours that can be observed, With age, the spectral range of
the eye will tend to decrease. Silicon diodes can normally readily
detect longer wavelengths than the red.

Ilpical Results
lf the experiment is set up with a slit width of 3 cm and a
distance of 50 cm set between the diffraction grating and the
diffracted image, then figure 6a shows typical values that can
be obtained of the unfiltered light signal. An enhanced blue
sensitivity photodiode was used. The signal is, in fact, generally
rising with increasing wavelength. This, it should be
remembered. is the combination of photodiode sensitivity and
spectral input, There is also the effect of the grating.
The actual voltage detected by the circuit is a function of a
range of parameters, Where, however, the incident light is

I
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Fig 4: Experimental set up for making spectral

measurements. Light emerges from the light source (torch,

bright daylight), passes through the slit, then through the

diffraction grating and is then observec7measured on the

image plane where the photodiode is moved along the

measurement line as indicated.
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transmitted through a filter, then the transmission of various

colours is changed. Figure 5b shows the transmission of an

orange filter. There is very high transmission in the green

wavelengths. Figure 6c shows what happens when a red filter is

placed in line with the light source. The transmission level at the

green is about 15% - rising to about 60% in the red'

A green filter was also tested, but although the green spectrum

was visible, it was too low in intensity to be detected with the

detector. Generally the blue spectrum is difficult to measure

even though it is visible to the eye.

Summary:
Although this project is relatively simple, it demonstrates

important basic principles of optical measurement using

diffraction gratings. While professional equipment operates

basically by rotating the diffraction grating and moving the

spectra past a stationary detector, the simple approach here of

moving the photodiode over the split spectra is easier to

undertake and is a good introduction to the basic principles of

more complex and expensive equipment.

The experiment described is basic in the extreme but

indicates some very basic techniques of light measurement

systems in general.
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A lot of ditferent NiCad battery charger
circuits have been published over the
years but this one designed by Richard
Tanfield is just that bit befter

here are almost as many charger circuits for
rechargeable Nickel- Cadmium batteries as there
are batteries themselves, so here is another one!
This one enables you to simultaneously charge
three of the most commonly used sizes of

batteries (4xAA, 4x D and 1 x PP3 orSxMand 1 x PP3 ).
The circuit also has optional features oI a 14 hour timer to
prevent overcharging the batteries and a simple current meter
to give an indication that the battery is actually being charged.
After all, there is nothing worse than f,nding that your batteries
haven't been charging for the past 14 hours because one of
them wasn't making proper contact with the battery holder,

Fig.1.
Basic charger circuit

Fig.3. Full charger circuit
Fig.2.
lmproved charger circuit
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Fig.6. Component overlay for charger PCB
Fig.7.
Component overlay for timer PCB

Fig.8. Component overlay for
Current meter PCB

Gonstant Gurrcnt Charger Circuit
The charger circuit consists of a constant current circuit fed
from a regulated supply, The basic circuit is shown in Figure

1. The transistor is biased on by the base voltage set by RV.

This causes a cedain amount of collector current to flow
through the transistor, the battery and Re,

Now suppose that the cunent is made to increase. This
will cause a greater voltage drop across Re which will make
the base-emitter voltage of the transistor decrease which has

the effect of turning the transistor further off, causing the
collector current to be reduced. The opposite will happen if

the collector current is reduced which will cause the base-
emitter voltage to increase and turn the transistor further on.
This results in the circuit giving a constant current into

any load.

The basic circuit is further improved by placing a diode in

series with the battery in order to prevent the battery from
discharging itself back through the charger circuitry when the
charger is turned off (Figure 2.) Another way of achieving this
would be to put a relay in series with the battery so that the
relay disconnects the battery when the charger is swltched
off. However, I felt that a diode was a much simpler way of
achieving this although the foruvard voltage drop of the diode
must be taken into account when setting the supply voltage
to the circuit. lf RV was set to give maximum base voltage
there would be no resistance to limit the base current and the
transistor would be destroyed. For this reason an extra
resistor, RA, is included.



Timer
The timer circuit consists of a 14 hour time delay and a relay to
disconnect the mains power from the charger. The circuit is

started by pushing a switch to conneci mains to the unit. This
causes the timer to close the relay contacts which keeps the
mains power connected to the circuit after the push switch has
been released.

The usual way of producing a time delayrelies upon a
capacitor being charged through a resistor, as is the case with
the popular 555 timer i.c. Unfortunately, this method is not
suitable for long time delays where huge values of resistance
and capacitance are needed and the tolerance of these large
values causes quite a large error in the time delay. For this
reason, I chose to use a shorl time delay which is repeated a
number of times using a counter circuit to count the time delays
and to turn off the charger after the counter has reached the
required number. I was about to start designing such a circuit
with a 555 timer running in astable mode and an 8 bit counter
when I became aware of such a circuit built into one i.c.; the

1t42240C.
The ptM24OC consists of an oscillator whose frequency is

controlled using an external resistor and capacitor, and an 8 bit
counter with open collector outputs. The capacitor is charged
from 1/3 of the supply voltage until its voltage is equal to the
voltage on pin 12 which causes a clock pulse to be sent to the
counter. The capacitor is then rapidly discharged and the cycle
repeats. The voltage on pin 12 is normally around 2/3 of the
supply voltage but it can be externally adjusted to provide
adjustment of the time delay.

The i.c. also has a reset input to stop the oscillator and reset
the counter, and a trigger input to restart the oscillator. The
reset is actually a synchronous reset which means that the
counter is not reset until after it has received another clock
pulse. This led to a problem with the prototype since I had
wrongly assumed that the reset was asynchronous. The delay
between clock pulses is approximately 7 minutes due to the
large RC time constant and this would have meant that the start
button would have had to be pressed for 7 minutes before the
circuit would stad up. This led to a small modiflcation which
causes a clock pulse to be generated as soon as the circuit is
powered up.

The timer has been designed on a separate PCB so that it
can be used in other applications.

Gurrent lndicator
The current indicator uses a multicoloured LED to show the
amount of current being drawn by the batteries while they are
charging. The LED starts off at red with maximum current and
then changes to yellow and then green as the current
decreases. The circuit measures the voltage drop across the
emitter resistor of the charger circuit since this is proportional to
the current flowing through it to the batteries (remember Ohm's
law?). This voltage passes to a pair of comparators which
control the colour of the LED.

Construction
The construction of the PCBs is quite straightfonvard and
should cause no major problems. See component overlays and
circuit diagrams, Figs. 3-8. As usual, begin with the small
components and fit the larger ones last. While we are on the
subject of large components, you may be wondering why C1

and C2 aren't replaced by one capacitor. The reason for this is
simply due to the height restriction imposed on the board since
it has to fit underneath the D size battery holder and a large

CUT AND TWIST
TO MAKE
HEATSINK FINS

\

Fig.10. Brackets and heatsinks

capacitor would not fit.
The two voltage regulators on the charger PCB will need to

be insulated from the heatsink using mica or mylar insulators to
prevent them from shorting to each other. Fit veropins for all off-
board connections, marked TP on the PCB layouts. lf you
intend to use the current meter PCB then wires should be fitted
to WH1-5 on the charger PCB at this stage ( see Figure 13 ). lf
you intend to charge M size batteries instead of D size
batteries then R1 'l should be omitted so that the current meter
will receive the correct input voltage from the charger circuit.
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SK2-,I SK1-1

tc1-3
PINS

1

P.12

NOTE: lo'l. lC2. lC3 ARE CA3240E

Finally check your work for reversed components and bad

soldering.
At this stage it is advisable to test the PCBs to chec<:-a:

they are working and to set them up before fitting lhe:: .:3 i-3
box (See 'Testing and Setting UP'),

The box construction may look quite diffrcuit ai "s: c-. . s

quite easy when broken down into indiudua s:a?=s --: c'lx
itself is a plastic one available from Map'ir E a:-':: :s. :-:se a

plastic box rather than a metal one as : s -L:- :as 3' :: :,1
outthe large hole from the top cii:e ccx'.-= C':.' -1 -:f? o;

plastic.

The box has six mounir.g c a:= *:- l?l -:: :-: case out

theseare not used in ths p':.=:: -'=:: :,',- :':--3 -3r€to
be removed to allow the trar-s'l-:' :: =. 'z'.'.--'.-a cciom of

the box. The pillars are €?S, I' r3-1.3c -s^-tr a ::;= Jc i

Thefirst job is to drill the lx'i -l ;s - :-: :l:cr:'l of the box
(see Figure 9). A good tip rs to c.,.':'?:':x s--ace with

masking tape since it provtde-. a g.'cl :'-=:e 'c"rarkng out

the hole positions and it also p'3:e.:s :'? clx :rc: scratches.

All the holes will need to be cc;r.e:s--< -l- iie cutside, You

will noticethatthe positions o: ir^e -o:s : -3ire I are not

given any dimensions as this drav, ^9 s c' ;'' to i lustrate the

positions of the PCBs relative to eac^ ciner' The actual hole

positions can be drilled using the PCBs as lemplates. Next, drill

the holes in the sides of the box fcr:ne varcus brackets. The

brackets are r?rade from thin alumrni'rr: ine Cimensions are

shown in Figure 10, along with the heats nxs for the charger PCB.

The next job is to make a suitabie base to fasten the M and

PP3 battery holders to ( Figure 1 1). The man object of the base

is to block any small gaps between the battery holders to
prevent small objects from dropping inside and also to prevent

access to the live parts of the circuitry. The prototype was made

from a piece of glass flbre PCB with the copper removed, although

it can be made from any thin, rigid material. However, remember

to fit an earth connection if you make the base from metal.

The back panel of the box will need to be removed to drill a

-a e':':re nains cable A suitable rubber grommet should be
i:3tr :c i.e no e to prevent damage to the cable. I chose not to

-s. a st:ain relief grommet to hold the cable to the back panel

as :.e panel is quite thin and a good tug on the mains cable

o s o a

RIGHT HAND SIDE

E rc +]r

s +
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Fig.11 . Battery holder bases

would probably rip the entire panel out of the box. lnstead, the
cable is securely anchored to the bottom of the box using a P
clip. The battery holders can now be fitted into the case.

A large hole needs to be cut out from the top of the box to
allow the battery holders to fit through. I found it easier to make
a cardboard template of the shape of the hole and then to draw
this shape onto the top of the box, again using masking tape to
cover the box.

The next bit ls very important. The two halves of the box are
tongued and grooved so that they will only fit together one way
round. Make sure that you check this before you begin to cut
out the hole in the box top.

Cut the hole smaller than required using a coping saw or a
junior hacksaw blade. Now for the time-consumlng bit. The hole
needs to be carefully enlarged with a file until it is a good fit
around the battery holders. lt is a good idea to fit some
batteries into the holders while doing this as the battery holders
may stretch slightly when the batteries are fitted. Next, drill the
holes for the 'ON' button and the three LEDs if you intend to
use the current meter PCB. The LED holes are drilled so that
the LEDs are a good fit and they are secured with a blob of
glue. lf you don't want to build the current meter then I would
suggest fitting an LED to the top of the box to show when the
charger is working, The LED can be connected across TPl & 2
on the charger PCB with a suitable series resistor.

Finally, the battery holders will need to be removed so that
the PCBs can be wired up to each other (see Figure 13). Take
care to connect the battery holders the correct way round
otherwise you will have a battery discharger! The point marked
'Neutral' on the timer PCB is only used if you are using a wire
ended transformer and is simply a connection point to join

together the transformer primary and the mains neutral.

Testing and Setting Up
All of the PCBs should initially be powered from a variable d.c.
power supply and the input current should be monitored in case
of shorl circuits or reversed capacitors.

Gharger Gircuit
Connect the variable power supply to TP3 & 4, either polarity,
and slowly increase the voltage to 18v. while monitoring the
current. lf all is well, check the voltages on the anodes of D8
and D9. These should be 7.0v. and 11 .7v. respectively. This
indicates that the voltage regulators are working. Set RV1 -3 fully
clockwise and connect an ammeter to TP7 and TPi 0, positive
to TP7, Adjust BV3 to give a current reading of l OmA. This
value may drift slightly as the circuit warms up and should be
readjusted if necessary. Next, do the same with the meter
connected across TP6 and TP9, positive to TP6. Adjust RV2 to
give a current of 50mA, Finally connect the meter to TPS and
TP8, positive to TP5 and adjust RVI to give a current of
120mA, lf you wish to charge eight M cells instead of four M
and four D cells, then omit R11 and adjust RVI to give 50mA.

Timer Gircuit
Connect the variable d,c pc'.,.,er supply to TP1 01 & 102,
positive to TPI Ol , Increase t|'e supply to 18v while monitoring
the output of lCl0l which shou d begin to regulate at 12v.
Switch off the supply for a couple cf seconds and then switch
on again. The timer shou d reset rlhich w 11 be indicated by
RL1 01 closing. Monitor the voltage on lCl02, pin 13 which
should show a gradually increasing voltage. This indicates that
the timer is charging C101 which means that the reset and
trigger circuits have worked correctly to starl the time delay.

The next part is extremely time-consuming, The time delay
needs to be accurately adjusted in order to produce a l4 hour
delay. Fortunately you don't have to sit and watch it for I4
hours in order to adjust it. The first stage of the counter can be
monitored on pin 1 of lC.l 02. First measure the time delay
between the changes of state of pin 1 . deally this needs to be
394 seconds. lf the time delay is too long then the voltage on
pin 12 needs to be reduced by adjustlng RVi 0i . and if the
delay is too short the voltage on pin 12 needs to be increased.
Then it is just a matter of trial and error unt I the time delay is
correctly set. One point to note is that when the circuit is first
switched on the first timing cycle will be slightly longer than the
others. This is because the timing capacitor, C101 . s initially
discharged and takes longer to charge to the same voltage as
pin 12. When the circuit is running normally, Cl01 is charged
and discharged between approximately 3v. and Bv. Anyone
who has used a 555 timer as an oscillator will probably be
aware of the same problem.

Gurrent Meter Gircuit
This is the easy bit. There is nothing to set up on this circuit so
all that is required is a simple check to see that all the LEDs are
working. Plug in the LEDs to SK203 & 204 and apply 7v. to
SK201 , positive to pin 1, and check that all three LEDs show
green. lf any show red, then they are wrongly connected. A
more complete check of this board can be carried out when it is
connected to the charger PCB but there is very little that can go
wrong with it.

Gharger Gircuit
12v. a.c. is applied to TP3 & 4 where it is rectified by D1-4 and
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Fig.12. Exploded view

smoothed byCl-3.Thisgves l:c'--. -:.:.' --, l: ,.'hch is

then dropped to 7v. and 1 - -, :-, . --.=a-'?:- a.l's Cl & 2.

The rest of the circuit cc-s::s -'--''-::-::1-- l-:r3nt circuits.

ln each circuit the trans s::' -- - :- : = : .:=o cn by the

difference in voltage be:,',-- .: :::: =') =-:.:r terminals. As

the current flow to the ca..---' ^:-=:3:-= . :a-ses a greater

voltage drop across the e- -.a''== =.:' r: 3 or 1O )which
reduces the base-emite' ,::a:: ,',- :- - :urn, turns the

transistor further off. The :cc:= .= -:.c:-s when the current

flow decreases. This res,:: - ; -:-::a^: amount of current

flowing to the battery T'= --":". : =l,Jsted by RV1 ,2 or 3

which control the base .c:,r:s :'l', 2 ard 3.

Timer Gircuit
The timer circuit takes its p3,',="':r the charger PCB via

TPl 01 & 2. The supply is reg, a:ec Io 12v by IC101 and

smoothed by C104. When cc,', er is lrst applied to the circuit, a

short pulse of current flows t^'3-En Cl03 which causes Q1 03

to turn on briefly. This pu ls lne irgger input of |Cl02 low and

turns off Q1 02 which allows ine 'eset input of lC1 02 to go high

causing the timer to reset When C 103 is fully charged, no more

current flows to the base of Ql03 and it turns off. This allows

the trigger input of |Cl02 to go high which starts the oscillator'

It also turns on Ql 02 which pulls the reset input low.

The Zener diode, Z1 O1 , is needed to allow the voltage on the

trigger input to reach a sufficiently high level. Without Z1 01 , the

voltage on pin 1 1 of |C102 would only vary between 0v. and

0.7v. due to the connection to Q] 02 base, and IC102 would

see both these voltages as a logic low.

The timer works by charging Cl Ol through R101 -3. When

the voltage on Cl 01 becomes equal to the voltage on pin 12 of

lC1 02, the capacitor is rapidly discharged to approximately 3v.

and a clock pulse is passed to the counter circuit. The time

delay can be adjusted by altering the voltage on pin 12 using

RVl 01 .

Ql 04 is also briefly turned on through Cl 05 when power is

first applied, This injects a clock pulse into the time base input

of |Cl02 which, combined with the signal on the reset input,

causes the counter circuit to reset immediately. This causes all

eight counter outputs to go low. These outputs are open

collector outputs and require external pull-up resistors to make

them work, ln this circuit, only the highest bit of the output is

used. This output is initially low, which turns on RL1 O1 via Q1 01

which causes the relay contact to close, bypassing the push

s,,,,,,ici, SWI01 This keeps mains power applied to the unit

aier-re push switch has been released. After 14 hours have

e acs=i, .he counter's MSB output goes high which turns off

?-- l' ard removes the mains input from the unit.

Current Meter Gircuit
-- s 3 'c, t takes its power from the regulated 7v. rail, and its

.,-.". sense inputs from the emitter resistors, R8-1 1, on the

.^ 2:r..' PCB The current meter consists of three similar circuits

s: ,', jescnbe only one of them.
)2a- -! form a potential divider across the power supply.

:: . : .a3es at the junctions of R2O2 & 3 and R203 & 4 form
':'e':^oe nputs for the dual voltage comparator, U201 . These

, c -ages correspond to 1/3 and 2/3 of Ihe maximum voltage

:e','eicped across the emitter resistor of the charger circuit.

When maximum current is drawn from the charger circuit the

voltage at pin 3 of 1C201 is higher than the voltage al pin 2

which causes pin 1 to go high and the red parl of LED201

I luminates. Also the voltage at pin 6 is greater than the voltage

at pin 5 which keeps pin 7 low and prevents the green part of

LED201 from lighting. When the voltage at pins 3 & 6 is

between 1/3 and 2/3 of maximum, both outputs of 1C201 will

go high and both parts of LED201 will light, causing it to appear

yellow. At input voltages below 1/3, only the green part of

LED201 is lit since the voltage at pin 6 is lower than pin 5, and
pin 3 is lower than pin 2,

A different pair of reference voltages are required for the PP3

meter circuit. These are provided by the potential divider chain

of R205- 8.

BAfrERY HOLDERS

Fig.13. Wiring diagram
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i.e"now stock ng a range ol stepp ng molors and
to dr.ve lhem prease ask lor lhe stepp,lg motor

loroidal lransformers 225VA 10 5_0_10 5

0-260-285 secondary 829.95
5mm or5mm redor gieen.........7P each

,,,, ',,,1,lpeach
ties 1P each t5 95 Per 1000

Hiqh quality piloto resisl copper cLad epoxy glass

2 inches E6 20
12 inches t1225

'll2AA with solder tags
AAA(HP16),I8OMAH, ,,,
AA 500mAH wilh solder tags

Sub C with solder tags
1/3 AA with tags (philps CTV)
slandard chaloer charqes a AA carls n 5 *ours oI
4Cs o'Ds .n t2-14 nou;s ' lrPo3 t1. 2 J o'4 cells

charoedalahme) .............E5.95
wer ciarqer as above bLl cha'ges tle Cc and
hours AAs Cs and Ds must oe charqed ,n 2s

for a box of 30

1000+
o22rl 25O\ oo,veslel dial leads 15p each. 7.5P
1000. Po,ypiopilene 1ul 4oovdc (Wima [rKP10r
27.5mm pilch
32r29x17mm case 75P each 60P 100+
Philips 123 series solid aluminium axial leads
33ut 1Ov & 2 2uf 40P each, 25P 100+
Philips 108 series long life 22uf 63v axial 30P
15D 1000+
[,{Jlt laya'AVx ceram c capacilors all 5mm pilc-
1oopf,'1sopf, 22opf, 1o,doopf (lon) 10p each,
100+,3.5p 1000+
500oicomoression [immer ...,,......il"; "3;#;il;; ;i"'i' "iiiiii", ii'i;".t'"i
.onteinino no ocbs) q5 95 or 849 50 tor 10

lvletal Hydryde AA cells high capacity with no

loomAil E3 50 l2oomAH $.75
Special olfers please check tor avai abllily

27plm2\N each 10O- we
have a ran w solid mrbo'
reslstors p

P.C.400W ) with sE.ca-
motherboa ctors. iaf a-:
mains inleUoutlel connectors on back and sA:c'a_
ihe srde ltoo for tower case) dims
2t2r4cxi49mm excludrnq swlc_ C26 5O ea.'-
8138 00 for 6
MXl80 Droital nLlrrnete'I7 ranqes llC\-'): -i- ::
2Monm 20bmA fansislor H'e 9v ard _ :. :::+-, +-

91 25-
AIID 27256-3 Eproms 82.00 each. E125 -:r:-
DIP switch 3PCO 12 pin (EFG SDC 1:2: mP:=:-
40p 100+

c ip gives a slgnal when pointed at 50hz flickering I

wlth-outDul wave form chad . . .. . . .. E3

DC-DC convei(or Bellability mode V12P5 12v in

2OOma out 300v input to output lsolaton with
E4 95 each or pack of 10 e39.50
Hour counter Jsed 7 digil 240v ac 50Hz t'l 45

Disk drive boxes lor 525 drsk l-,= t- -'.'- :'
powersupplvrighl qreyola5r':-Li:L : --'a I

or f49 50 lor 10
Hand held ulkason c remote :.-:: 3=
CV2486 gds lea]/ 30 r -:-- :- ": 

: 
' :

lerminals will also wo* as 1'aa. a-- Z:a =-aa. .'
E7 50 per 100

A,lnroouLlsadverv: :' _:^ : -_-r: -_+i

lA= .n"a.-'a ::_:-. : -_i--Ei- :E-=-+
€OaCiaE :lr! :- : _:'= - ia'lr

P az- a). a' - -: -_:- :i:
t_- --,__ -: : r___

of 4 42 i 16mm ncad batteries l7lmmxl6mm
wiih red & black leads 4 8v C5 95
nputer grade capacitors with scTew lerminals

1 1 5v ac 80v dc molor 4mm x 22mm shafl 50mm dra x
boov (ercl-dirq lhe s^au rl has reolacable
fJse and brLsnes . . C4.95 each C3.95 100'
nl common anode led disp ay 12mm e0 45
T03 case variable regulator f1 s5

FET low leakage curent 58873 E12 95 each
I 0+ E7 95 100+

P channel mosfet t045. 8C559 transistor
E3.95 per 100
74lsos hex invedor f1000 oer 100. used 8/48

UHF LimiLiaq amp,il.er LC 1 6 sudacF nou_ling
a wilh d.la;heer tl 95

e1 25 each 90p 100+, CD4007UB 10P
100+,6p 1000+
S,ncla r,iqh gLn ternirated wilh a ,ack plug and PPJ

The Winter g4l95 edition has 280 pages packed

with over 4fiXt products and now with news and

freatures including two full construction prciects

&' Uew additions to Cirkits' unique range of kits, including:

lnfta-red Remote Control SYstem

Combustible Gas Detector
Mains Carrier Audio Link

Mains Canier Remote Control

Electrical Appliance Watt Meter
Breath Tester
TV AudioMdeo Tuner

@ articles for Hi'Fi
nes and 'ChiPtester'
re, with full

construction kits available for both

@ fUa hroughout the

incl batteries and w cost

the lCs, LEDs, test
books, oPto couPlers and much more

W ZAO pages, 26 sections, over 4000 products ffom some

of the worlds finest manufactures and suppliers

Available from 20th October at most large newsagents

or direct ftom Cirkit

@ Send foryour coPYtoday!
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This month in PC Clinic we look at choosing,
installing, and using sound cards

Today, most good quality sound cards use 16bit digitisation
and have sampling rates of 44KNz. This allows the card to
support sound reproduction of CD quality. With such a card
fitted, it should be possible for your computer to play music as
well as any reasonable quality stereo. lt will also be able to
record sounds, pieces of music, voice annotations etc which
can then be stored on disk and replayed later.

Ghoosing a sound catd
There are a wide range of different sound cards on the market
today, and when buying one it is impoftant to check the
features offered by the card and the software that is supplied
with it. Before buying a card, one should first of all listen to the
sound output from that card, then if it is up to your expectations
go through the following checkpoints:
. Does it have a full CD-ROM interface? This is important if you
intend buying a CD-BOM drive at some later time. lf you want to
use a SCSI drive, then make sure that the sound card supports
a standard SCSI-2 interface.
. Does it support Windows 3. j multimedia extensions? lf it
does then one can take full advantage of all the sound features
incorporated in Windows, including annotailon of documents
using OLE sound clips.
o Does it have compatibility with MpC Level 2.O? lt itconforms
to the multimedia PC standards, then it should be usable as
part of most multimedia software and hardware systems. lt
should supporl MlDl in out, and pass through, as well as input
mixing, Sampling rates should be either 11KNz,22KNz or
44KHz with sampling at either B or l6 bits. Also the sound card
should not use more than i O% of the computer,s processor
time.
. Bundled software. Look for a card with as much good quality
bundled software as possible, in padicular voice
synthesis/recognition, CD playback, sound recording/playback/
waveform editing etc.
. Sampling and playback rates should be as high as posslble;
44KHz or higher sampling/playback will give CD quality sound
reproduction.
. Check that the card supports stereo playback for optimum
sound quality, also check that it has a built-in amplifier on the
sound card so that one can use unamplified speakers.
. lt should have full MlDl support, with all the appropriate MlDl
software and a standard MlDl port for connection to a MlDl
device such as a keyboard. Check the maximum number of
stereo voices supported; the more voices, the more complex
the compositions that the sound card can render.
. Voice recognition/synthesis is a useful feature that is available
on many cards. Cards that support voice recognition will have a
microphone input and be supplied with a microphone.
. Soundblaster and Adlib compatibility is now becoming

Probably one of the most popular upgrades for
PC owners at the moment is the addition of a
sound card, or audio adapter as it should
properly be called. The reason for this is the
enormous boom in so called 'multimedia

applications' programmes which make full use of text, static
images, video clips and sound to convey information, or to add
an extra dimension to games.

Although every PC has a built-in speaker it is really only
designed for making beeping noises. This is because the
speaker is attached to a digital l/O line and the controlling
software, part of the BIOS routines, produces a noise simply by
toggling the line on and off. By varying the frequency at which
this switching off and on takes place it is possible to use the
internal speaker on a PC to play a tune or even output very
crude speech.

However, real sounds, such as music, the singing of birds,
or the human voice are all composed of complex waveforms,
certainly not a square wave of variable frequency. This means
that there is no way that one could output a Beethoven
symphony at CD sound quality through the pC internal speaker.
One could only do this by first of all converting the analog sound
waveform into digital data for storage on the computer,s hard
disk and then when you wish to play it outputting the digital
data through a digital to analog converter. This is exactly what a
sound card does; it is a fairly sophisticated A/D and D/A
convefter.

Early generations of sound card worked with eight bit
waveform digitisation. This gave a reasonable quality sound
output, but because the digitisation step was fairly large it had a
rather poor output quality at high frequencies. A problem which
was compounded by the use of fairly low frequency sampling
rates; at the very minimum, one needs a sampling rate that is
twice the maximum frequency to be sampled.
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standard on most sound cards and sounC o-.c-- --- . -31 a

software; compatibility is particularly impola-: = 
.. , - ''. a^. ,: le .

the best games sound effects.

lnstalling a sound card
Like many adapter cards, a sound caro ,'. -:l- -= ="- =J
and also perhaps a free DMA channe, --:>= -.-:. := l:-:--=:
priorto attempting to install the sounc .a'- i' l:-. = -:- ::
done with the aid of the Microsoft Da3--:. - :--;-=^. -''.'Sl,
which should be located on your ia': : =- - .-= - - S : -=-.:'-
(MSDV2.01 isprovidedfreewith r'.'S-l::: '.':- = =- =1:;
to use menu-based program a.3 ,', :-- ,', , - -- : I =-: -'.'-
are currently being used.

This information can be use::l ::=
IRQ and DMA. The sound ca'c :-- - I
the chosen IRQ and DMA: c:-':-'=, --
aid of jumpers or DIL switc-:: -. -.- : :- -- -= ----.,' :-:-3
be very carefully checked --' - )- - : -'= --:- " = -a-a:-. --oe's
are being set and lhat t13., .'a := - - :- : - -:-- .

Note that on so'ne s,s::^-: -- : - - -':,'='.:- :-:::ss s

done by software ta'-ra'-.')-' "'-' 
--= =: --'=':,'":'=_-mpers

or switches.
Once the boarc -=. :-' - : -' : -'= :

the system and oc=- .-.: ::-::
--a oower to

Before installing .^: ::'r - -'= :' -- -,::-^-s cn slots,

check for any cab es :-:-: '==: - - := =: :--=l .c the card; you

may well find that ti s :r. ='-a =- =,- --=:= :acres before
inserting the card. Ma<: --':'.'=- . --:^-:s::re correct

adapter slot; for an 8-c , -1't - : .:- r= =-.^t?( an 8 or a 16 bit

slot and fora 16-bit ca'l -: =':-:'. -:. r.sh the card

carefully into the slot a': :=---= ''. .- : ::'=','/,
There are a number :- - a: =: ''. 

- : ^ .', need to be

connected, those going:: ,-= ll-=l',' Jr,ve, the speakers, the

microphone and perhaps :-.:.-: .- a s:3'eo system, or a MlDl

device. We will ignore the :l-=:',' :a: es for the time being,

these will be looked at in 3'==.=- l=.a 'ex1 month.

The speaker output is l:= :^:l :l ce connected to a pair of

standard table-top speake-. -. -l - s'gle stereo cable
connection between the ca': 1^l l^3 of the speakers and a
cable connection between :-3 ..'. I sceakers. lf you are using

this type of speaker, ther' :-:.. .': cest placed on either side of
your computer and ang ec sc .^ai :ne beams of sound
converge just a few nches n "cnt oi the user. You might also

find that the sound quality is better f the speakers are raised to
the user's ear level.

lf you do not want to buy speakers, then it should, in most
cases, be possible to output sound from the sound card

through a standard stereo system. lf the stereo has standard
auxiliary jacks then the sound card can be connected to these

lacks, The output from the sound card is a single cable, and the

input to the stereo is probably in the form of a left and right

input. To overcome this problem you will need a Y cable with a

single stereo connector at one end and two channel connectors

at the other ends. Note that since the standard jack systems

are different, you will probably need to use an adapter. Both

cable links and adapters are available from most audio shops.
lf your stereo does not have an auxiliary jack, and many

cheap single unit stereo systems do not, then it may still be
possib e to use your stereo provided that you don't mind

open ng it up and making a slight modification. What you are

looking for in your stereo are the connections between the
turntable or tape decks and the amplifier. ln most cases, stereo
systems are modular inside and the output from the turntable to
the amplifier is made using a connector. Having identified the
cable and connector, one needs to make a splitter cable which

wi I allow the amplifier to be connected to the sound card as

we as the turntable.

Softvrrare support for sound calds
Un ess you are running Windows 3.1 on your system you will

cse rnany of the advantages of having a sound card. This is

cecause Windows s now specifically designed as a multimedia
'-.eiace.ln other words, sound can be integrated into the
,', -c3,',s environment. One can assign sounds to Windows

:.3^-s, 'ecord and embed sound obiects in a Windorvs
rllrrert, add voice notes to a document and, of course, one

:a^ .se W ndows with a CD-BOM drive to play ordinary audio
Cls rn the background whilst you are using your computer.
Another fascinating application area for sound cards with
\(indows is as a music composition and mixing system,
assuming that the sound card supports a full featured MlDl

inteface then one can attach a MlDl keyboard and, running a
program like MlDlsoft, compose music on the keyboard and

record, annotate and replay it on the computer, mixing together
multiple tracks, controlling tempo etc.
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We take a look at an ultra-smail and very low-cost
computer that is easily programmable in BASIC, and
can be applied to solving a wide range of control
problems that would previously have required complex
dedicated circuitry

he Stamp system has been developed by the
Californian based company Parallax lnc.
Essentially, it is a standard PIC microcontroller
which has been programmed to run tokenised
code that was originally written in BASIC.

By using a standard very low-cost microcontroller chip as the
basis of the system it has been possible to keep the cost down
to a level where the Stamp can be used as a replacement for
even quite small dedicated circuits. By using BASIC, parallax
have made the Stamp very easy to use.

The BASIC interpreter has been designed to handle control
applications. Thus, commands covering the g programmable
l/O lines mean that they can be used standard dlgital control
lines, or they can be used as serial dala l/O lines handling baud
rates of up to 2400, in addition they can be programmed to
control pulse width modulated servo systems, and they can
even be used to measure analog data from a potentiometer or
other variable resistive device.

For example, one can easily use the Stamp chips to
construct a small data terminal that can display messages
derived from a computer via a serial l/O line. For this application,
all one needs is the Stamp, a few discrete components, a dot
matrix LCD display panel and a fairly simple programme.

Using a conventional hardware approach, this application
would take a long time to develop and debug, Even using a
standard microcontroller it would take long enough, but with a
Stamp it could be built and up and running in just t
a few hours.

The Stamp system haldware
The Parallax Stamp is currently available as either a
basic development system or as a chip set. The
development system is a 1.5 x 2.5 inch pCB which
contains the Stamp circuit, a couple of gvolt battery
clips, a 5volt regulator a PC header for connecting
the board to a PC for programming, and an l/O
header which provides connections for l/O power
and ground. There is also a small prototyping area.

The Stamp system as it is being sold at the
moment consists of three chips and a few discrete
components. The main chip is an 18-pin BASIC
interpreter (actually a Microsystems plC 16C56),
the BASIC programme which it executes is stored

9-volt
Battery
Clips

in the second chip, a 256by.te EEPROM and the third chip
is a 4MHz resonator.

The whole system requires just a single Svolt power supply.
Without driving any l/O the typical power consumption of the
system is just 2mA, and in sleep mode (this can be software
initiated) current consumption drops to just 2OuA.

By the time you read this, a new version of the Stamp should
be available to readers in the UK - the Stamp ll. lt is constructed
using surface mount technology and consists of just a single
24-pin DIP package. Parallax will be continuing the Stamp I but
it wlll also be produced using surface mount technology and
packaged as a 1 4-pin SIP package. Both of these
developments will make the Stamp system a lot easier to use
and a lot more compact; three chips and some discrete
components will be replaced by just one chip.

There are 8 l/O lines derived from the interpreter chip (on the
about to be launched Stamp ll system there are 16 l/O lines).
Each of these lines can sink 25mA and source 20mA, although
the total sink and source for all 8 l/O lines should not exceed
SOmA (sink) or 40mA (source). This should be enough to drive a
lot of common l/O hardware, but if a larger sink or source current
is needed then the appropriate driver circuitry should be employed.

The fact that the EEPROM will only store 256 bytes may
seem like a rather severe limitation on code size; however, the
tokenisation used in this system is very efficient and each
BASIC instruction only takes about 2 or 3 bytes of the
EEPROM. This means that programmes can be up to about g0

256-byte Programming
EEPROM Header

UO
Header

5-volt
Regulator

BASIC
lnterpreter
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or 100 lines long, sutficient for some quite complex pieces of

software. On the new Stamp ll system the amount of EEPROM

is expanded lo 2048 bytes, sufficient for programmes of about

600 instructions long.

The 4MHz resonator means that programmes run at about

2,000 instructions per second, more than ample for most

control applications. lf more speed is needed, then the new

Stamp ll has a 20MHz resonator and thus runs at about five

times the speed of the earlier model.

Programming the Stamp
The BASIC Stamp is programmed in a simple version of the

BASIC language. The language includes many familiar

instructions such as FOR....NEXT, lF....THEN, and GOTO. as

well as special Stamp instructions such as SERIN (sena lnp-ir.
PWM, and BUTTON (button input).

To write software for the Stamp, you will need the c'cgrarnming
package which is supplied with the developme t <: This
package consists of an editor programme',',i',c. '.;ns on a
standard PC and a programming cai e 1,'.6,3 3c..ects
between the three-pin programn-i^g heaoe' cr :re Stamp
board and the PC's parallel pcc T;e ca3<a-l€ aso contains full

documentation on the Starnp,

To start using the BASIC Sta;rc;ou ,'.";r irst need to

Connect it to Some Source of c0,,,e., e2;3r1. olips are provided

on the board for connecting t:o a s:an-o:;d 9V battery, this is
probably the most convenient r,'a-, cf ps,'','s6ng the Stamp.
Alternatively, a bench power supp, octld be used. Before

writing any code the Stamp snouic alsc be connected to the
PC using the programming cabie thai rs provided as part of the
programming package.

The BASIC programme is wntien using the editor
programme which runs on the PC lminimum system
requirements are an IBM PC or compatible with 3.Sinch disk
drive, parallel port, 12BK of RAM and DOS 2.0 or greater). The
editor is a full function system with all the features one would
expect of an editor with the additional feature of being able to
tokenise the programme and download the resulting code to
the Stamp EEPROM via the programming cable.

This technique of writing the programme using a PC based
editor and then tokenising and downloading allows one to very

easily write and test a programme. Downloading typically takes
a few seconds and a bargraph on the PC screen shows how

the download is progressing. Once the programme is

downloaded it will automatically start running on the Stamp.
Once the Stamp has been programmed the programme will

stay in the EEPROM until it is erased and reprogrammed.
Some of the new BASIC commands which are available on

the Stamp are quite powerful, and can be used to create some
complex control programmes. The use of variables is
somewhat limited; the Stamp only has 16 bytes of BAM. These

are organised as 56 variables: 8 words, 16 bytes, and 32 bits.

The 32 bit variables cover the bottom 2 words or 4 bytes.

However, despite this limited storage area, it is surprising what
can be done, particularly if a little bit of thought and ingenuity
are applied to the programming.

l
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The Bosic Stomp by PARALLAX meosures Wriling progrommes for the Stomp is eosy A
only 40x60mm yet is o lrue microcom- 3-pin coble connecls the Slomp lo your PC
puier lhol runs BASIC progrommes written printer porl One piece of soltwore is used to
on your PC. lls size, eose oI use ond enter,debug ond downlood your progromme.
exlensive l/O leolures moke it on ideol Feo]ures include 8 l,/O lines, non-volotile
tool lor both educoiionol ond industriol memory, seriol comms, pulse meosurement
opplicolions os well os lor the serious ond PWM; oll ochieved with o minimum of
hobbyist externol components

The BASIC Stomp Development Kit ot S99 includes; I BASIC Stomp, instruction monuol, PC

coble, sofhrore ond exlensive opplicoiion notes Further Stomps ore ovoiloble from f29

Foscinoting, highly processed Shope Memory
Alloy wires lhot ocluolly controct when
elecricolly heoted producing o useful omount
of force.
low cosl linEf ocluoiors ot loitl
Their light-weight mokes lhem excelleni for
use in models, robols ond mony other types
of proiecl. low voltoge ond power ollows
simple conkol by computer or eleckonics (eg
The BASIC Stomp).
Detoiled Doto ond Project Bok (128 poges)
plus Muscle Wire kit suitoble for l3 projecls
including BORIS the wolking, six-legged
robot; only €44.95.

All prices excl VAT ond 93 postoge per order For furher detoils o[ the Stomp, Muscle Wires
ond other producb pleose coll lor our NEW colour cotologue



A Portable

A portable EpRoM programmer can be a usefuraddition to one,s tool kit. Here, Richard eroAiX
shows how to build one

New Technology? Not really, the EPROM
(erasable programmable read-only memory) has
been around for 20 years. you,ll find them in
millions of PCs and counfless numbers of
embedded computer systems. The ubiquitous

2716 EPROM is still going strong and with a capacity of 2O4g

rail to ground produces a 24 volt potential dlfference _ in
practice, this is more like 25 volts which is perfect for the Vpp
supply to the EPROM. To keep battery current low (< 100 mA),
a low drop 5 volt regulator is used to provide power for the
board's electronics. So with a typical ampere_hour capacity of
300 mAH, a Pp3 battery should provide a typical operating time
of at least a couple of hours.

Programming couldn,t be simpler. Uillising a public domain
terminal emulator such as ,TELIX,, 

tne onboa'rd software
(resident in a2716 of course), first checks that the EpROM is
fully erased i.e. all locations contain FFH. lf this is so, the file
containing the object code (size 2O4g bytes) is sent from a pC
along the serial link to the programmer and programming
commences under software control. Just time to make a
cuppa, since it takes approximately 1 minute 40 seconds toprogram the entire EPBOM, at which time a ,Completed
Programming' message is flashed on the pC,s screen.

lftes is an ideat starting point for ROM_based pro1ects.
Available from most component suppliers as type number
M2716-1F1 , this EPROM requires a 25 volt programming
voltage and will interface to most microprocessJrs. The older
D2716-1 EPROMs have slighfly different fanout characteristics
and are best left alone.
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Hardware Handshaking.
Since the serial link of the portable programmer communicates

with the PC at 9600 baud, a handshaking arrangement hets to

be provided as each EPBON/ location takes 50 mS to program.

A 9600 baud rate transmits a 10 bit RS232 word, including

start and stop bit every 1 ms. By controlling the CTS (clear to

send) input of the PC's serial handshake input, the

programmer allows 1 byte to be sent from the PC's port every

50 ms + software overhead time. lf using a terminal emulator

other than TELIX, ensure that the CTS/RTS hardware

handshake has been enabled.

Gircuit Description.
The block diagram shows the maior components of the

portable Programmer, Based on the 80C31 embedded

microcontroller, a PLCC package with very low current

consumption and a small footprint. The software in the 2716

controls all communications between the Programmer and the

PC. The only intervention by the operator is to type 'G' at the

PC's keyboard to activate the system, and then to send the

ROMable code to the Programmer.
Table 1 details the logic levels and Vccl/pp voltage leve s

required by the EPROM for blank checking and then for

programming, with the associated waveforms shown n lg-'e
1. The OE line is held at logic low for reading (blank chec< -9

and at logic high when programming. The 50 ms prog'a-- -l
pulse is applied to the CUPGM pin, and simultanec-s -. :^ 

=

pulse is also applied to the clock input of the 4OrC ::--::'
chip. See diagram 1.

As the train of programming pulses increment the address

counter and burn the EPROM, the data bytes received from the

PC are applied to the data lines of the ZIF socket via the 80C31

port lines Pl ,O thru P1 7. This arrangement works because the

counter increments on the trailing edge of the programming

pulse i.e. at the completion of the 50 ms programming pulse.

A reed relay with an operating coil res stance of 500 ohms -

again to mit balrery current consumption, comes into effect

when the Programmer has received a G signal from the PC. An

LED noicator s gnas that the relay has been activated and that

the gro;ni pir oi the ZIF socket has been grounded, allowing

progra.-- 'g ccerai ons to take place. Do not inseft or remove

the Er:C'./ "ar tne Z F socket when the LED is on, since

ca--.. rl- r ce sustained to the dc-dc converter or the

===li.' :, - l-l mA fuse has been included to provide a

s;*=3.-a'r cui th S cannot be guaranteed, On completion of

.'.j'"-- rg tne LED will extinguish, and the EPROM can then

c: :.-': . ':r-cved,

Construction tiPs
-: ,'. :- -cst microprocessor based projects, it is definitely a
-:--:'. a task to accommodate all the printed wiring on a

: - I : s ced board. lnevitably, a dozen or so wire links have to

:: -are, The prototype has been given a neat appearance by

-: -r :g al the links on the underside of the board. The

-:--3.i ng pads were not drilled and, once tinned, insulated

,', '=- ,'rrapping wire was easily soldered in place to provide

.-:so links - a quick and convenient process that dispenses

.', .' the fiddly iob of conventional wire linking.

;
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The PLCC socket for the BOC3I requires care when drilling.
Use a 0.6 mm drill and accurately drill these holes, since it is

command PRINT .i.e. enter pRINT CIBCUIT.

Using TELIX
Version 3.15 of TELIX supporls hardware handshaking. Note
that this software is a user supporled software product and
users must satisfy the conditions of the limited py
of this software is available from the author. Alt
terminal emulation software may be used such
supplied with 'Windows,, or communications software.
notably 'Protel'.

lf using TELIX, the user must configure the software as
follows:
C Select configure telix (ALT O)
O select terminal options, option K - CTS/RfS hardware flow
control - on.
O Select filenames and paths. Select UpLOAD directory and
enter Directory name containing object files for transmission.
t enter G.
& press Page up key, select ASCll, and enter file name of code
to send to the Programmer,
O press enter key.

Note that the fite size shoutd be 2048 bytes (O8O0H). This
can be checked by DEBUG command RCX, which returns the

ELECTRONICS TODAY

+I\rCL,]]E SFR51.EQU

; PCRT-=r,. l?ROIf PROGRAI4MER SOURCE CODE
. org ,J

STAF.I:

LCi, l::l,t _:-

MOV D:- i., - _-t: I -
ACALL ]i:S:]-,]:
LCA],L Ir., -
LCALI, GC

CLR TR1

MOV DPTR, +CLRSCF
LCALL MESSAGE

LCAI,L BLA]VKCHECK

LCALL DEBOUNCE
CJNE A, #'P' , START
MOV P1, +O!.FH
CLF P3.2
LCALL DEBOUNCE

MOV D,DTR, + OO

LCALL INiT

; C].EAF SCREEN AND SEND
l:iS SiGE

; -l - r I.r-LISE UART

t .- 
. llo 

,G' FROM PC

; TESI
;l.E
FFF

i:-ROI4 IS BLAInK
CallrO\S COI,ITAIN

RECEIVE:CLR p3.4

LOOP:
JNE RI, LOOP

CLR RI
SETB P3.4

MOV A, SEUF
MOV P1,A
CPL P3 .3
LCALL DtrLAY
CPL P.3 . 3
INC DPTR
MOV A, #8

CJNE A,DPH,RECEIVE
CLR P3.4
SETB P3.2

MOV DPTR,+FINISH

LCALL MESSAGF

MOV P1. #OFFH

INTERNATIONAI

; BI,AN(aI-aji. : r 'jl ,:.: START
;DATA i--
;SW L - . r: .. .

;AND hiAIT FOR DA:-r

;BYTE COULTTER

;TAKE IN SER]A. ]], ] :.".oM
TERMIN]AL
;AND BURN EPFC]I

;ENABLE CTS

; IF !'LAG a. -: .- - , i rTE
HAS BE

;CLEAR B{t: ::_ :-:D FLAG
;DISABLE a _:

iBURll ::-: ,tt

;PGM/':. t, -:-

; NE.\a r,t: -ss LocAT ION
;rCal- ,1., - -1LL LOCATIONS
PF::: r-1::!-

;ri.:i i CTS LINE
;r.l RE-AY OFF

; CC]=IPLETED PROGRAMMIMG
I{iSSAGtr SENT TO TERMINAI,
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6-PIN g.WAY

DIN D TYPE
SKT FEMALE

B CTS

3 TXD

xr':
NC 7 BTS

412

A13

A15

2u2 ^-

.{5
4.r-t

2u2

!

PROGRAMMING MODES FOR EPBOM TYPE 2716

I
:

RECEPTION
ENABLED

SYSTEM WAVEFORMS

Fig.5. EPROM programming logic levels

+5V
+25V

25or {
+25V
+5V

OUT
IN

OUT
Ht-z
Ht -z

READ
PROGMM
BLANK CHECK
PROGRAM INHIBIT
DESELECT

i

Fig.4. EPROM programming waveforms



PASS:
MOV DPTR, #PMES
LCALL MESSAGE
MOV A, #,P'
SETB P3.5
SETB P3 .2
RET

FAIL:
MOV DPTR,#FMES ;

LCALL MESSAGE
MOV A.#,F'

SETB P3.5
SETB P3 .2
RET

TXD:
MOV SCON , #O5OH

MOV TMOD, #O2OH

MOV TH1, #OFDH

MOV SBUF,A

SETB TR1

LOOP3 :

JNB TI.LOOP3

CLR TR1

CLR TI

RET

MESSAGE:

SETB P3.3
STOP: SJMP STOP

GO:

CLR P3.4
H: JNB RT,H

CLR RI
MOV A, SBUF
CJNE A, #,G' , START

SETB P3.4
RET

BLANKCHECK:
CLR P3.5
CLR P3 .2

MOV DPTR, #O

MOV B, #OFFH

MOV P1, #OFFH
CONT1:MOV A, p1

CJNE A,B,FAIL
MOV A, #8
CLINE A, DPH, CONT;

SJMP PASS

CONT: fNC DPTR

CPL P3 .3
CPL P3 .3

S,JMP CONT1

;DISABLE BURNTNG

;ENABLE CTS LINE
,WAIT FOR SERTAL BYTE

; IF RECEIVED BYTE TS NoT,G' THEN ABORT
;TF ,G, THEN CONTTNUE

;EPROM READ MODE
,LED IS ON

;BASE ADDRESS oF EPROM
0000
;COMPARE EACH ADDRESS
LOCATfON WfTH FFH

;NOT FFH,BLANKCHECK FAILED
;ADDRESS 0800H
rF LAST BYTE OF EPROM I.E.
OTFFH

;HAS BEEN CHECKED,THEN
SEND

;BL HECK PASSED MESSAGE
TO INAL
,NEXT EPROM ADDRESS

;TOGGLE PGM/CE LINE
;r.E. TNCREMENT 4040
ADDRESS COUNTER

;LOOP UNTfL ALL ADDR,ESSES
CHECKED

;EPROM IS BLANK

;LOAD VARTAABLE WITH ,P,

FAIL BLANKCHECK MESSAGE
SENT TO TERMTNAL

,.LOAD VARTABLE WTTH ,F'

;TRANSMTSSTON ROUTTNE
; PROGRAM 80 I 1 cFp, c

;FOR TRANSMTSSSION

;BYTE IN ACCUMULATOR IS
TRANSMITTED

;TRANSMTT MESSAGE STRING

MOV A, #O

AGAIN:
PUSH A

MOVC A, @A+DpTR

CJNE A, #24H, OVER

LJMP OUT1

CLRSCR:
.BYTE 07

.BYTE OCH

.TEXT "SYSTEM

.BYTE 024H

PMES:
.TEXT " CHECK

.BYTE OODH

.BYTE OOAH

.BYTE O24H

; BELL

;FORMFEED r.E. CLEAR
SCREEN

fNTTfALTSED .. "

;END OF TEXT ($) MARKER

PASSED _ SEND DATA.

; RETURN

; LINEFEED

ABORTED"

SETB TR1

,

I

I

FMES:
.TEXT " CHECK FAILED _ PROGRAMMING

.BYTE OODH

.BYTE OOAH

.BYTE O24H

FINISH:
.TEXT " PROGRAMMTNG COMPLETED'

.BYTE OODH

.BYTE OOAH

.BYTE O24H

OVER:
MOV SCON, #O5OH

MOV TMOD, #02OH

MOV TH1, #OFDH
MOV SBUF,A

LOOPX:
JNB TT,LOOPX
POP A
INC A
LJMP AGATN

OUT1:
POP A
CLR TR1
CLR TT
RET

TRANSMTT:
crmD mn.ulaD fhl
MOV SBUF,#,.,

LOOPZ

JNB TI, LOOPZ
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CLR TI

RET

MOV SC':

MOV Ti:',

MOV T::

CLF. r-l
SET'
RET

_T.r !'oR

INIT:

. -: aOR

: r l :RF.UPT

DEBOUNC':
MOl

D3: DEC

RET

DELAY:

-t - --r:oilNCE

D2: DEC R6

MOV R7 , +O!'!',H
D1: DEC R7

CJNE R?, +OO, Dl
CJNE R6,#OO,D2
POP PSi,\]

POP A
RET

.ORG OBOOH

;EILE SIZE 2048 BYTES

. END

MOV ]
D4: DEC l

CJI.J! :
CJNE a l

:', iaIH

$EIDtrl{P -- Belease ol,0

C : BURN ,OBJ

ilii .l 0l 6a 90 00 cl ll b0 12 0l 5c 12 00 58 c2 0e

Ii- i 3:r 00 cl 12 00 b6 12 00 67 12 01 6a b,l 50 el 75

:i:l 3u ff c2 bZ l2 0l 6a 90 00 00 l2 01 5c cZ b{ 30

x;:i 3E fd c2 98 d2 b{ e5 99 f5 90 bZ b3 l2 01 77 b2

i;1r o3 a3 74 08 b5 03 e6 c2 b4 d2 b? 90 0l lb 12 00

;:;: b6 75 90 ff d2 b3 80 fe cZ b{ 30 98 fd cZ 98 e5

iir: 99 b4 {7 9c d2 b4 ?2 c2 b5 c2 b2 90 00 00 75 f0

i;'; ff 75 90 ff e5 90 b5 f0 lb 7{ 08 b5 83 02 80 07

:li{: a3 b2 b3 bZ b3 80 ed 90 00 dg 12 00 b6 74 50 d2

iili: bJ d2 bZ 22 90 00 f5 l2 00 b6 71 16 d2 bs d2 b2

liir: 22 ?5 98 50 75 89 20 75 8d fd f5 99 d2 8e 30 99

lll,: fd c2 8e cZ 99 22 7{ 00 c0 e0 93 b4 2{ 76 02 01

];:i: 1a 07 0c 53 59 53 i4 {5 4d 20 19 1e 19 54 49 {l
liJi: lc 19 53 15 t{ 20 2e 2e 21 20 13 {8 {5 43 lb 20

;!ei':; 50 11 53 53 {5 4{ 20 2d 20 53 15 4e 4{ 10 14 {l
t]ir: ;1 11 0d 0a 21 20 {3 {0 {5 13 4b 20 {6 4l {9 {c
J18?: {5 {{ 20 2d 20 50 52 lf 11 52 1l {d {d 49 4e 47

r11[: 20 tl 12 {f 52 5{ 15 11 0d 0a 2{ 20 50 52 rf 47

.:13i: 52 1l 4d td {9 le 47 20 13 4f 4d 50 {c {5 5{ 15

u130: 11 0d 0a 2{ ?5 98 50 75 89 20 75 0d fd f5 99 d2

l1{r]: 8e 30 99 fd d0 e0 01 02 00 b8 d0 e0 cZ 0e c2 99

0130: 22 dl 8e ?5 99 2e 30 9$ fd c2 99 22 75 98 50 75

i160: 89 20 75 8d fd c2 af d2 8e 22 7e ff le af ff lf
01i0: bf 00 fc be 00 f6 22 c0 e0 c0 d0 7e 3d le 7f ff
0180: 1f bf 00 fc be 00 f6 d0 d0 d0 e0 22 ff ff ff ff
0190: ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff
01a0: ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff
0lbO: ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff
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BY TERRY BALBIRNIE

Many vices

Fine work

A parlicularly useful tool is the taper reamer. This may beused to clean up holes in panels etc. lt is also handy for
enlarging holes when the largest available Oritt isstitt too small -

Crafty stuff

. 
l. once bought a 'pearl catcher,, to make an order up tominrmum value. l,m glad that I did because t trave useO it quite alot. To readers unfamiliar with a pearl catcher,-rt is a smallpencil-like device. When the end is pressed, spring prongs

emerge from the other end. These may be placed around asmall item and the plunger released. T-he part is then gripped
firmly by the prongs, pearl.catcher. ,r" f,unOy ior recovering
small screws which have dropped into the Oeptns of somepiece of equipment, They cost less than 1.1 so it is worth
having one.

You need a small hacksaw for removing excess spindle frompotentiometers and rotary switches _ this iI another piece of
ch could be shared. A magnifying glass is always
ose with good eyesight may need this to see the
mall component such as aZener diode or tolocate the exact position for a hole *f.r"n Oiiffing u pCS.

Items for the short list are a set of Allen X"VJ f"uy, 
.l .smmupwards) and some nut spinners - say, 3mmio lmm, A smallspanner set between 4mm and 6mm will also be needed everynow and again.

That's all for this month. Next time, we shall look at pCB
making equipment.

A craft knife will always be useful.
their preferences as regards style
buy one with a retractable blade.

Usually people already have
It is, however, a good idea to
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One can of course buy complete display modules which
accept serial data input and are simply plugged into any
applicatJon to provide the desired terminat iLinction. However,
they are expensive and one is confined to using a set design.
Neither of these factors will find particular favor]r wjth the
experimenter or the designer of one_off systems.

design one,s own data display
I logic circuitry is one obvious

taken to desisn and debus the ",.:;i',iffi[iT;]ll[*,[i^much easier solutjon would be to use a microcontrotter 
"rO ""0write the display control functions in software.

However, the problem with a standard microcontroller is thai
the designer needs to have all the appropriate development
hardware and software together with a reasonably good
knowledge of the mierocontroller instruc|on code. None of
these are likely to be possessed by the average occasional
microcontroller user.

Enter the Parallax Stamp, a microcontroller whlch can beprogrammed in a language that most cornputer users are
familiarwith, BASIC.

The BASIC Stamp,s ease of programming and buiit_ln
support for serial communications make it a good candidate for
such user-interface applications. lndeed ail tlt is needed to
construct a simple data terminal is a Stamp, a dot matrix LCD

ln this, the first of a regular serres of
Fror.ects designed around the paraltax
Stamp, we take a laok at how to use tfiis
versatile litfle Gvlmputer system to form
the heart of a simple user-intertace
terminal based on a 16 character LCD
dat matrix disptay

audio equipment, rnotor cars and, of course, a whole range oi
instrumentation from EpROM programmers and mul|meters, to
gas chromatographs and mass spectrometers.

Another application area for small data displays lies in
Systems which use a central host computer to control a number
ol remote functions. At vanous locations in such systems, users
communicate with the main system via small terminals that
display system status and accept a minimal range of inputs. This
coufd, for example, be an environmental or.*"u,tiy control system.

SWITCHES O - 3

BASIC INTEFIPFIETEB

F

1k

256-BYTE EEPROM PROTOryPING
AREA

F F

MOUNTING
HOLES

I/O HEADER

5-VOLT
REGULATOR

SERIAL IN
PROGBAI\4MING
HEADER SERIAL

Fig 1 Termtnal circuit
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disptay, afew pr-js':----: .,--- ='=- -=>:.:-s. -:eCircuit[S
shown in Fig, 1 .

disptay(LCD) tha:'s -:-- : :r::l -- --=.-:-a'.lltachi
44TSOControllel:C --=-= -- :: ='= = 

-.^: -a';-a' ci LCDs

ranginginsizef:'':- , , -:: --': -'--=-=-'.=-. '2x4) to2x40,
Thesemodulesa-= l- = ='-1 = 

..--.--.-=g:tronic

component supc :-:

thc Eiamp E"sed terminal *rcr}{s
Whenpoweras":. =:: : --::-: - -'-:'a-, initiallsesthe

LCD. ltsets lr,e : -: = - -- -- - :::l -:-: and enablesan
Underline cur'sl- - -'. - .- :-'1 -:-a::ers, the prOgfam

clears the s:'::-
ffierinii,a 

==. -- -: : , r- :- a': = :;C walting fOf the

arrival of ea'1-=-'= . -- - --- -':=-: - -<-232 interface.

When a Cn;.:z--=' =-' .: - : - -r-' =: a)' ^s: a short list Of

Special cha'a-:=-. :: ":::-: -.- -- -' =:d return)'tf itisnOt
one of these --- -'- - :-' - --: '.- "= J.spay, and re-enters

thewaiting-'-' - :.-. . . -
lf abac"-:=-= : :,- r- - 

= 
--' -'-.---::- r-cvesthe LCD

CUrSofbac{ a'- :a..- --: =: =- 
- :::le) ChafaCtgftO blOt

OUtthe C,i2.-.-:-.-'-- = I: --:': =': -a'rnOveS baCkagain,

The SeCCr: - - -'-: ' :-:: : --,=:!a--' cgCaUSe the LCD

automatC? :l :-':: -: - -:-'
ff acor':': -- . -= - ;, '- ---a'a-:SSUeSaClear

instruction :, -= - - - -'::---l: :;.'fillingthescreenwith
bfanks, a.J -=--- - 

= 
'-- -- : -- -= :ri-lost position'

[faret--r,- ='=-.-= : ]:r :: --= :'Jgram interpretsthe
message aS : Lr- '=- - , : -::::'Se ffOm the USef, lt

entefsalo:: :-- - -'- -:-':-:':ssoneof thefOUr
pushbutto's -- : :: --: ---iramsendsthecharacter
("0" throuo^ : = - .--' - I -: : -:cn number back to the
hostsyster, -.--=- - - :': -: '''-:;ig oop

Becartse -- : -- : - -,-:: - l .^::rser interface cannot

receive cha:-- ='.::-- ':- I , =.I^,3fu]l baud rate. The host
program ffi;!.1-- = -- - ==---'i soacebetweencharacters;
perhaps a -i--- :=- -- r r.:- '...J reduce the baud rate to
300 baud a'l >:. --= - -:- '='-_'.2-' to 1.5 or 2 stop bits, you

This setup is less noise-immune than circuits that play by the

RS-232 rules. lf you add a line driver/receiver such as a Maxim

MM232, remember that these devices also invert the signals.

You'H have to change the baud/mode parameter in the
instructions SERIN and SEROUTto T24oO, whare T stands for
true signal polarity. ff industriat- strength noise irnmunity is

required, or the interface witl be at the end of a mife-long stretch

of wire, use an FS-422 driver/recelver. This wilt require the
same changes to SEBIN and SEROUT.

Another trick altows the sharing of inpuvoutput pins

betweBn the LCD and the pushbuttons, What happens if the

user presses the buttons white the LCD is receiving data?

Nothing. The Stamp can sink enough current to prevent the 1k
pull-up resistors frorn affecting the state of its active output

lines. Arrd when the Stamp is receiving input from the switches,
the LCD is disabled, so its data lines are in a high-impedance

state that's the next best thing to not being there. These facts

allow the LCD and the switches to share the daia fines without

interference.
Finally, note that the resistors are $hown on the data side of

the switches, not on the +5V side. Thls is an inexpenslve

precaution against damage qr interference due to electrostatic

discharge from the user's fingertips. lt's not an especially

effective precaution, but the prlce is dght.

' FROGRAM: Terminai.bas
'th€ S!arrrp selr!'/es as a

f f- accerrts lrext via RS :12
provides a wey :or the .;ser
i',, f .rl !-.;o--.or.s.

use:: interface Ler:rnina.l .

froma'host,and
to respond to c{ueraies

'seria-L data input

' Ser:ial data ouLput pin
' flnai).Le pin, 1 - enabled
' Regist.er select pin. 0 =

instruct ion
' Variabl-e trcldj"r'g Jl of key

Svr.r--ol char
Sj.:'riro i Sw*o
5)'moo1 S1,:-1

S;,tLbOl gt'1_2 - p:"n2

pz'ei;sod.
= b3 ' Character sent to LCD"
* plrrl)' User inpul sliLches
= pinl' rrirltlplexed ./i/I,CD data

lines.
Symbol gr-3 - pin3Atthe begr- -

the LCD, yori -=.
repeated, inst==:

mayavoio.-.: - j:t-- . -' i-: letay.

not an oversig'. ,', : - , - : ,lcwnloading bar graph

indicated thal :-= ':.'=1-=', -'.-uctions actually resulted in a

:;r :rat several instructlons are

:- - :sed in forl next looPs. This is
' ScL ulr Lhe. stamp's I/O lines and iniLial'r-se the
LI]D.

more compac ..- - -' :.- - - -. .-:3 stamp's point of view. Keep

an eye on tha: ;'= - '-- '-.'.-.:.9 programs; it a good relative

indication of [c.'. - - -- ='::'?!.i space you've used. The

terminal procre.- : - - -::: ac:i:t two-thirds of the Stamp's
EEPROM.

Iet plns = 0 ' Clear Ltle .rutpul
l, i nes

let clirs -, %01,1.11111 ' One inp::L, 7

outrpuEs.
pause ?0r) ' !;ait 200 ms tor LCD

f:o r:e!al-

hefiin:

r LCD:

' in.i Eiali-se Lhe LCD -in accordance wiLh Hitachi's
insl.-ructrons for- 4-bl t inl.erf ace,FfOm an ei3::-:: -:^f,G3int, the circuit emplOys a couple

of tricks. The i.s - . : .:s :-e RS-232 communication. The

Stamp's procss-r: - : = : ' 6C56, is equipped with hefty static-
protection dlcc.-s ,- -s -:riroutput pins, When the Stamp

receives RS-232 :=:: ,'.: cr typical[y swtngs between -12 and
+12 volts $/). 'i::;= : L;s serve io limit the voltage actually

seen by the PIC's -::'ra. :ircuitry to 0 and +5V. The 22k
resistor limits tne :--e1i lrrough the diodes to prevent

damage.
Sending seriai culgu: without an external driver circuit

exploits another lcccr:o:e in the RS-232 standard. While most

HS-232 devlces expect the signal to swing between at least -3

and +3V, most will accept the 0 and +5V output of the PIC

without problems,

-l ct plns = e0 00 t)rJ 0i l ' ser- t-o B -bi1-
operati on.

I:ulsor-]|.- il,J ' Send dar-a Lhree
Limes

pause 1C ' to inltialj se LCD,
pulsaut E, i
paus€ 10
pul sorj t E, 1
pause !-0
let pins = ?00000010 ' S<rL to 4-bit

onerat ion .

pulsoul- E,1 ' Send above data t-hrec
times.

pulEout E, I
pulsout 8,1
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1r:t char = 14

qosub wr LCD

' Set up LCD in
accordance with

'Hit-achi Inst m5nua1.
' Turn on cursor and enable
' left-to-right. printing.
' Clear the display.

' Prepare to send characters.

i-oop: let keys - 0
if Sw_0 - 1 then xmir

1eL keys = keys + 1
if Sw_1 - 1 then xmit
l et keys = keys + 1
if Sw_2 = 1 then xmit.
let keys = keys "r 1
if Sw_3 = 1 then xmit
goto loop

' Add one for each
skipped key.1et char = 6

gosub wr_LCD
let char = 1
qosub wr*LCD
high RS

main: serin S_in,N2400,char , Main terminat loop.groto bksp
out I gosub wr_LCD

goto main

' Write the ASCIf character in b3 to LCD.

wr_LCD: let pins = pins & 800010000
1et b2 = char/16 , put hiqh nibble of

b3 into b2.leL pins = pins t b2 , OR the contentE of
]:2 jnto pins.

Pulsout 8.1 , Blip enable pin.let h2 = char & ?C0001111 , put 1ow nibble
of b3 into b2.1et pins = pi_ns & ?00010000 , Clear 4_bit
dal-a bus 'let pins = pins I b2 , OR the contents
of

, Chanqe to instructiDn
register.

' Move cursor 1eft.
' Write instruction to

LCD,
' Put. RS back in

character mode.

' Changre to instruction

' Clear the display.
' Write instruction Lo LCD,
' Put RS back in character

mode.

;<nit: serout S_out,N2400, (#keys, 10, 13)
let dirs = 801111111 , Restore r/o pins to
groto main 

original state'

pulsout E,1
return

' Backspace, rub out character

bksp: if char > l-3 then our

lf char - 3 then clear

if char = 1f then cr:et
i I cha- 8 rher -,: .

gosub back
1eL char - 32

gosuc Fr_LCD
gosub back

goto nain

b2 into pins.
' Blip enable.

tly printingf a blank.

l{ot a bksp or cr?
Outpr-rt character.

r-fl-a -1
sc re€n .

' Carriage return.
' Reject otner non-

priniables.

' Send a blank to
dispiay

' Back up to
counter LCD,s auto
lncrement -

' Get ready for
another
transmiss ion

back: low RS

let char - 16
gosub wr-LCD

hiqh Rs

f'eLurn

cfear: low RS
regi st er .

ieib3=l
gosub wr_LCD
hish RS

goto main

' a carriage return is received, wait for swilchi t from the user, The host program (on the otherc uter) should co_operate by waiting for a replyb re sending more data,

cret: let dirs = 801110000 , Chanqre LCD data lines
to input.
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Last month, Tim h*er discussed the
sensors aN circnit description of a
multi-funcUon wtrity alarm, Here, he
looks at its irsfarllation and testing

switch SWi , i : riS- '-.= .= -.- o" ,"r"*J * 
" 

trr,
surface whic^ - . . 1- -1 

== :' ;+ =- : rgh to take the whole case.

lf not, the op- --,= - -:--: ---- ==- TaY haveto be used. The

mounting pcs - - - -:- -= :-:l . -'--: is simply a matter of
personal chc:= .- -- :'a- . -,=- ., -.-= more probable place being
just inside the ,- : ' =- : - --= -- -=. ikely on the same wall if you

intend to ma<: -..,= -. :
Drill two h: :- .- - -- -,:- - :,:sitions in the back of the

case, and mc--: - :-: - -+ rCB fitted - using good sized
pan headed s:':,"': '-:- , -- a'ge diameter washers. These
will increase 1-= - --= -= t-.= -' =rcck vibration transfer from
the shed to tl: -'= , r- r-i -ase mounted, very carefully drill

a very small hc = . -r.- -:r :a :' -,j2 to poke a matchstick size
implement) th': - : - --- : -:r ,', - at the position of the entry
timer switch S,', - ," - : ..)'= -:: to splinter the wood when
breaking thro-=-- - -= -- : r: as this might result in a rather
obvious look-: '^ - =':- ::--:.se" hole. Remove the case, fit
the board, the- -=-- - ---: + rase,

Complete :-= ,', -' 
= --- - =::crdance with that shown in

figure 1 . Almc=: =' ^ : --=- -- ) -acre cable (speaker wire for
instance) can .. -=.:: '- - --= '-C switches, and for the
optional pus[ s,'. -,- - ,,- - ..,:^C to use it. The two contact
terminals of tre --: :,', --:s are usually identified by chrome
plated screws: :-= : --i-: :-= spare terminals to allow series
connections ic :'---= :,', .--:3 lf more than two reed switches
are used, they ---- r :. :--'ected the same as RS1, and the
last one on the ::: -: >,:*-: as RS2, As will be seen, this
results in one c:^'--,-= -:-ally closed loop, and opening
any one of ther ,'. :-ll=':-e aarm. When securing the reed
switches and r-j-=.= -.'=., .a. be mounted horizontally or
vertically), mak: s-'= -= -a3net is within about Smm of the

reed switch and lies in parallel with it, and remember, the closer
to the hinge you fit them, the more the window or door will have
to open to set off the alarm. On the other hand, if you have an
illJitting window or door, the more likely you are to get false
alarms the further away from the hinge you fit them. ln these
cases, choose a happy medium of about 2/3 of Ihe distance
away from the hinge. lf no reed switches are to be used at all,

the terminals shown as RS on the PCB (5 & 6) MUST be
shoded together with a wire link, othenryise you will have a
permanent fault and the alarm won't work at all.

Testing
When testing the alarm, always bear in mind one fundamental
aspect: if ANY of the sensors are active and the fault indicator is

lit, then NONE of the other sensors will function. For instance,
don't try to test the shock sensor with the door or window
open. And don't try to test ANYTHING if LDR1 is exposed to
light with LKl fitted - it won't work. Remembering ihis will
prevent an aMul lot of frustration.

Testing the door & window contacts
Set VRl , VR2 and VR3 to mid positions. Remove LKl and LK4

and slot them onto just one of their pins for safekeeping. lnsert

the test link LK3, make sure the door and window are shut and
turn on the alarm. The exit buzzer should now sound for about
I0 seconds and the fault indicator should be off. lf the exit
buzzer doesn't stop, check the soldering around SWl and
connections to the remote push switch PB1 ; also, make sure
that it's a push-to-make, not a push-to-break type. When the
buzzer does stop, try opening the door or window; the alarm
should sound for about 1 second each time one or the other is

opened. lf not, check the wiring to the reed switches, making
sure you have continuity when all of switches are closed and
that this breaks when any one of them opens. lf this fails, then
you've either wired them up incorrectly or you've got normally
closed versions that open when the magnet gets close to them
- you need normally open types.
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MOMENTARY
PUSH TO MAKE

SWITCH
(oPTroNAL)

Testing the
shock vibration sensor
With the door and window closed, strike the frame of the shed
with a hard object such as the handle of a screwdriver. The
alarm should sound again. lf not, try adjusting the shock
sensltivity controi VR3. Also ensure jumper link LK2 is fitted,
then try the test again.

Testing the light sensor
This can only be set accurately in the dark, however it is
possible to check the operation of the light sensor during the
daytime as follows: turn off the alarm and insert jumper link
LKl . Hold the lid of the case in its correct position to prevent
any light entering the case and being reflected onto the back of
LDRl. With the door and window closed, turn the alarm back
on. lgnore the fact that the fault indicator is lit; this is because
light is falling on LDR1 . When the exit buzzer stops, cover the
light sensor LDBl with the palm of your hand - the fault
indicator should go out. lf it doesn't, adjust the light sensitivity

control VR2 and try covering the light sensor again, Slowly
move your hand away from the light sensor and, ,,,rhen sufficient
light hits the sensor, the fault indicator should light and the
alarm will sound for 1 second. Adjust VB2 to glr,,e suitable
operation - you don't have to turn the alarm off and back on
again in between adjustments.

Testing the latch function
At any time during the above tests, jumper link LK4 can be
inserted to test the latching action of the shed alarm, which will
result in the alarm sounding continuous y once triggered, and
can only be stopped by turning it off with the keyswitch (or
removing LK4, of course). lf the alarm stops after I second with
LK4 fitted, the most probable cause will be the type of 55b
timer (lC3) you have fitted - see ALARM TIMEB.

After testing, set VR1 , VR2 & VR3 to the desired settings
and insert the links required to obtain your preferred operating
modes. Remove the test link LK3 and fit the lid to the case. The
alarm is now ready for normal operation.
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vARlArro#i
lf your s-=- -r: -- -,E: 

= - -(--:.= lock fitted (as opposed to a
padloc< - - :-- : --:i :E - - - ay find it possible to open it' up

and flt a =-:'- - i-r-r-- - r:'::',','ch inside in such a position that
the mic-:. ' r'- : :,-i :i:l :s:he bolt retracts from the keep.

The nor-' , I -,r+t :|-r.a: 3f the microswitch can then be

wired ba, - - : .- = {-=, : , ir[ -- ^,^ rhe shed alarm. ln this way, the
alarm ca- :. - e:E -. - =- =--.3'ratically on locking up the
shed, in .',* -r- :r=': .J-E :,.- :-e can be set to minimum, to give

a brief a-: :; '- 
:iL -,acn -. Er ::e alarm has set.

lndivc-a -?-rl r- t+ ;-:r oontents can be protected by
threadirg = - -: :- i i '-: ---- -,r- a non-removable part of them.
This looc :- - -, - ':Er- :+ ::-.-ected in series with the RS

terminas : !: r:1"+ -,-: scrokenthealarmwill sound,
assun i^l l- - - - ---c -: = r-- s set.

Beca-;= :- -,= -.: - r"- ::Tinals (1 & 2), it is possible to
add ext'= --=-;,]-,rf-: -t ,-:-s other positions around the
shed, or:.,=- -: ::l---., = -,---rally immovable items of
equipme-- -,:r -,ir- -- r: - : ':' instance - grinders, sanders,
tool cabr-: - - -r- i : -,: -a.. to be subjected to vibration in

order to '=- : = -F-)-
Altho-;- -':;-r= - >,--:r : - s ren module (WD1)fitted across

the two c-:: -r rr-i- -,a:= - r 3 , there is no reason why this
cannot b: -= ,=: -: : , = 1-::: e 6V - 1 2V relay, and the
contacts :' - : -.l.ir -:-. -?-::3 indication of the alarm

activating r' : =- -r" ;:T -- :,9 on a light for 30 seconds. The

relay (or:-: >,r:r- -:, l-ar -::.3r) does not have to be fitted
inside the :.-,r : ,;'- r : =--in of 2-core cable it can be
installed a- :-' : -, rrtr . -=- -:: ccation - inside the house for
instance - ;- -- -: - - i t-E :,= = :nly carries low voltages there is

no dange' :'=+.--- -,: ii- -'t: t:m it.

It is possible to connect a standard Passive lnfra Red (PlB)

detector to the alarm by including its own N/C output terminals
in series with the reed switch input terminals (5 & 6). However, if

this is to be powered from the shed alarm, it's best to use a 9V
- I2V mains adaptor, because of the extra drain placed on the
batteries. There are one or two points to bear in mind if you do
decide to use a PIR detector. These devices detect heat
movement - and not just (human) body heat. Although they
cannot "see" through glass, do not point the detector towards a
window which is subjected to direct sunlight, as this will result in
false alarms. As dark clouds pass the sun, the detector will see
the heat change across the glass of the window and trigger the
alarm. The second point is draughts. lf the inside of the shed is
quite warm, and the door or window doesn't fit too well, then a
sharp draught will disturb the air movement and so produce a
qu ck heat change, which again will set off the alarm. These,
and similar situations must be taken into account before
deciding on the use of a PIR detector.

Finally. The quiescent current of the standard shed alarm is
only about 2mA, so should give at least a few weeks of
continuous standby operation from the 9V battery pack. lf the
alarm does get prolonged use, check the battery pack on a
weekly basis, and replace all of the batteries once the pack
voltage falls below about 6.5 Volts.

The shed alarm won't turn your shed into Fort Knox, but it

will add quite a degree of security, and it'll cost less than
replacing the more expensive contents of your shed.
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Jomes Gole
ol44z 6555t

Gl.-l
E]Classified

0 S(VA 2 5 amp max

1 KVA 5 amp max

2KVAl0ampmar

3KVAl5ampmar

5KVA 25 amp max

P&P
f31.90 f6.oo

f44.53 inc VAT)
f41.15 f7.oo

(f56.58 inc VAT)
f59.40 f8.50

(f79 78 inc
f78.65 f8
(f102 40 inc VA

fl39.15
- (ptus Carriage
Euydrcct l.om the lqMss XeneslBc6 tn thecountry

23OVAC BATHST KIT
For elthsr6in,gin or 12in tub€st605 + t1 tO

p&p (m.75 inc vATl
The abovefubes aie suitsble for Forc€d 8.nk Note

tc.
Oth€rwa table pt€ase

l2VDC BILGEPUMPS
500 GPH 1stt head 3 amp ft9 98
1750 G P H 15fi head 9 amD I34 55
Alsnowavailable 2{VDC 1750GpH15ft head
5 rmp f35 55. All deeaned to be used
submerged PRICES IN.LUDE P&P & VAT

SUPER HY-LIGHT STSOBE (IT

Aw
Ce
SAE

LEN COOKE
ENTERPRISES

For the best yalue in Used
El ectrcn ic Test I nsl ru me nts

sc0pes
Tel: 081-813-9946
Fax: 081.574.2339

Mobile: 0374 759984
Mail att

En

We engineer what we buy, we suppott
what we aetl-

KINDLY MENTION ETI WHEN REPLYING
TO ADVERTISEMENTS

swc il?l?*J$,1,?o*,
ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
TINNED WIRE SILVER
PLATED COPPER WIRE
SOLDER EUREKA WIRE
NICKEL CHROME WlRE.
BRASS WIRE LI TZ WIRE
BIFILAR WIRE MANGANIN
WIBE TEFZEL WIRE NICKEL
SAE BRINGS LIST 18 RAVEN
RD LONDON E18 1HW
FAX 081 559 11 14

NEWMARKET
TRANSFORMERS LTD

Mail Order TransJormer
Specialists

Toroidal and Laminated
Translormers, 3VA to 1 kVA
Fast delivery Competitive
prices Quality guaranteed

Phone: Michael Dohan on 0638
662989 for lmmediaie Ouote

THIS SPACE COULD BE WORKING FOR YOU!
FOR DETAILS OF ADVERTISING RATES CALL

JAMES ON 01 442 66551 OR FAX YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT ON 01442 66998
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TRAN UTO
(110-240v A sker and

ilunflfforrflotEr$nffs

COOKE INTERNATIONAL
ANALYSERS, BRIDGES, CALIBR
GENERATORS, OSCILOSCOPES

ALWAYS AVAILABLE

ORICINAI SERVICE MANUALS FOR SALE
COPY SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

SENDLA E
UAIS (50p)

DISCOUNT FOR BULK ORDERS SHIPPING ARRANGED

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9AM - 5PM

COOKE INTERNATIONAL
ELE NTS

Unit Fwestsus ffil?,

..BOFFINS SPECIAL" -
UNIOUE OFFEB

,uS Precrsion Medicsl Untt, tnt€rnolly rn excel,
conditron. Designed pnmarity to 6ist a d@isc syringo( rcmw-a ids and

EPROMS E$ap Preosron 12V OC Mold with
30O:-l Gear Box and optical encoder couplsd to a
pr&rsron threadod dflve mechanism
wilh 6 x 1.5V Ni-Cad A.A. cells b.
Drg[al read-out 17mm high with lq
These are sold Io, lhe drsmantltng ot the excepuonal
quatty components regrel no Ctrcu[s available.
Sidiculously low pnce. f20.00 + f4.00 p&p

(f28.20 incl VAT)

t.

elc Size W ighl inct RcD

price +VA.I
24OV AC CENTRIFUGAL ELOWER

New Manuf Surplus Skelelon Blower suiLable for
mountrng rnsrde an enclos overall
srze 130x1 l0x85mm Outl 6omm
dra x 60mm long. f14.10

SEWNG MACHINE MOTOR
Brcnd new 220/24OU ACIDC SEW-TR|C 2 tead Brusl
lllolor. Size L 10omm x H. 70mm x W.55mm. Sprndte
1/4rn. dia x lrn. long f14.10 inct. p&p& VAT

GEAREO MOTORS7l RPM 2olb rrch tqqw ffiu€ .t15V AC in-
Nr rmluding cepeilq and hG{ffi tq 24OV AC
oFaton. hice rrcVAT & f8p e7.73

Ins, 23OI24OV AC, Onsr .mr t 5t0y.
Proderng 1&nn wi Bu'h-in i0 * ric.
EEV modrfi€d td 20 $, 30 s to MrinlE
D6€rEd ld boil€r gnilm 0@6 o, lg rn tha
fieH ol phrc and d$EdicsrffiorrrcamdEr6G
d aQff tub6 etc. Price l5
p&p (t1 2 8l inc VAT) NMS

EPROM ERASURE (IT
Burld your own EPFOM EnASURE tor a ,rdion ot lhe
p(i@ ol a less ca* includes
l2'n I wa un[, Fir ol bFprn
leads, neo *lety mrcrmwiich
and crrcun lf19 98 

'nc 
VAT)

WASHING MACHINE WATER PUMP
Brand new 2i!0V AC. fan cmled. C be used lor a vanery ol
purcoses. lnlel 1 /r rn. outlet 1 rn price rnc udes p&p &
VAT f1 1.20 each or 2 for f20.50 I usrve.

MtcRoswtTcH
Pye I 5 amp changeover lever microsw[cn. lyoe S1 7l
Brand new pflce 5 lor f7.05 inc VAT & o&o

SERVICE TRADING CO
E fJ 57 BRTDGMAN BOAD, CH|SW|CK. LONDON W4 5BB
showmarcn FAX 001 995 05tfi' 081_995 1560uo*iite,i[ai ACCOUNTCUSTOMERS MlN. ORDER t1o

PROGRESSIVE RADIO

87/93 Dale Street
Tel:051 236 0982 051 236 0154

47 Whitechapet
Tel:051 235 5489

Liverpool 2
,TH 

E ELECT BO N I CS SPEC//t/SIS'
Open: Tues-Sat 9 30-5.30

TRANSISTORS, ICS ETC INTO
CASH immediate settlement

We also welcome the opportunity to quote
for complete factory clearance

Contact:

COLES-HARDING & CO.
Unit 58, Ouens Foad, Wisbech,

Cambs PEl3 7PO
BUYEHS OF SUHPLUS INVENTOFIYBUYEHS OF SUHPLUS INVENTOHY

ESTABLISHED OVER 20 YEARS

AS'0R.A Desk Top Accounting'"

Overture hro[ts Ss trr.hds Nomnd lAI q.
Prcmier pssr(k tobs ErcS 8i(des kdz No erc

ProFessional psMurCrrengeprekarco,erc

Ltd, Brefton Cou[, Maor Road, \ya]es
, S31 8PD UK (sohiledsdbmmmd &Dted€dcEr

Tc (0190E _-119, r Fil (01909).r]fii . tnr Cde r+it lry)
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P-'"IE BOOKS AND
uA.lrlL,I*j windgenerators
:i-': ;+-E'ators, inverters
:,: -.- * s:,1 ng generators
:-:-+ r-P-E :'ectric bike, sora-
:-: =:-= :r:,-= electronic circu:
a-:- :r'i *r cooks, and the
'a-: -- -r-ea'-ilt Dynamo. 2 x
':' :-=--*s 'ot descriPtive

-* t.sc original plans
-+.'r-€:t Engineering, 8

k-ens, Pinner.
lr, :r:.:Sd.l -,llta lPR.

EPF]ffi BLDS + MICRO
CO copied or
pr: We supPly
de. screte logic to
PLI-. :-_,r t' ETI PC Post
Ca': =,rorrre: = itO/P.C.B. €12
PC i,:l: rt =-,= 0225 444467.

TO ADYERTISE FILL IN THE COUPON BELOW. IF YOU DO NOT WISH TO CUT
YOUR MAGAZINE PLEASE SEND A PHOTOCOPY

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL, CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT, NEXUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY

WAY. HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

Rates JLrrneage 70p per word + VAT minimum 15 words.
Ser-nr,dilsplay 89.50 per single column cm plus VAT. No reimbursements for cancellations.
Al aCs must be pre-paid.

Nar=

Adc'=: 
=

Daytime Tel. No:

Sig - =-
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Date

= 
l=BlT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No.

Exp -, I =:e
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FAX YOUR

ADVERTISEMENT

ON

01442 66998

Start training now with the specialists for
the lollowing courses. Send for our
brochure - without obligation or

Telephone us on 0626 779398 Er4/ss

Name r Telecomms
Tech C&G 2710

r Radio Amateur
Licence C&G

Micro-
processor

Introduction to
Television

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TO14 9UN



retain its high technology industries. lt is
certainly true that skill shortages are one of
the main factors which can hbld back the
expansion of high technology companles.

The answer to this problem from
politicians of all parties is, as one would

lot of people, particularly
politicians, talk rather glibly
about the need to train more
engineers and scientists.
They state, and not without
justification, that the

economy needs more sklled people if it is to
a very enthusiastic and committed teacher,
but I suspect most will not and will be
doomed to a career that they are unhappy
in, not very good at, and certainly not
committed to.

Perhaps a better solution would be to

more than they can train themselves. But
the Americans have accepted that there js
now a world-wide free market in such skills
They accept that if they want the best then
will have to hire them from this global pool of
skilled people.

country and of the individual companies
depends upon the skills of their scientists
and engineers,

same;
paid
rs. They
andsocjal ey

have i

here?
country relies just as heavily upon the work
of our engineers and scientists as do the
economies of Germany and America.

lf as a society we accept that engineers
and scientists are important and should be
rewarded in accordance with that
importance then there will be no problem
about shortages. Forthen the best in the
world will come flocking to our shores and
contribute their talent to the betterment of
us all and, at the same time, will reinforce
the cultural attitudes that will foster future
generatlons of scientists and engineers.

I do not think that this approach will
work. ln my opinion, cultural attitudes are asimportan in
the creat

By cu
thinking. is
includes an enormous enthusiasm for the
subject, a natural optimism about mankind,s
power to solve problems and discover all
that there is to know about the world around
him. lt also includes a natural inquisitiveness
about how things work, a natural desire to

person who has that innate flre and
enthusiasm for the subject - a flre which
when transmitted means that the individual,s
future is sealed.

It is, I think, no mere accident that so
many of the best engineers and scientistscome where their parents orgrand also engineers andscient trend is true in other
professions; doctors, lawyers, teachers,
musicians, aftists, actors, even businessmen.

Such individual
above such facto
career advancem
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Analog Module: Tuning an RF front end.

Electronics'Wod<bench is a highly
productive bench where you design and

verif circuits in afi:action of the time.

Connections are atways pedect.Vires
route themselves. And the simulated

components and test instftunents wod(
jrst like the real thing.

Digital Modute: Ana\zing a logic circuiL

It's faster than building with actual

components because you change

connections and component vallles

instantly.And since the simulated

components ate free,you don't need to
replace bumtout parts or keep :ur

atpnsive inventory The rcsult: You save

precious time and money Guaranteed!

The standard for simplicity and power for
over six years, Electronics W'orkbench is the

most popular tool of its kind. It has gained

woridwide acclaim as the ideal complement

to any test bench. Fact Over 90olo of
our customefs fecoflrmend it to
their friends and

Robinson Marshall (Europe) PLC
Nadella Building, Progress Close, Leofric Business Park, Coventry, Warwlckshire CV3 2TF

The electronics lab in a computer'*

FAX: (44) O2O3 233210
+30-day money-back guarantee

Sh pp ng charges UK t4 99 A I prices are p us VAI
A trademarks are the property of therr respect ve owners

( N nnBu INTERACTIVE
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